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On behalf of the members of the Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions 
it is my privilege to express these words of deep appreciation and affection­
ate regard to our friend Louise Chambers Knox.
From her earliest days her life has been one of service. As a child 
she grew up in the solid Dutch tradition, with its definite emphasis on 
missionary endeavor. Her mother, the late Mrs. Talbot W. Chambers, was 
a charter member of our Board. At the last meeting which 'her'mother 
attended before her. death, Mrs. Knox was elected to active membership on 
the Board. As her gifts were discovered she became more and more 
helpful, serving the Board in various capacities, at one time as-sRecording 
Secretary, at another as Foreign Gorresponding^Secretary to India.
In 1921 she was'elected to'the Presidency— a-just and sincere recogni­
tion to one who had served faithfully and well. Since that time her 
leadership has been felt throughout the whole denomination. Mrs. Knox 
has given of her time, her talents, and her (means so that the work of 
sharing the Gospel of Christ might continue. Hers has been a record of 
unstinted and devoted service in the work of our Board. Through her 
gracious personality she has had the capacity of leading others to the cause 
so dear to her. Time and again some young woman has become an ardent 
member of the Board because of her loving influence. She has commanded 
the respect and admiration of all those whose paths crossed hers. It 
would be difficult to enumerate the many (outstanding events of her 
administration. Time allows only the barest mention of the part which she 
took in the Jubilee of all the Women’s Foreign Mission Boards in the 
U. S. A., held in 1911, in the Jubilee of our own Board in 1925, and in the 
Tercentenary Celebration, as Chairman of the Women’s Committee in 
1927-28. Her rare leadership was recognized in 1914 when she was elected 
the first President of the Federation of Women’s Boards of Foreign Mis­
sions;-and today she is the respected President of the Boards of Governors 
of the Vellore Medical College for Women and the Woman’s Christian 
College of Japan. ’
Her devotion to Foreign Missions has not been an ephemeral interest. 
It has been her life. Those of us who know her intimately have seen her 
in her own Middle Church, where, through her, the little children have 
made friends of the world children. She has also served as treasurer of her 
own society for many years. In a larger sense she has carried this same 
influence to many societies, East and West.
The members of the Board will always associate Mrs. Knox with her 
beautiful devotional services. Her prayers have been an inspiration, and 
she has ably unfolded the Scriptures to us. In this connection we are 
greatly indebted to her for the book of devotional programs which she 
prepared for distribution among the Societies, entitled, “Spiritual Adventur­
ing”. That in itself has been an invaluable contribution to our work.
And now just a word about our personal feelings toward Mrs. Knox. 
She has enlarged the circle of her friends by touching people with the 
warmth of her love. Nothing has ever been too good for those to whom 
she has given it. Many of us have been inspired to do great things because 
of her generous spirit. Her circle of love stretched around the world and 
so has our circle been enlarged to meet hers.
In closing, we pray that Mrs. Knox may be spared for many more years 
of gracious influence in this cause of the spread of the Gospel in a needy 
world.
Ella D utcher R omig.
MRS. D E  W I T T  K N O X
Resigned from the Presidency of the Woman’s Board of Foreign 
Missions, May 1938, after seventeen years of devoted service.
F O R M  O F  A DEVISE 
R E C O M M E N D E D  B Y  G E N E R A L  S Y N O D  
(See Minutes, June, 1844, p. 268)
W o m a n ’s Board of Foreign Missions '
I give unto the Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions of the
Reformed Church in America, the sum of....................
dollars to be applied for the maintenance and support of its work 
among women and children of heathen lands in connection with 
the Foreign Missions of said Church.
ANNUITY GIFTS
Donors of Annuity Gifts are guaranteed an income from the 
gift during their lifetime. Rates of interest will be given on 
application.
The principal may be designated to be applied to any special 
work or to be used at the discretion of the Woman’s Board of 
Foreign Missions.
The W o m a n ’s Board of Foreign Missions
OFFICERS O F  T H E  B O A R D  
1938 - 1939
ji , PRESIDENT , ! ,
M rs. E dgar F. R omig, 370 West End Ave., New York, N. Y.
VICE-PRESIDENTS
P. S. Albany, M rs. G arret H ondelink 
P. S. New York, Miss A nnie S. W yckoff 
P. S. New Brunswick, M rs. A. L. Stillwell 
P. S. Chicago, M rs. James W ater 
• P. S. Iowa, M rs. H enry W. Pietenpol
RECORDING SECRETARY
M rs. T heodore Brinckerhoff, 255 Suydam St., New Brunswick, N. J. 
GENERAL SECRETARY
Miss Sue W eddell, 25 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.
TREASURER .
' Miss A nna F. Bacon, 25 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.
FOREIGN CORRESPONDING SECRETARIES 
China, M rs. M ilton T. Stauffer Japan, M rs. Ernest R. Palen 
■India, Miss A nne B. Littell A rabia, M rs. Charles T. O lcott
CANDIDATE SECRETARY
M rs. Jo h n W. Beardslee, Jr., Seminary Place, New Brunswick, N. J. 
H O N O R A R Y  SECRETARY
Miss 0.' H. Lawrence, 25 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.
SECRETARY FOR YOUNG W O M E N ’S W O R K  
Miss Julia H eines, 25 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y. 
SECRETARY FOR DEPARTMENT OF MISSIONARY EDUCATION 
M rs. Sanford E. Cobb, 25 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.
COMMITTEE O N  NOMINATIONS FOR 1939 
M rs. Evans, Chairman
Miss V an Brunt 
M rs. Fagc
M rs. Towl 
M rs. Jones
M E M B E R S  O F  T H E  B O A R D
Miss 0. H. Lawrence, 25 East 22nd Street, New York, N. Y.
M rs. D e W itt K nox, 325 East 41st Street, New York, N. Y.
M rs. Jo h n G. Facc, 45 Prospect Place, New York, N. Y.
Miss G ertrude D odd, Vellore, Madras Pres., India
Miss M. Louise Edwards, Hotel Granada, Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Miss A. S. W yckoff, 88-26 164th Street, Jamaica, N. Y.
Miss Louise G. Zabriskie, 1185 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Miss M atilda M. N ash, 157 South Lake Avenue, Albany, N. Y.
M rs. J. M. M ontgomery, 1 West 72nd Street, New York, N. Y.
M rs. F. M. To w l, 45 Montgomery Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
M rs. Jo h n H. R aven, New Brunswick, N. J.
M rs. C. S. V an N uis, 864 President Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
M rs. A. Loncstreet Stillwell, 30 North Bridge St., Somerville, N. J.
M rs. J. Preston Searle, 131 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y.
M rs. Jeremiah R. Van Brunt, 21 Montgomery Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miss A nna F. Bacon, 60 Kensington Road, Bronxville, N. Y.
Miss Sarah A. Bussing, 65 West 95th Street, New York, N. Y.
Miss A nne B. Littell, 24 James Street, Newark, N. J.
Miss M ary L. Powles, 27 Radford Street, Yonkers, N. Y.
M rs. James W ayer, 25 East 12th Street, Holland, Mich.
M rs. Edgar F. R omig, 370 West End Ave., New York, N. Y.
M rs. G arret H ondelink, 417 Alexander Street, Rochester, N. Y.
M rs. D aniel V. B. H eceman, Rocky Glen, Redding Ridge P. 0., Conn.
M rs. H enry W. Pietenpol, Central College, Pella, Iowa.
M rs. T heodore F. Bayles, Seminary Place, New Brunswick, N. J.
M rs. G eorge E. Bergen, 100-15 Springfield Blvd., Queens Village, N. Y. 
M iss Elizabeth R. V an Brunt, 21 Montgomery PL, Brooklyn, N. Y.
M rs. A nthony V an W estenburg, 220 Ballston Ave., Scotia, N. Y.
M iss Jeanette W estveer, 205 College Avenue, Holland, Mich.
M rs. Jo h n W. Beardslee, Jr., Seminary PL, New Brunswick, N. J.
M rs. A. D e Y oung, 321 West Cedar St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
M rs. Ira A. H awkins, Warwick, N. Y.
M rs. A. W. H opper, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
M rs. James W. H owie, 115 East 53rd Street, New York, N. Y.
M rs. T heo. Brinckerhoff, 255 Suydam Street, New Brunswick, N. J.
M rs. Claude J. Fincar, 98 Kingston Ave., Yonkers, N. Y.
M rs. Charles T. O lcott, 325 East 41st Street, New York, N. Y.
M rs. J. J. Van Strien, 111 West Fifth Street, Bayonne, N. J.
M rs. S. C. N ettinga, 133 West 11th Street, Holland, Mich.
M rs. M ilton T. Stauffer, 102 College Ave., New Brunswick, N. J.
M rs. W alter H. V eenendaal, 4918 West Washington Blvd., Milwaukee, Wis. 
M rs. D avid R. Evans, 22 North Bridge Street, Somerville, N. J.
M rs. Ernest R. Palen, 325 East 41st Street, New York, N. Y.
M rs. Paul E. H inkamp, 64 West 14th St., Holland, Mich.
M rs. G eorge Somerville, 190 Hollywood Ave., Tuckahoe P. O., N. Y.
M rs. M. Stephen James, 184 South Main St., Albany, N. Y.
M rs. G. K. Tellman, 1137 Peck Street, Muskegon, Mich.
M rs. Charles E. Tuxill, Wurtsboro Hills, New York 
M rs. M artin de W olfe, 320 Henry St., Herkimer, N. Y.
M rs. B. B. H ageman, Millstone, N. J.
M rs. D avid Bogard, Little Falls, N. J.
M rs. J. H omer Flatten, 390 West End Avenue, New York, N. Y.
M rs. J. A ddison Jones, 104 Hooker Avenue, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Miss Florence G ordon, 40 King Avenue, Weehawken, N. J.
M bs. R aymond H. Brack, 306 Stanley Avenue, Staten Island, N. Y.
M rs. Ira J.' H esselink, Leighton, Iowa.
M rs. Taeke Bosch, Midland Park, N. J.
M rs. J. J. Sessler, 118-01 - 14th Ave., College Point, N. Y.
M rs. H enry Beltman, 435 West 76th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
M rs. Franklin J. H inkamp, R. F. D. 1, Schenectady, N. Y. '
M rs. D avid V an Strien, 975 Palisade Ave., North Bergen, N. J. •
M rs. Irwin J. Lurders, Pella, Iowa.
M rs. H arold W. Schenck, 81 Mt. Hebron Road, Upper Montclair, N. J. 
Miss H elen Card, 390 West End Ave., New York, N. Y. . '
M rs. Finley J. Shepard, 579 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
M rs. H enry E. Cobb, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York, N. Y.
M rs. Joseph W alker, Jr., 50 East 72nd Street, New York, N. Y. ,
M iss M ary Joslin,
M iss A nna W. O lcott, 111 West 13th Street, New York, N. Y.
Miss Clara Louise Lawrence, 411 Delaney Street, Orlando, Fla.
M rs. J. J. H ollebrands, 4119 Helen Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
M rs. H enry H armelinc, 6131 Archer Avenue, Chicago, 111. *
M rs. Cornelius K uyper, Cedar Grove, Wis.
M rs. A nthony W alvoord, 43 West 17th Street, Holland, Mich.
M rs. J. N. Trompen, 437 Lafayette Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids, Mich.
M iss N anna H eath Peters, 610 The Wyoming, Washington, D. C.
M rs. Benjamin K astein, 201 South Grove Street, Waupun, Wis.
M rs. Fitzhuch C. Speer, Madison, N. J.
M rs. M alcolm J. M acLeod, Cedar Knolls, Bronxville, N. Y.
M iss Sarah L. Jackson, 157 East 72nd Street, New York, N. Y.
Miss M aud Clark, 190 Riverside Drive, New York, N. Y.
M rs. W illiam Bancroft H ill, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
M rs. James D. K eith, 151 Academy Street, Poughkeepsie, N. Y.'
M rs. H enry J. Scudder, 47 Huntington St., New Brunswick, N. J.
M rs. Irving H. Berg, 78 Trenor Drive, New Rochelle, N. Y.
Miss A nna E. G aston, 180 Lexington Ave., Passaic, N. J.
Miss A nn Elizabeth Leonard, 710 Lodi Street, Syracuse, N. Y.
Miss Eliza P. Cobb, 520 West 114th St., New York, N. Y.
M rs. J. H. W arnshuis, M.D., 89 St. Mark’s PL, New Brighton, S. I., N. Y.
H O N O R A R Y  VICE-PRESIDENTS
DIRECTORS
M rs. Edgar F. R omig
M rs. D e W itt K nox 
M iss A nnie S. W yckoff 
M rs. A. L. Stillwell 
M rs. G arret H ondelink 
M rs. James W ayer 
M rs. H. W. Pietenpol 
M rs. T. Brinckerhoff 
M iss A n n a F. Bacon 
M rs. M ilton T. Stauffer
M iss A nne B. Littell 
M rs. Ernest R. Palen 
M rs. C harles T. O lcott ' 
M rs. Jo h n W. Beardslee, Jr. 
M iss Florence G ordon 
M rs. J. J. Sessler 
M rs. Charles E. Tuxill 
M rs. B. B. H ageman 
M rs. R aymond H. Brack
M rs. Taeke Bosch
Ex-officio, M rs. H owie, M rs. Bogard, M iss Card, 
M rs. H eceman, M iss Lawrence
- S T A N D I N G  C O M M I T T E E S
Miss W yckopp, Chairman 
M rs. H ondelink
M rs. H owie, Chairman 
Miss Bacon 
M iss B ussing
M iss G ordon, Chairman^ 
M rs. Bogard .
M rs. Brinckerhopp
M rs. Beardslee, Chairman 
M rs. H opper 
M rs. H awkins
Board Membership
M rs. Pietenpol 
M rs. W ayer
Finance
Miss W yckoff
M rs. Jones
M rs. Stauffer, ex-off.
M rs. Stillwell 
M rs. J. J. V an Strien
Miss Littell, ex-off. 
M rs. Palen, ex-off. 
M rs. O lcott, ex-off. 
M rs. K nox, co-opted.
Publication Committee
M rs. Brack M rs. James
M rs. Evans M rs. D e Y oung
M rs. Sessler * M rs. H esseunk
M rs. Beardslee
Missionary Candidate
M rs. H egeman M rs. V an W estenburg
M rs. Bayles M rs. Paul H inkamp
M rs. Lubbers
Sewing Guild
M iss H elen Card, Chairman M rs. Evans M rs. Brack
. Missionary Hospitality '
M rs. Searle, Cltairman M rs. Fingar M rs. Fagg
M iss E. V an Brunt M rs. Tuxill M rs. M ontgomery
M rs. H owie 
M iss Gordon
M rs. T uxill, Chairman 
M rs. Flatten
Board Policy and Survey
M rs. To w l, Chairman
M rs. V an Brunt 
M rs. Raven
Entertainment Committee
M rs. Sessler M rs. Brack
M rs. J. J. V an Strien M rs. Bergen
Life and Memorial Membership
M rs. H egeman
Baby Roll
M rs. D avid Bogard
Magazines for Missionaries
M rs. Evans
M rs. J. J. V an Strien 
M rs. Brinckerhoff
Field Committees 
China
M rs. Stauffer, Chairman 
M rs. H opper M iss Edwards
M rs. Fingar M rs. Bosch
India
M iss Littell, Chairman M rs. Brack
M rs. D avid V an Strien M rs. Searle
0 Japan
M rs. Palen, Chairman M rs. Towl
M rs. Schenck M rs. H egeman
M rs. K nox 
M rs. H awkins
M rs. T uxill 
M rs. H ill
M iss V an Brunt 
M rs. Bayles
Arabia
M rs. O lcott, Chairman
M rs. Fagg 
M rs. M ontgomery
M E M B E R S  O F  E N T E R B O A R D  C O M M I T T E E S
Representatives to the Board of Foreign Missions, 1938-39 
M bs. R omig M rs. Beardslee M iss W eddell
. Representatives to Field Committees of Board of Foreign Missions 
M rs. Stauffer M iss Littell M rs. Palen M rs. O lcott M iss W eddell
Representatives to Joint Committee of the W o m e n ’s Boards
President
General Secretary Young Women’s Chairman
Treasurer Publication Chairman
Representatives to Joint Committee for Young W o m e n ’s Work
M rs. J. J. Sessler, Chairman 
M rs. J. J. V an Strien 
M rs. D avid V an Strien 
M rs. Schenck 
M rs. Bogard
M rs. Somerville 
M iss G ordon 
M rs. F. H inkamp 
M rs. Beltman 
M rs. H esselink
Representative to Missionary Education Committee 
General Secretary 
President’s Cabinet
President Treasurer General Secretary
Youth Fellowship Committee 
General Secretary
R E P R E S E N T A T I V E S  O N  I N T E R D E N O M I N A T I O N A L  
C O M M I T T E E S
Foreign Missions Conference:
Reference and Counsel................. Miss W eddell
Women’s W o r k ....................... M rs. Evans
Home Base Cultivation................. Miss W eddell
Committee on Far Eas t ................. M rs. Stauffer
Missionary Education Movement— Miss W eddell 
' Miss G ordon
N. A. Advisory Committee, Christian Higher Education in India—  
' . Miss Cobb, M rs. K nox
N. A. Committee on Christian Education in Japan— M rs. Palen
Christian Literature for W o m e n  and Children in Mission Lands—
M iss Bussing
W o m e n ’s Christian Colleges in India, American Governing Boards: 
Vellore Medical College— M rs. K nox, M rs. Jo h n W arnshuis 
Madras Women’s Christian College— Miss Littell, M rs. Beardslee 
St. Christopher’s Training School, Madras— M rs. Scudder, M rs. Evans
W o m e n ’s Christian College of Japan— M rs. Palen 
W o m e n ’s Medical School, Shanghai— M rs. Stauffer
Northfield Missionary Conference
M rs. Somerville ‘ Miss H eines ' M rs. Beardslee
Lake Geneva 
M rs. D. J. D e G elleke 
M rs. C. V. K astelyn
Winona 
M rs. Jo h n A. K laaren 
M rs. S. V ander Ploeg 
M rs. Jo h n K uite
CLASSICAL C O M M I T T E E S
Particular Synod of Albany
Albany .................Mrs. Theodore H. Whitbeck,
44 Eagle St., Albany, N. Y.
Greene ................ Mrs. Edwin Emerson Davis, Athens, N. Y.
Montgomery ............ (Honorary) Mrs. Henry Zoller, Fort Plain, N. Y.
Mrs. Howard D. Smith, Fort Plain, N. Y.
Miss A. Elizabeth Leonard,
710 Lodi St., Syracuse, N. Y.
Rensselaer ... .......... Miss Adaline Beekman, Kinderhook, N. Y.
Rochester .............. Mrs. W. L. Vande Walle,
102 Laurelton Rd., Rochester, N. Y.
Saratoga ...............Mrs. Charles E. Van Der Werken,
101 Saratoga Ave., Cohoes, N. Y. -
Schenectady ............ Mrs. F. S. Van Eps,
1198 Ardsley Road, Schenectady,' N. Y.
Schoharie ..............Mrs. 0. F. Durfee, Schoharie, N. Y.
Mrs. Jared Van Wagenen, Jr., Lawyersville, N. Y.
, Particular Synod of Chicago
Chicago ................Mrs. Henry Harmeling,
6131 Archer Ave., Chicago, 111.
(For Whiteside County) . .Mrs. Henry Mollema, 518 13th Ave., Fulton, 111.
Grand Rapids ...........Mrs. H. E. Veldman,
1418 Plainfield Ave., N.E., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mrs. George Muyskens, Byron Center, Mich.
Holland ................Miss Henrietta Zwemer,
. 353 Central Ave., Holland, Mich.
Mrs. P. E. Hinkamp,
64 West 14th St., Holland, Mich. •
Illinois ................-.Mrs. I. Van Westenburg,
7811 So. Lincoln Ave., Chicago, 111.
(For Central Illinois)... Mrs. Elmer Simonson, Raritan, 111..
Kalamazoo ............. Mrs. George Bilkert,
811 Vine Place, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Muskegon ........... ...Mrs. John Mulder, Spring Lake, Mich.
Mrs. J. C. Van Wyk,
432 Amity Ave., Muskegon, Mich.
Wisconsin ............. Mrs. E. H. Tanis,
117 So. Brummond St., Waupun, Wis.
Particular Synod of Iowa .
California .......... Mrs. H. Beltman,
436 West 76th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Cascades ............... Mrs. Alexander Van Bronkhorst,
Box 261, Conrad, Montana.
Dakota ................ .Mrs. James Holleman, R. R. 1, Springfield, S. D.
Mrs. Wm. Wolbrink, Box 27, Monroe, S. D.
Germania .............. Mrs. Theodore A. Mansen, Davis, S. D.
Mrs. Frank Snuttjer, Lennox, S. D.
Pella ................. Mrs. Ira J. Hesselink, Leighton, Iowa.
Mrs. A. B. Van Houweling, Pella, Iowa.
Pleasant Prairie .........Mrs. C. H. Bode, Aplington, Iowa.
. Mrs. Neelo Boomgaarten, Alexander, Iowa.
Mrs. Calvin Schnucker, Titonka, Iowa.
Mrs. Paul Achtermann, German Valley, 111.
East Sioux ............. Mrs. James Hyink, Hospers, Iowa.
Mrs. E. Van Engelenhoven, Alton, Iowa.
West Sioux ............. Mrs. A. Te Paske, Sioux Center, Iowa.
Particular Synod of New Brunswick
Bergen .................Mrs. H. A. Olson, Bergenfield, N. J.
South Bergen ........... Mrs. George J. Becker,
763 Avenue C, Bayonne, N. J.
Monmouth .............. Mrs. William L. Sahler, Freehold, N. J.
Newark ................(Vacant)
New Brunswick ......... Mrs. B. B. Hageman, Millstone, N. J.
Palisades ...............(Vacant)
Paramus ...............Mrs. Ira A. Hawkins, Warwick, N. Y.
Mrs. Thomas Hughes,
' 34 Temple Place, Passaic, N. J.
Passaic ................ Mrs. Peter Keyser,
38 Arlington Ave., Hawthorne, N. J.
Philadelphia ............ Mrs. James Craven, Richboro, Pa.
Raritan ................Mrs. James J. Staats, R. D. 3, Somerville, N. J.
Particular Synod of New York
Hudson ................ Mrs. William E. Prouty, Mellenville, N. Y.
North Long Island ........Mrs. Jacob J. Sessler,
118-01 - 14 Ave., College Point, N. Y.
South Long Island ....... (Emeritus) Miss M. Louise Edwards,
Hotel Granada, Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Mrs. Edward S. Thompson, '
2169 East 38th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
New York .............. (Vacant)
Orange ...... .’......... Mrs. M. Seymour Purdy, Newburgh, N. Y.
Poughkeepsie ........... Mrs. E. B. Stringham,
R. F. D., Wappingers Falls, N. Y.
Ulster ................. Mrs. Edgar Ellsworth, St. Remy, N. Y.
Westchester ............ Mrs. H. B Nichols, 33 Elm Place, Hastings, N. Y.
Date
January 7
44 9
U 10'
U 10
u 11
u 22
M 25
U 25
“ 27
44 28
February 15
44 19
44 21
March 2
44 6
44 12
44 13
44 14
44 18
44 19
44 25
44 28
44 29
44 31
April 3
44 12
44 13
44 19
44 21
44 22
44 30
May 9
44 16
44 17
44 19
44 23
44 28
44 29
44 30
June 6
44 10
44 23
July 1
44 3
44 9
44 18
44 26
44 29
44 30
August 1
“ 2
44 4
C A L E N D A R  O F  B I R T H D A Y S
, Missionaries and Associate Missionaries 
For Station and address see pages 17, 27, 38, 47
Name fPent to the Field
Miss E. Boot, China ................... . 1935
Dr. Gibbons, India .........................  1926
{Miss Couch, Japan .........................  1892
Dr. Rottschaefer, India (India 1909; Arabia 1927). 1931
Miss Pieters, Japan .............. ...'....... 1904
Mrs. Van' Peursem, Arabia ...................  1910
{Miss Julia Scudder, India ................... 1879
{{Miss Morrison, China ......................  1892
Miss Holkeboer, China .....................  1920
Miss F. Walvoord, Japan ..................   1922 ■
Miss Noordyk, India .......................  1917
{{Mrs. Farrar, India .........................  1897
Mrs. Korteling, India .......................  1925
Miss Bogard, Japan ........................  1936
*Miss Broekema, China ......................  1924
Mrs. Gosselink, Arabia .....................  1929
**Miss Van Doren, India .....................  1903
Mrs. Veenschoten, China .................... 1917
Mrs. Harrison, Arabia (1917) ............    1932
Dr. Mary Bruins Allison, Arabia .............  1934
Dr. Barny, Arabia (1927) ...................  1936
♦Miss Kellien, Arabia .......................  1915
Miss De Vries, India ................   1937
{{Mrs. Peeke, Japan (1887) ...................  1893
Mrs. Luben, Japan .........................  1932
Mrs. Ter Borg, Japan ......................  1922
♦Mrs. Voskuil, China ........................  1908
♦Mrs. Moerdyk, Arabia.......................  1923
Mrs. Poppen, China ........................  1918
Mrs. Vander Meer, China .................... 1923
♦Miss Wyckoff, India ........................  1915
{Miss Taylor, Japan .................    1910
Miss Nienhuis, China .......................  1920
♦Mrs. Wells Thoms, Arabia (India 1927)........  1931
Mrs. De Velder, China .....................  1936
♦Mrs. De Valois, India ...............*......  1920
Mrs. De Maagd, Japan .....................  1937
♦Miss Janet Oilmans, Japan ................... 1914
Mrs. Rottschaefer, India .....................  1910
♦Dr. Hart, India ............................ 1895
Mrs. Galen Scudder, India ........... .......1919
Mrs. De Vries, India .......................  1929
Mrs. Wierenga, India ......................  1923
♦Mrs. De Free, China . ......................  1907
Mrs.' De Jong, Arabia (1926-1933)... Under re-appointment
Miss Van Pelt, Arabia ......................  1917
♦Miss Brumler, India ........................ 1923
Miss De Weerd, India ......................  1928
Mrs. Van Ess, Arabia ......................  1909
Mrs. Honegger, India .......................  1910
♦Mrs. De Boer, India .......................  1922
Miss Darrow, Japan .......................  1922
October
August 6
“ 8
“ 9
“  10
“  11
“ 14
“ 15
“ 17
“  22
“  28
September 6 
“ 8
“  10
“  10
“ 15
“ 16
“  20
“  21
“ 29
“ 30
1 
4 
11 
11 
14 
21 
22 
22 
31 
4
. “ 5
“ 9
“ 14
“ 18
“ 19
“ 19
“ 19
“  22
“ 23
“ 26
“ 27
December 1 
“  2
“ 5
“ 9
“ 14
“ 16
“ 16
“  21
“ 24
“ 26
“ 31
November
*Mrs. Hofstra, China.........................  1922
ttMiss Scardefield, Arabia ..................... 1903
Mrs. Mylrea, Arabia ........................  1906
Miss Zander, Japan .........................  1928
Mrs. T. F. Zwemer, India ..............    1923
Miss Vanderberg, India ...................... 1934
§Miss Dodd, India ..........................  1916
Miss Bekman, Japan .......................  1936
Miss Coburn, India ........................  1918
Mrs. Dykstra, Arabia .......................  1907
ttMiss Lutton, Arabia .......................  1904
*Mrs. Barny, Arabia .........................  1898
Mrs. Holleman, China ......................  1919
Miss Bruce, China .........................  1921
Mrs. De Bruin,' India .... .-.................  1926
Dr. Hosmon, Arabia ........................ 1911
Mrs. Hakken, Mesopotamia ..................  1922
Mrs. Oltman, China ........................  1930
Miss Vander Linden, China ..................  1909
ttMiss Duryee, China ........................  1894
♦Mrs. Angus, China ........;...............  1925
Miss Dalenberg, Arabia .....................  1921
Mrs. Van Vranken, India .................... 1917
Mrs. Hoekje, Japan (1908) ..................  1912
♦Miss Beekman, China ......................  1914
Miss H. Boot, China ...............Under Appointment
§Miss Houghton, India ......................  1908
Mrs. Olcott, India ..........................  1924
♦Mrs. Moore, Japan .........................  1924
Mrs. L. Scudder, Arabia ..................... 1937
Miss Noordhoff, Japan .....................  1911
ttMiss K. M. Talmage, China ..................  1874
♦Miss Green, China .........................  1907
♦Mrs. Muyskens, India ......................  1922
Mrs. Koeppe, China ........................  1919
Miss Ruth Jackson, Arabia...............   1921
Miss Jongewaard, India ...................... 1925
Mrs. Pennings, Arabia ......................  1912
Miss Veldman, China ......................  1930
' Mrs. Stegeman, Japan ......................  1917
Mrs. Storm, Arabia .........................  1936
ttMrs. H. J. Scudder, India (1897) .............. 1923
Miss Wells, India ..........................  1930
Mrs. Boot, China ........................... 1908
§Dr. Ida Scudder, India .....................  1899
Miss Rachel Jackson, Arabia ................  1921
ttMiss Zwemer, China .......................  1891
♦Mrs. S. J. Thoms, Mesopotamia (1906)........  1918
Miss Geegh, India .........................  1924
Mrs. Kuyper, Japan (1912) ..................  1918
Mrs. Bruns, Japan .........................  1930
’ Miss Platz, China .......................... 1930
♦On furlough 
tin America 
tEmeritus
§Vellore Medical School 
♦♦National Christian Council
MISSIONARIES 
of the
W O M A N ’S B O A R D  O F  F O R E I G N  MISSIONS
Specially Supported by Missionary Unions and Church Croups 
' ' ’ Particular Synod of Albany
Classes
Albany ......... :......Woman’s Missionary Union— Half Salary,
’ Dr. Sarah L. Hosmon, Arabia.
Madison Ave., Auxiliary—
Dr. Louisa H. Hart, India.
Greene ................ Woman’s Missionary Union— Part Salary,
Mrs. B. C. Moore, Japan.
Montgomery ............ Woman’s Missionary Union—
Miss Flora Darrow, Japan.
Rochester .............. Woman’s Missionary Union—
Miss Clara M. Coburn, India.
Schenectady ............ Woman’s Missionary Union—
Miss Helen R. Zander, Japan.
Particular Synod of Chicago
Chicago ........... '.....Woman’s Missionary Unions, Chicago and
Illinois— Dr. Margaret Rottschaefer, India.
South Holland, Church—
Miss Cornelia Dalenberg, Arabia.
Grand Rapids .......... Woman’s Missionary Union—
Part Salary, Miss Jennie Pieters, Japan.
Part Salary, Dr. Mary Bruins Allison, Arabia. 
Grand Rapids, Fifth, Sunday School—  -
Miss Harriet Brumler, India. -
Grand Rapids, Eighth, Church—
Mrs. William R. Angus, China.
Grand Rapids, Bethany, Sunday School—
Miss C. Janet Oilmans, Japan.
Grandville, Church—
' Miss Jeannette Veldman, China.
Holland ................Woman’s Missionary Union—
Part Salary, Miss Jennie Pieters, Japan.
Part Salary, Dr. Mary Bruins Allison, Arabia. 
Holland, Fourth, Sunday School—
Miss Jean Nienhuis, China.
Holland, Trinity, Church—
Miss Mary Geegh, India.
Miss Esther De Weerd, India. '
Illinois .................Woman’s Missionary Unions, Chicago and
Illinois— Dr. Margaret Rottschaefer, India. 
Chicago, Hope, Sunday School—
Miss Ruth Broekema, China.
Kalamazoo ............. Woman’s Missionary Union— Part Salary,
Dr. Mary Bruins Allison, Arabia.
Classes . ■ i.. « . • * .
Muskegon .... ,.........Woman’s Missionary Union—  ,
• , .Part Salary, Miss Jennie Pieters, Japan.
", Part Salary, Dr. Mary Bruins Allison, Arabia.
Wisconsin .............. Woman’s Missionary Union—
Miss Florence Walvoord, Japan.
' ' ' Particular Synod of Iowa
Pella ... ..............Woman’s Missionary Union—
' ' Mrs. George Gosselink, Arabia.
Pella, First, Sunday School—
Miss F. Belle Bogard, Japan.
■ - Pella, Second, Church and Societies—
Miss Leona Vander Linden, China.
East and Woman’s Missionary Union—
West Sioux .. .•..........  Miss Jeane Noordhoff, Japan.
* . Particular Synod of New Brunswick
Bergen .................Woman’s Missionary Union—  ,
, Miss Ruth Jackson, Arabia.
South Bergen ...........Woman’s Missionary Union— Half Salary,
Miss Rachel Jackson, Arabia.
Newark ............. ..Woman’s Missionary Union— Half Salary,
Dr. Sarah L. Hosmon, Arabia. 
Newark, North, Church—
Miss Doris Wells, India.
New Brunswick ....... ...Woman’s Missionary Union—
„ • ’ Mrs. Henry J. Scudder, India.
Palisades .......... ....Woman’s Missionary Union— Half Salary,
„ ’ Miss Rachel Jackson, Arabia.
Paramus ...............Passaic, First, Church—
, Mrs. William Vander Meer, China.
Passaic, First, Sunday School—
Mrs. Galen Scudder, India.
Passaic ............... Woman’s Missionary Union—
Mrs. P. W. Harrison, Arabia. 
Paterson, Sixth, Church—
Miss Wilhelmina Noordyk, India. 
Paterson, Central, Church—  ‘
Mrs. Henry Honegger, India.
Raritan ................Woman’s Missionary Union— Part Salary,
Mrs. B. C. Moore, Japan.
Particular Synod of New York
North Long Island .......Woman’s Missionary Union—
Mrs. Henry J. Voskuil, China.
Jamaica, Auxiliary—
Dr. Margaret Gibbons, India.
South Long Island .......Woman’s Missionary Union—
Miss K. M. Talmage, China.
Mrs. Richard Hofstra, China.
South Long Island ....... Flatbush, Auxiliary—  *
(Continued) Miss Sara M. Couch, Japan.
Brooklyn, First, Arabian Circle- 
Miss Fanny Lutton, Arabia. 
New York ............. Marble Collegiate, Auxiliary—
Miss Jessie Platz, China.
Music Teacher, Ferris Seminary, Japan. 
St. Nicholas Collegiate, Auxiliary—
Miss Katharine R. Green, China. 
Member, Auxiliary—
■ Mrs. J. D. Muyskens, India.
West End Collegiate, Auxiliary—
Miss Charlotte C. Wyckoff, India.
Orange ................ Newburgh, American Auxiliary—
Mrs. C. R. Wierenga, India.
Poughkeepsie ........... Woman’s Missionary Union— In part,
Mrs. Willis G. Hoekje, Japan.
Ulster ................. Woman’s Missionary Union—  '
Mrs. Hubert Kuyper, Japan.
Westchester ............ Woman’s Missionary Union—
Miss Tena Holkeboer, China. 
Bronxville, Auxiliary—
Mrs. Sharon J. Thoms, Mesopotamia. 
Bronxville, Auxiliary—
Miss Edna K. Beekman, China. 
Yonkers, Park Hill First, Church—  
.Miss Elizabeth G. Bruce, China. 
Tarrytown, First Member—
Miss C. W. Jongewaard, India.
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T H E  A M O Y  MISSION, CHINA
Founded 1842.
Area, 8,000 square miles. Population, 4,000,000.
Allocation of W o m e n  Missionaries for 1938
S' Amoy
K. R. Green 
M rs. H enry Poppen
fCnlnngnti. Amoy
tMiss K. M. Talmacb^
TMISS Lt. N . UUHYbE
^>M iss E. K. B eekman 
M iss Jean N ienhuis 
*Mrs. H. P. D e Free ^ M iss Tena H olkeboer 
M rs. C. H. H olleman 
*Mrs. Richard H ofstra 
^ M iss Jeannette V bu>man 
M rs. H. P. Boot 
T tMiss M argaret M orrison 
M iss E. A. Boot 
^ ^ M iss Leona V ander Linden 
^  M rs. T heodore V. O ltman
Foreign Corresponding 
M rs. M ilton T. Stauffer, 102
Changchow, Amoy 
M rs. H. M. Veenschoten M rs. W illiam Vander M eer 
x^M iss E. G. BruceM rs. W alter De Velder 
Tong«anv Amoy 
ttMiss N ellie Zwemer iX^ Miss Ruth Broekema M rs. E. W. Koeppe j^ x^ iss Jessie M. Platz
Slo*khe« Amoy 
•Mrs. W m . R. A ngus
Yatig'ditm, Amoy 
•Mrs. H. J. Voskuil
Under Appointment 
M iss H arriet Boot
Secretary for China, 1938 
College Ave., New Brunswick, N. J.
*On furlough. tin America. tEmeritus.
Report for 1937 
I N TRODUCTION
In all the reports which come from China we find two predominant notes. 
At the beginning of the year there is great rejoicing over advances all along 
the line and new doors of opportunity opening on every side,— churches 
crowded each Sunday so that many congregations were feeling the necessity 
for building or enlarging programs; the Woman’s Missionary Society, the 
Y.W.C.A., the Religious Tract Society and other organizations taking a larger 
share in helpful service for the community; hospitals widening their influence 
by public health work in schools and civic centers; school enrollments increas­
ing; more girls training as nurses; an increasing emphasis on Bible reading 
. and personal witness; Chinese leadership developing in every phase of the 
work. And then, the last half of the year, the shadow of a national calamity 
is darkening the view,— but through it all runs a golden line of faith and 
hope as the Christians, in spite of the fear and trouble around them, deter­
mined to go forward,— not retreat, not even just marking time, but an 
advance! And so, as we read the reports of the year, we can read them with 
> the eyes of faith, that Cod is still working out His good purposes for His 
children in China.
E d n a  K. B e e k m a n .
A M O Y
Amoy Girls’ Middle School— The year 1937, a year long to be remem­
bered in Amoy and throughout China, was a year which started out with 
so much promise in every way, but a year which ended in tragedy! The 
report of the school for this year is largely colored by the national situation.
Our attendance was greatly affected, revealing a sudden drop in numbers 
of more than one hundred students, from two hundred forty in the spring term 
to less than one hundred forty who stayed with us until the close of the fall 
term. This decrease in the number of students, in turn, created a grave 
financial problem, for we are wholly dependent on the income from fees to 
defray our current expenses. This problem was met by the members of the 
faculty taking a voluntary reduction in salary, by decreasing the number of 
teachers, and by reducing the amount used for equipment to an absolute 
minimum. Added to this was the effect of fear of danger upon students and 
their parents, resulting in students coming and leaving at any and all times 
throughout the term. More than thirty pupils who had enrolled in September 
left again during the fall term.
We  feel, however, the good effects of the present crisis outweigh the evil. 
We have gained much. First of all, both teachers and pupils have learned 
something of what it means to sacrifice. Not only have the teachers given up 
twenty-five per cent of their salaries, at a time when living expenses are 
especially high, but all have learned to sacrifice time, strength and money for 
the sake of their country. The girls and teachers during the fall term have 
been collecting funds for “National Salvation Bonds”, raising money for the 
Red Cross Society, making suits of hospital garments and cloth shoes for 
wounded soldiers, and, for the soldiers at the front, padded garments and 
wristlets. All this was in addition to their regular class work.
The leadership of Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek is inspiring many to 
higher ideals, more emphasis on integrity of character, more readiness to 
suffer in the cause of justice for all mankind. There is also the valuable 
discipline in self-control, experienced when pupils and teachers continue calmly 
their regular work, even when air raids are taking place just across the harbor 
and the Japanese warships are shelling the forts within sight of our school 
building.
What we rejoice to see most of all is the spiritual effect of these ex­
periences on our students. We have several women teachers, all college 
graduates and earnest Christians, who organized a plan of personal work 
among the pupils, and we attribute the greatly increased response to the call 
of Christ to the work of this band of teachers. At the Christmas consecration 
service there were more than sixty who volunteered for Christian service, and 
another sixty who declared they had ■ accepted Christ during the year 1937. 
To witness their participation in this service was truly an inspiration.
As teachers, we have received great encouragement from letters written 
by our pupils, who, because of war conditions, have been scattered to various 
places, such as Hongkong, Manila and places in the South Seas. They have 
found they can not only hold their own" in scholarship, but almost immediately 
many of them were given places of leadership in school activities. They have 
made an effort to link up with the life of the church, offering themselves for 
service. So many of their letters'have expressed appreciation of the life they 
enjoyed in our school and a longing to return to us. • -
Whatever the future may have in store, we are grateful for what God has 
done through the school during these years, and particularly for the privilege 
of having a share in the tvork during the crucial year of 1937. As China has 
a special place in your prayers during these dark days, 1 am sure the Amoy 
Girls’ School will not be- forgotten. ■ , , •
■ Tena H olkeboer. .
Amoy Girls’ Primary School ’ (lok-tek)— The lok-tek Girls’ Primary 
School, Kulangsu, Amoy, having received with enthusiasm the report of 
the organization of Alumnae groups in Manila, Cebu, Singapore and Penang,
and the gifts from those friends abroad of about $15,000 Chinese currency 
for the much-needed Primary School building, began the year 1937 with a 
campaign of visiting all former pupils in Kulangsu and Amoy, organizing 
them into groups and soliciting their aid in the building project. By June, 
hundreds had been visited, money had been given or promised, (though the 
goal had by no means been reached), and the smaller groups of the Alumnae 
Association had been organized. On July first there was a big all-day meeting 
of all nine groups of the Alumnae of the Primary and Middle Schools in the 
Middle School building and a display of the term’s work in the Primary 
School. Plans were made for the continuation of this work in the fall, in the 
hopes that the building for the Primary School might be begun at once. 
Then conditions in China made it necessary temporarily to set aside this 
program. .
Opening of schools in the fall and our first bombing raid occurred simul­
taneously, with the result that fewer pupils registered and fewer fees were 
received. The enrollment for the spring term was about 300 pupils. In the 
fall the number fluctuated, but at the end of the term there were 165 pupils.
The Religious Education classes continued as usual in the noon period, 
with one hundred per cent participation, and the attendance at church and 
Sunday School was fine. The children gave about one hundred dollars for the 
work of the Chinese Home Missionary Society and twenty-five dollars for the 
Leper Work.
We cannot too highly praise the principal, the dean and the teaching 
staff, who have carried on so faithfully and courageously in the midst of most 
trying circumstances. Our students, too, have been most loyal to the school.
We thank God that our schools have been able to carry on, so that the 
girls of China have not lost this opportunity for Christian education.
Edna K. Beek m a n.
Amoy W o m a n ’s School— Charlotte W. Duryee Bible School—Those of us 
who have been connected with the Bible School this past year want to praise 
God for His goodness, for in spite of unusual circumstances we can say that 
God’s hand has been with us and we have felt His love, His strength, His 
care, in a very special way.
When Miss Duryee became emeritus at the end of 1936, the Mission 
placed the school under a committee consisting of Miss Duryee, Miss Ho, 
the principal, Mrs. Boot, Miss Beekman and Miss Vander Linden. The spring 
term went on much as usual, Miss Morrison, Miss Duryee and Mrs. Boot 
keeping up their classes. Miss Vander Linden, although appointed by the 
Mission to succeed Miss Duryee, had her work in Changchow until July and 
took over the work in September. The return of Miss Morrison and Miss 
Duryee to America left a gap which it is impossible to fill at once. Miss Ho 
and the other teachers have all done faithful work and we thank God for 
their consecration, ability and faithfulness.
During the spring term over sixty women were enrolled. In June, two 
graduated from the elementary course and two from the higher division. In 
September, on account of uncertain conditions, some of last year’s students 
sent word they would not dare come back. Some took it for granted that the 
school could not open. Some went abroad or moved to far away villages. 
Consequently, the enrollment dropped to thirty-six, about half the usual num­
ber. There was a fine spirit, however, among teachers and pupils. During 
the air raids and when the fort was shelled, we were thankful that they were 
not overcome with fear and confusion. Some were scared, it is true, but 
considering it best to keep them in their classrooms in small groups, we gave 
ourselves to prayer and all remained quiet and orderly.
In' compliance with the action of the Mission, first steps have been taken 
to raise the standards of the school. We now have a staff of well-qualified 
teachers;— two graduates from the Woman’s Bible Training School of 
Shanghai, one from our own local Seminary and one from the Chin-tek 
Woman’s Bible School of Nanking. Two new Bible courses have been added 
to • the curriculum of the High Division (those preparing to become Bible 
Women) and one other course will be added next term. We  are also taking 
measures to be more strict in the qualifications demanded of prospective 
students.
The course in practical work was not carried out as we had planned, 
.partly because of conditions which made it impossible to go across to Amoy 
City for some of the work. The students’ evangelistic bands have gone out 
every week. Those in the advanced classes plan to visit the outlying churches 
for this type of work during Chinese New Year vacation.
We feel our own inadequacies for the work, hut we thank God we have 
been able to carry on. We know He is able and He will keep us in perfect 
peace if our minds are but stayed on Him.
Leona V ander Linden.
Hope and Wilhelmina Hospital School of Nursing— The impression of this 
past year as we look back is that of steady work with an upward pull. There 
were joys and disappointments, new developments and much uncertainty,' but 
always plenty of work and the need of “keeping everlastingly at it”.
A  class of five has just graduated and in the fall we took in a class of 
eight. There has been a noticeable increase in the demand for private duty 
nurses and this furnished a new outlet for our graduates. Four of this year’s 
graduates found private duty cases waiting for them as soon as they had 
finished training. One has gone to work in our hospital in Tong-an.
The completion of the much needed third story for our nurses’ home is 
an outstanding cause for gratitude. We  are making good use of it with 
twenty-four student nurses and our night supervisor housed there. In addition 
we have two empty rooms to provide for future needs.
During the year we have made considerable progress toward the curri­
culum required for government registration. Two mission school teachers 
were engaged to teach Chinese literature, sociology and citizenship. The 
doctors on our staff have taken on classes in psychology, mental nursing and 
chemistry, in addition to the subjects they taught previously. Miss Sun, our 
night supervisor, who has been such a delight to us, did not return after her 
summer vacation. She responded to the call of her country’s need. One of 
our own graduates has taken her place.
During the year we secured the services of Miss Chu, a graduate of 
Margaret Williamson Hospital in Shanghai. She has been teaching practical 
nursing with Miss Platz and we hope that she may become our full-time 
instructor, a Chinese instructor being another requirement of the government 
for a registered school. Thus we hope we are near the-time when we shall be 
qualified to register with the Ministry of Education as a standard school of 
nursing.
It was a disappointment when Miss Veldman, on her way back to' us- 
after furlough, was advised to remain in India because of conditions in China, 
but we are happy that she is back here at her post again. Miss Platz has 
been here throughout the year and we have had a happy period of service 
together in working with the staff, students and patients. We  are grateful 
that all of our students remained, not one having left because of uncertain 
conditions, though in some cases their families have moved to places of greater 
safety and others have been urged to return to their homes in the country.
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Thus the end of the year finds us grateful to God for all His mercies and 
for the joy in His service for another year. We go hopefully on, assured of 
your interest and prayers and of God’s unchanging love and grace.
' ■ ' Jean N ienhuis.
Pity Little Children Home— Nothing of great moment marked the home 
life of our Pity Little Children Orphanage this year. Miss Jin, as matron, 
has cared for the eight still in the Home,— three of them cripples, five 
studying in our schools. From the school for the blind in Foochow we 
get good reports of the four girls we are supporting there. Some of those 
formerly living in the Home have now become “outside children”, being 
placed in Christian families but with the Home still partially helping in their 
support. Our other “outside children”, children of Christian widows, are 
still being helped by small monthly grants. Lack of funds has made it 
impossible for us to answer other calls for help that come to us.
Before the return to America in the fall of the three members of the 
Home Committee (the Misses Talmage, Duryee and Beekman) the committee 
was enlarged to include Mrs. Boot, Miss Vander Linden and Miss Broekema. 
In the event of Kulangsu becoming unsafe for residence, arrangements were 
made for the Home to move to Tong-an, but fortunately this change did not 
prove necessary.
These helpless ones,'— the orphans, the crippled and the blind,— are a 
responsibility laid on us and in our ministry of love for them we can witness 
to the love of Christ for suffering humanity. Many thanks to the Baby Roll 
and the gifts which make this work of mercy in China possible.
Edna K. Beek m a n.
South Fukien W o m a n ’s Missionary Society— An outstanding event of 
the year was the celebration, in July, in connection with the Women’s Summer 
Conference, of the tenth anniversary of the South Fukien Woman’s Missionary 
Society. In the ten years the society has grown from a membership of 93 to 
one of 887; from annual contributions of $685. the first year to $1,397 in 
1936, the year 1933 being a banner one with receipts of $1,931.34; and from 
one society on Kulangsu to fourteen organized branch societies throughout 
the South Fukien district. The Society has a paid General Secretary, Miss 
Ho, and a Board of Managers and Executive Committee on which Chinese 
and missionaries serve. Eight Bible Women are supported working in seven 
districts hitherto untouched by the Gospel.
• Edna K. Beekman.
The Amoy Branch of the Young W o m e n ’s Christian Association—  
1937 opened with bright prospects for a good year of fellowship and loving 
service. Several new members were added to the Board of Managers, which 
spread the sustaining interest over a wider group in the community. Early 
in the first month this Board met in an all-day retreat to plan the work of 
the year.
Our membership campaign enrolled 450 members and secured sufficient 
funds to safe-guard our budget. We  were even able, from the surplus of the 
last year, to add $500. to our endowment fund, which is destined to be used 
for a permanent building.
Our schedule for the year included well-planned classes for the illiterate, 
special classes in advanced composition, English, music, discussion groups, 
classes in home-making. All were well attended,— especially the classes in 
cooking.
As always, one of our chief concerns was the Department of Religious 
Life. Under the wise leadership of Mrs. Poppen we continued our “Light
Shedding Clubs” in the various girls’ schools of the city. At the spring 
reopening of the schools the student-leaders met with us for an all-day retreat, 
where after a devotional period they divided into groups to consider their 
peculiar problems. Finally, each group discussed its plans with the whole. 
Bible classes and discussion groups presented the appeal of the Christian 
message to the whole membership of the Y.W. Especially blessed were the 
Thursday services for the beginners in the Christian life. Each week the little 
auditorium was full and there many women were gently led into Christian 
living.
In the spring, under the leadership of an ex-army nurse, we organized 
a large class in First Aid. The young women showed great interest in this 
instruction and some of them did excellent work.
Our classes and special groups dispersed for the summer and, alas, were 
never able to reassemble in our old quarters, which are fairly near the 
government buildings, the special target for bombs. When the troubles began 
there was a general exodus of young women from the crowded city, some 
going abroad, some going inland, and others moving to Kulangsu. Our three 
Chinese secretaries who are on Kulangsu “carry on” with those who are 
living there. One of the empty Mission houses has been lent to the Y.W. 
for its headquarters. Certain classes continue and work for the relief of the 
war sufferers is going forward.
K atharine R. G reen.
C H A N G C H O W
Changchow District. W o m e n ’s Evangelistic Work— During the first half 
of the year the various activities were carried out' regularly and with great 
zeal. The women who gave voluntary service continued as they did last year 
and we are most thankful, not only for the work which they did, but because, 
in the doing of it, they themselves developed a deeper love for their Lord.
The four weekly children’s meetings went on until nearly the end of 
June. At Westgate, the numbers kept increasing so that our little room was 
so crowded we could hardly move. Many of the children from the weekly 
meetings have developed the habit of attending also the Sunday morning 
children’s service, held during the preaching service in the new parish house. 
The Sunday Schools, both for children and for adults, have continued as 
before and the women’s prayer meeting every Wednesday is an inspiration and 
source of blessing to the church.
Groups of women went frequently to Pak-thau, north of the city, some 
times spending the night, so that evening meetings could be held. There is 
deeper interest in spiritual things on the part of Christians ,and many new 
people are showing an interest.
In March, a Mothers’ Club was organized for Christian mothers. Mrs. 
Ling, the wife of the principal of Talmage College, was elected the first 
president. She was fine in every way and did much to make the meetings a 
success. Only Christian women were eligible and only those who were not 
yet grandmothers. This rule was adopted so as to keep the club for the 
younger women, where they can freely discuss their problems and take up for 
study some of the subjects which will help make them better" Christian 
mothers. One of the subjects they took up with enthusiasm was the influence 
of Christian pictures in the home. A  generous supply of suitable pictures, on 
hand at the time, was sold immediately and more ordered. After taking up 
the subject, “How can we teach our children to know God?”, one of the 
members came later and said, “We have always had family prayers, but after 
that meeting I decided I must manage to call my children together for a few 
minutes after dinner each day and I have prayer together with them before
they go back to school. This has meant a great blessing to me as their 
mother.” That this club has been unable to meet this fall and winter is but 
one of the regrettable results of the war conditions.
Mrs. Choan, the Bible Woman, spent time in most of the churches in 
the district. It was a great joy to be able to join her the last week in Lent 
and to spend Easter with her, teaching Bible classes for two weeks. Most of 
the women had been my former pupils. A  Sunday children’s service was 
started when our “grandchildren” numbered nearly fifty. Three evenings a 
week we held cottage prayer meetings and the Christian families came out 
even in the pouring rain. The six weeks Mrs. Choan spent at Thah-tham 
meant much for the village there. The young teacher and his wife, the only 
church members, have been doing well. The old ancestral hall, which had 
been used for school and Sunday services, was burned by bandits, but a new 
place was secured. Friends subscribed money for new benches and tables 
and they have gone on with their good work. They need a young preacher 
now to build up the place.
In a brief report like this, it is impossible to give an adequate picture 
of all the activities which have been going on, the many ways the Gospel 
message has been proclaimed. We might write at length about the Workers’ 
Training Institute, the short term schools, the numberless meetings held, the 
classes taught, the villages and families visited, the poor and sick and sorrow­
ful helped and comforted,— a glorious work and for our little share in it we 
thank our loving Father. We have worked together joyfully, remembering that 
we are laborers together with God. ,
Everywhere the hearts of the people are open to heat the Gospel and we 
often hear of the most unusual experiences, proving that God’s Spirit is 
working in a mysterious way. His wonders to perform.
■ Leona V ander Linden.
Changchow W o m a n ’s Bible School— The year began with fine prospects. 
During the spring term there were thirty-five enrolled, almost all young 
women between the ages of sixteen and thirty, the very best group we had 
ever had, all very eager to learn and keen to know the Bible. The training 
in practical work for the advanced class was in the Sunday School and in the 
various children’s meetings in the city. They also took the work in the two 
weeks’ Workers’ Training School in May. Every Saturday all the students went 
out in evangelistic bands. As in previous years, they went regularly to the 
Home for the Friendless where they were always welcomed, not only by the 
girls and women, but by those in charge as well.
At the consecration service, just before the school closed in June, all but 
two or three took part, expressing in testimony and prayer their desire and 
determination to be Christians. It did our hearts good to see the change that 
had come into their lives since they had been in the school. So many wanted 
to speak it was hard to break up the meeting.
The fall and winter term tell a different story. Miss Vander Linden moved 
to Amoy in July. Miss Bruce was detained in India. Thousands of people 
had fled from the city, fearing bombing planes. Young women from distant 
places did not dare to come to the city. After a time, when it became known 
that Teacher Bui was at her post ready to receive and teach students, a few 
in the city enrolled. These women have had very little or no opportunity for 
an education and their time now is so limited that an interruption like this 
means that some will never be able to come again. '
■ - Leona V ander Linden.
Changchow Primary School (long-cheng)— The Primary School, had two 
hundred students during the spring term and only thirty during the fall," 
because , of fear of air raids. The principal reports that daily , chapel and 
Bible classes were kept up, as well as the Sunday School, and the students 
attended church service in a body every Sunday morning. The principal is 
especially thankful that there has been no hindrance on the part of parents 
or students to the regular program for religious education in the school. At 
the end of each term, she has continued her plan of quizzing the students on 
the Bible stories and lessons they had heard at chapel periods.
In June, a class of fifteen graduated from the higher primary. It was 
very hot and the assembly room overcrowded. The plan to enlarge the room 
and build a new front entrance was to have been started before this. Over 
two thousand dollars was raised on the field to make it possible, but such 
improvements and changes cannot be forwarded during war times. The 
graduating class left a gift of $30.00 to be used to buy suitable glass cases 
to hold their growing collection of interesting specimens, including curios, art, 
handicraft and field-meet trophies.
During the spring, when the city government authorities made a special 
effort for mass education, all schools were given orders to help in the teaching 
work. Not only the long-cheng teachers, but the older students ‘ as well, 
hunted out people to teach. It was an interesting and well worth while move­
ment with over three thousand men, women and children all over the city 
gathering in evening classes taught by the teachers and students of other 
schools. Examinations were given and at the close of the three-month- period 
there was a great mass meeting when certificates were given to the pupils 
and prizes to those who taught.. For their share in this work our girls were 
presented with,.a framed motto and a dictionary. As in every school, our 
teachers and girls have worked, hard for the war sufferers in the north,, giving 
and collecting money and. clothes. Few students mean little money in fees. 
To keep down expenses we have hired no servants, the teachers agreeing to 
do all their own work, even at times raking up leaves to use for fuel. • ,
The principal’s report closes with the words, “Although this has been' a 
very unusual term of fear and distress, the voice of praise' to God has been' 
unceasing. Truly the peace we have felt has not been the peace which the 
world giveth. Though this is a time of sorrow and distress in our country, 
we have felt that the Lord does not want the troubles of the world to-.entangle 
our hearts. IFe can trust our God to take care of us, for He never forsakes' 
His own. ' ' '
TONG-AN- ■ . ■ •
Religious Training Center— A few. years ago, when it was impossible to 
carry on the Women’s School with our limited funds, we started a new project 
of holding short term schools (for two weeks) throughout the district. Mean­
while, the building has been of great service and now we are to call it by its 
rightful name, “Religious Training Center”. The first Thursday of each 
month all the workers, including pastors, preachers, Bible Women, doctors, 
nurses and school principals, gather for a day of Christian fellowship. In 
January we celebrated our fourth anniversary. What a day of rejoicing it 
was! How overjoyed we were as each one testified to the benefits received 
through the meetings!
Twice a year a workers’ conference of five days is held at this Center. 
This is a larger group than our monthly meeting, as it includes our whole 
district and also workers of the Amoy Classis. The topic of the spring con­
ference was “The Christian’s Resources”. In May, our training institute for 
lay workers took a forward step, in dropping the preparatory class which we
have had to carry for two years, and holding only the full, three-year course 
for those qualified. People are beginning to realize that the. training institute 
is a school and not just two weeks of meetings. The influence of these 
various projects that are held in the Center is felt throughout the district. 
We  are thankful for this building, as it would be impossible to carry on the 
work without it. One of our difficulties now is to make adequate plans for 
enlargement.
Short Term Schools— Short term schools have been held in fourteen 
churches, with an enrollment of over six hundred. An evidence of the help 
of these schools is the fact that there is a long waiting list of churches want­
ing such a school and we are sorry the workers are too few to meet the 
demand. When a team went to one place the second time, some of the 
heathen people came out to thank them for coming again. They said that the 
whole village had been greatly helped by their previous visit. On returning to' 
another chapel, one girl who had attended a previous session told the workers 
that they need not bother to go to her village to call the people for the 
evening evangelistic meeting. She felt that it was her duty now and she 
would see that it was done. *
Field Stations— Black Well (Aw-chi), our newest station, had the joy of 
having the first members received into the church, twenty-three of them, young 
people, middle-aged and one grandmother of seventy-seven. Seven children 
were baptized. These people were taught the “Doctrine” so well that the 
pastor said he had’never examined a class which was as well prepared. Upon 
being questioned as to their meeting persecution and standing firm, they 
answered that they had settled that long ago. Some had lost fields, some lost 
a share in the family inheritance, and others were daily being ridiculed for 
their Christian faith. This is just the beginning, I hope, of what great things 
the Lord will do through our two faithful, consecrated Bible Women. This 
place is at the entrance to a large district where the people have never heard 
the Gospel.
Elizabeth H. Blauvelt Memorial Hospital— The hospital was happy in hav­
ing the services of two nurses, graduates of the Hope Hospital School of 
Nursing. Having two nurses makes it possible for them to go out for public 
health work and to do follow-up work with the patients. The matron con­
tinues her routine work with a smile and an eager longing to make Christ 
known to those who enter the hospital. One could sit for hours and listen to 
her stories of patients who have received spiritual help during the year. 
Some Christians in their illness are led to a deeper consecration, others who 
have wandered are brought back to the fold, and some of those outside the 
fold, having heard the Good Shepherd’s voice for the first time, decide to 
follow him.
We are thankful for the opportunities for service that are open before us 
even in war time. We are thankful for the workers who, whether in school, 
hospital or church work, are eager to lead others to Christ. We are thankful 
for the Christian fellowship with our workers that brings joy untold. We ask 
prayer that we may keep the benefits we have received this year and, being 
ever watchful for the new opportunities that come, may be able to reach out 
to some of these outlying places near us, bringing them the news of salvation.
R uth Broekema.
As we come to the close of another church year of mission work in China 
and read the challenging reports of our missionaries in the war area, we feel 
ashamed and humbled that we should fail to see God’s hand, even now, at 
work in the midst of bombs, fire and famine.
Your Field Secretary feels like a mother hen with her chicks scattered, 
for Mrs. Oilman and her children are still detained in Japan; Miss Bruce, on 
her return from furlough, was cabled to remain temporarily in India where 
she is rendering valuable service; Mrs. Vander Meer and Mrs. Veenschoten 
with their small children are in the Philippine Islands, while those in China 
are centered at Kulangsu and Tong-an. As for those on furlough, they are 
scattered in Michigan, California, New Jersey and New York.
Ruth Broekema writes, “At our annual mission meeting it was an inspira­
tion to listen to the district reports. The first day is always inspiring and 
helpful, but it seemed to me it was more so this year.” Jean Nienhuis writes, 
“What a glorious privilege is ours, at this time of strain and stress when 
men’s hearts are filled with terror, to be able to point them to Him. What a 
sweet fellowship we have with those in this land of suffering and oppression 
who know Him, Who alone can give peace, and who trust Him even when 
the way is dark.” And Tena Holkeboer writes, “The present national crisis 
has made everyone more serious-minded and especially responsive to spiritual 
guidance. W e  actually have had one hundred per cent attendance in our' 
voluntary Bible classes.”
We  pray that God’s richest blessing will rest upon our emeritus mission­
aries here at home, the families which are separated, as well as those who are 
in the midst of the conflict.
(Mrs. M ilton T.) M arjorie H. Stauffer,
Secretary for China.
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INTRODUCTION
As we read the reports of the year, we are impressed with the growing 
importance of women in the life of India and the larger share that the 
trained Indian women are taking in the work, whether in the schools, the 
hospitals, the churches, or the villages and homes. We  read of the Bible 
Women, finding more and more doors open to them in welcome,— opportunities 
that are lost, ofttimes, because of the lack of time, money and workers. The 
school girls and village women are being given a well-rounded education, 
training them for a fuller life of usefulness wherever their future work may 
be. Our schools are being raised in standard and are being recommended by 
the Government and commended for their work. A  deepening spiritual life 
and dependence on the quiet time with God are influencing both institutions 
and individuals. And with the “moving of India’s millions” come new responsi­
bilities that challenge our faith and call for our most earnest prayers.
V E L L O R E
The Hancock Memorial Social Center— In thinking. out the work of the 
Ashram School in the light of world problems and the failure of education to 
make men do the right, we felt the deep need of getting at the root of this 
universal weakness in our little school of two hundred pupils. W e  have a 
daily quiet hour in the very early morning, each member of the staff meeting 
separately with Cod and then coming together for a half hour of sharing the 
thoughts which God has given us separately. It has been a thrilling and
transforming experience. We  meet again at the close of the day to share 
results. The children are learning to listen to‘God'and translate what He 
says into action. He is solving ‘ our problems of laziness, dishonesty, dis­
obedience, selfishness, hate, and uncleanness of habits and speech, in a new 
simple way. ' ;
The work of the Bible Women has been steadily and faithfully continuing, 
bringing the message of Christ’s great love for sinners to the women of Hindu 
and Mohammedan homes. The women are taught how to pray and depend on 
God in all things. They are taught to sing the Christian lyrics which often 
prove to be a great.source of comfort in time of sorrow. In times of sickness 
and death the women call upon the Bible Women to come to their homes to 
speak messages of comfort and to pray for them.
In Vellore three hundred Hindu and Mohammedan homes are visited 
weekly where the good tidings are told. The women in these homes wait 
anxiously for the visit of the Bible Women. Once a week they go to nearby 
villages to preach and talk with the women. Many women who never cared 
about God are beginning to be interested. They are discovering that God has 
an answer to their prayers and some have gone beyond this stage to the 
height of deep love and devotion to God, the Father, and to His Son.
' . M ary E. G eech.
Viruthampet and Kalinjur— “We haven’t time enough in these ' Sunday 
afternoon meetings. There is always a talk then. We  want to learn some 
hymns and verses from the Bible. Let us come some night each week to 
study them.” This was the request which our newly baptized Christians made. 
We  then decided to meet on Wednesday evenings, also. They came one 
hundred per cent strong from Kalinjur and stayed for more than an hour. If 
many of us had done the back-breaking work that they had been doing since 
early morning, it would have taken a strong urge to make us walk a half mile 
to learn a Bible verse and a part of a hymn. “The young lions do lack and 
suffer hunger”, they repeated over and over again, “but they that trust in the 
Lord shall not want any good thing.” Thank God that, though they may lack 
many material possessions, His children can still claim that promise in simple 
faith and in the joy of the spirit.
Our Bible Woman, Mrs. Philip, has done more work than one woman 
should attempt, but we cannot bear to give up any of it,— bringing patients 
to the roadside when the ambulance calls, teaching and reading in homes, 
preaching and witnessing in our villages and carrying out regular systematic 
instruction in the homes of our village Christians.
Instead of confining our evangelistic efforts to one special week, our 
Women’s Society members have gone out at various times to preach in the 
villages near us. This year we went to two where we had not been before. 
In one of the villages we were sure of a cordial reception, but the men told 
us they had been stoned in the other village. W e  were, therefore, not daunted 
when the first time we went we were met with all kinds of excuses and sent 
back until another day. We  went again the next week. The entire village, 
weavers all of them, turned out to hear us. Benches and mats were spread 
in an open grove and they heard us gladly. They need your prayers that this 
seed may accomplish that which the Master pleases.
' (Mrs. M ason) Eleanor G. O lcott.
C H I T T O O R
Sherman Memorial High School— On April second we assembled in our 
courtyard for the Class Day exercises at which we garlanded our thirteen 
graduates, gave them our final words of advice and sent them forth carrying 
little oil lamps which burned bravely against the wind. Five are now in normal
training-schools, two are studying nursing, two are - attending men’s colleges 
near, their homes. There were four Hindu girls in this class. Of these four, 
one. is taking a-laboratory technician course at Vellore Hospital, one is at 
home awaiting the return of her husband from- his studies in England, one 
has just married a young medical student, who counts himself fortunate to 
find an educated wife in his caste. The fourth, after a struggle with her 
whole circle of relatives, succeeded in averting a marriage which had. been 
planned, and entered the Women’s Medical College at Vellore.
- The whole school had its usual medical inspection. In' the absence of Dr. 
Margaret Rottschaefer, this big task was accomplished by Dr. Jefferson and 
four internes of Vellore, Hospital, two of whom, are former pupils of our 
school. Further examinations, treatments and tests, have been carried out by 
our school nurse and by the Mission hospitals.
This year we have introduced a little more handicraft and art into our 
school work, thanks to the willingness ,of the Beattie Memorial-'Training 
School to share with us the services of a teacher who is gifted along these 
lines. The girls enjoy creating pretty things out- of ordinary-materials such 
as clay, palm leaves, rags, broom sticks, paper pulp,- glass -bangles and cheap 
bazaar paints. -They also make original :designs for .embroidery* sari ..-borders 
and book, covers. • . ' . . .
A  special gift continues to make possible class - lessons, in Indian. music. 
The Hindu music master, who is deeply impressed by ..the devotional spirit of 
our .Tamil Christian lyrics, has taught the congregation to sing them to beauti­
ful new melodies which help our.church services.
From four to five every Friday afternoon there are meetings of..Telugu, 
Tamil and English literary and debating societies, alternating .with the. Current 
Events Club at which we try,to keep abreast of world affairs. At the Sunday 
evening Y.W.C.A. meetings the older girls discuss the same questions that are 
being used by the young people of the Reformed Church in America at their 
meetings. ’
W e  are very grateful for the help given us by an English friend, who 
shared our burden of class work from January to April, and for her gift of a 
radio. To the Mission and the Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions, we offer 
hearty thanks for wiring all our buildings with electricity, thus banishing 
forever all demons of dark and fear from qur grounds.
“Though faint” in our achievements, we are “yet pursuing” our ideal of 
making to India the most precious gift which is in our power, the gift of 
healthy, intelligent, reliable, truly. Christian women.
Gridley Hindu Girls’ School— The year began with 145 girls and this num­
ber has increased to 165. W e  have a fine staff of six teachers. The kinder­
garten class of over sixty little ones- is popular and serves as a valuable 
observation field for the Training School.
The fifth class, which is our highest class, graduated into the first form 
of High School. Two girls are in Sherman High School and six of them are 
in other High Schools. The Deputy Inspector of Schools, being appreciative 
of the training given in our school, has brought his daughter to be with us.
We  thank God for the strength given to us through waiting, listening and 
obeying His commands day by day. Slowly the children, too, learn to wait 
upon God in quiet and learn to discipline themselves with regard to dis­
honesty, impure words and other misbehavior.
W e  held meetings for mothers this year and they cooperated with us in 
every way. Thus we all work together to build up lives that will be an 
influence in building up communities and the nation. Fray for us that we 
may be blessed, and led more and more in His great service for the children.
. M ary Joseph, Headmistress. .
Bible W o m e n — The work of the Bible Women has continued faithfully 
through the year. They start the day by taking care of their own families 
and their needs. At noon they leave their homes and set out for the homes 
of Hindu women in the town. All the afternoon they call from home to home, 
staying at each one a short time. The women and children are always eagerly 
waiting and have often called in friends. Many parts of the Bible are drama­
tized in the telling by the Bible Woman. They love to sing and many 
Christian lyrics are taught after the devotional period. When sickness comes 
to these homes, the Bible Woman is their friend. It is often through her help 
that they are brought to the hospital for treatment.
W e  pray for willing hearts and ready hands and the means to go out 
farther and farther to spread the Gospel of the Kingdom.
Esther D e W eero.
Beattie Memorial Training and Model School— In January, we, as a staff, 
came; back to school with a new purpose. We  had dedicated our lives anew 
to Christ and there was a oneness we had not had before. New opportunities 
opened up to us each day.
As we worked together, so we played together, and in February the High 
School and Training School girls met in a sports’ competition which was 
thoroughly enjoyed by both schools. A  little later in that same month the 
Girl Guides and the Rangers had a big rally in Chittoor and each company 
put forth its best efforts in the displays, in the competitions and in the tests.
Before the Senior Training students left us in March, we gathered together 
over a week-end to learn more about listening in to God’s voice and learning 
His purpose for us each day. It was a wonderful experience for all and we 
feel sure each girl left us to begin her new task as a teacher with more 
confidence and trust.
We  gave our Christimas drama together with the High School and a 
larger number responded than ever before. It was lovely listening to the 
carols being sung, as the pageant of Christ’s birth unfolded before us. It is 
our prayer that He may ever be born anew in our hearts and that we may be 
used to ever greater service for Him in the coming year..
Esther J. D e W eerd.
M A D A N A P A L L E
Secondary School for Girls— Our enrollment in the day school this year 
has been greater than any previous year reaching the high mark of 197. The 
increase has been mostly in our upper classes and from Hindu homes.
The staff has remained the same as last year. Miss C. Royal, our Head­
mistress, is a pillar of strength to us all. The staff has given consecrated 
service night and day and they continue to give uncomplainingly and cheer­
fully of their best. My heart is so thankful for these co-workers. The power 
of Jesus is working through them and is one of those hidden forces that make 
for strong character in our girls.
The extra school activities such as the Ranger and Guide Companies, the 
Bluebird Flock, the Literary Societies, the Christian Endeavor, all have their 
place in the growth of physical, mental and spiritual powers. The Christian 
Endeavor Societies have continued to function with enthusiasm and we know 
that they help to deepen the spiritual life of the girls. The older girls are 
taking a share in the Sunday School work.
After the Inspectress visited our school she reported, “It was a pleasure 
to watch the staff and pupils at work. The staff was enthusiastic and worked 
cheerfully and willingly. The pupils were well trained and alert. The class-
rooms have been made beautiful and attractive' by suitable pictures and illus­
trations and I am sure the pupils of the school will carry away happy 
memories of their school life. The Principal and her staff may look hack with 
satisfaction on another year’s successful work and they are to be congratulated 
on the progress shown.” -
We thank the Christian friends in America for their prayers and for the 
gifts of money that have made possible this school. We thank the Mary Lott 
Lyles Hospital for the loving care of our sick girls and for advice in days of 
health. In gratitude for all we shall strive to be more Christ-like and worthy 
of. all good things which God <has given us.
Mary Loti Lyles Hospital— As we go back over the days of the year we 
rejoice over the way that God has led us. There were many days filled with 
song and gladness when the healing hand was laid upon those who came to 
us and they went away healed. Numerous were the number who went home 
with smiling faces because of the new little life that had come to gladden 
their homes. They appreciated the loving and skilled care they had received. 
There.were other days when anxiety filled bur hearts for those who came to 
us with high hopes and complete confidence. As one patient said, “If you 
cannot help us, pray that your God will help us.” Then there were days when 
sorrow came and we had the opportunity of telling about the glorious hope 
that is in Christ Jesus. .
W e  have had an increase of patients which has meant more work for 
every one connected with the hospital. We  are glad we have had a part in 
the saving of little children and helping to build a better India. ' We  are 
trusting God for the necessary funds to carry on the work. We  were much 
encouraged when one of our local townsmen, a retired Brahmin Government 
official, offered to complete the building of a much needed pharmacy room. 
We are happy, too, that the walls of our Silver Jubilee maternity room are 
being built. . .
We  feel that a great honor has come to our hospital this year through 
Dr. Hart, who has received a gold bar to the Kaiser-i-Hind medal and through 
Dr. Hart and Dr. Chorley, who have both received the Coronation Medal.
Our report would not be complete without a word about' our hospital 
orphan family. Except two, who have completed their studies and are self­
supporting, all are studying in the schools and one has been accepted for 
nurse’s training.
We  wish to pay our tribute to those who have spent many years in the 
service of the Kingdom of God in India. The friendliness and interest that is 
shown today is the result of their years of labor.
D r. L. H. H art 
' D r. A. Chorley
D r. M. G ibbons 
M iss H. Brumler
Bible W o m e n — Bible teaching has been carried on by nine Bible Women in 
the Northern Circle, who hold a large place in the affection of their pupils. 
Our Bible teaching is accepted by women in all classes of society except the 
Brahmin. These women seem reluctant to do so because of the great caste 
barrier. Mrs. Arthur John of Chittoor and Miss Chandra Royal of Madan­
apalle, conducted classes at a three-day conference for our Bible Women and 
village Christian women. The spirit of fellowship in the camp was especially 
helpful. Only lack of funds prevents us from holding more retreats like this.
Our pupils are so interested and many are Christian at heart and yet they 
do not ask for baptism. We  can only hope that eventually the call of Christ
will be stronger than ties of family and caste. W e  look back over the year 
more conscious than ever of our need of the. Lord, both to overcome the dis­
couragements that face anyone who would lift the average Indian home out 
of darkness into the full light of the Gospel, and to take advantage of the 
many encouragements that the present day offers to the messengers of Christ.
(Mrs. Jo h n D.) D ora M uyskens.
R A N I P E T
Bible W o m e n — While the Bible Women are doing their work faithfully in 
their centers, I am trying to do the same kind of work for the Mohammedan 
women. Along with the usual lessons I teach them sewing. In some orthodox 
families where they think reading and writing is a sin, I teach sewing and 
tell them Bible stories as they sew.
When we enter a village we visit the people in their homes and invite 
them for the night meeting. We  have big gatherings at night, but during the 
day we have only the women of the village. Along with our evangelistic work 
we started teaching the women to sew. Those who have learned sewing get 
a good piece of cloth to make a purse for themselves. This keeps us quite 
busy, for one cuts out the cloth and the other two teach them to thread their 
needles and sew. After a time they bring their mending and the whole day 
we are busy mending the saris, jackets and other clothes. As they sew, we 
talk to the mothers about their duty to their children, home and village and 
we tell them stories of the women of the Bible. •
Social Center Work— Well-attended meetings were held at Ranipet, Walajah 
and Arcot, for the Hindu women. Classes are held regularly at the Center. 
This year, along with the young, women, I am, getting more and more girls 
who have finished their Fifth Standard and are eager to study more, especially 
English. It makes it hard to manage two different sets of pupils. The former 
want to do things with their hands, the latter are eager to study. I am pray­
ing for a helper, or at least a part-time worker.
A rputham W illiam.
Hindu Girls’ Schools— This year we report on only two schools, Arcot-and 
the Central School at Ranipet. Kaveripak School has been closed and the 
building has been sold to the District Board. It is now a part of the District 
Board High School. .
Arcot School is struggling along, due to strong opposition from .a rival 
school which is under the management of the moneyed class and also the 
Congress party. They are only a couple of furlongs apart. .
Ranipet Central School has increased in numbers. We  have made per­
sonal visits to the homes of our pupils and also held mothers’ meetings to- 
show what their daughters were doing in the classes. Last April, as • their 
Headmistress was leaving, the staff and Hindu girls gave her a fitting farewell 
which showed their appreciation of her many years of faithful, earnest and 
loving service.
Religious education, moral teachings and songs continue to be taught. 
Sunday School classes are held regularly. It was a pleasure to have these 
Hindu children join us at our Sunday School Rally and take part in the 
program. They even brought gifts for our village work. Bluebirds are still 
an active group and meet every week.
Government has put greater pressure on the schools in an, attempt to 
bring about better results in literacy. The Inspectress has made more frequent 
surprise visits. In an atmosphere where time and attendance, particuarly 
among Hindu girls, is of no account, the teachers find it difficult to uphold 
the standards set.
(Mrs. H. E.) N ellie S. V an Vranken.
Girls’ Boarding School— It. takes courage to keep “Singing on the Road” 
and to keep in tune. Courage and much singing has been needed in the ups 
and downs on the Road of our school work this past year. .
One of the “Downs” . was the leaving of our Headmistress this past June. 
Earnest and sincere, she always had such a good and. loving influence on the 
girls that we hated to isee;(her go. ( Four other, teachers also left, which meant 
the replacement of more than half the staff. To find new teachers was not 
easy, but we managed to overcome that difficulty.
Some “Ups” during this past year were our usual activities,— Guide 
Rallies, Sports Day, Inter-school and Inter-class Events for both teachers and 
pupils, at which our school won honors. W e  had a favorable report on the 
annual visit of the Inspectress. The girls cooperated in many church affairs, 
such as teaching in the Sunday Schools, holding C. E. meetings, and helping 
in the Women’s Conferences. Our school was turned into a public examination 
center for one hundred and fifty candidates from our school and other sur­
rounding girls’ schools. Best of all, twenty-one girls became communicant 
church members after several months’ preparation.
The strains of music coming from the school remind us that Christmas 
will soon be upon us. They are practicing Christmas carols. W e  know that 
Christ would be happy if we could bring Him the “gift of song along the 
Road”, not only an anthem on Christmas day but a song for every day of the 
year. Help us to keep singing, we pray.
(Mrs. H. E.) N ellie S. V an Vranken.
P A L M A N E R
The W o m e n ’s Industrial School— Just ten years ago we had the privilege 
of opening our remodelled school building, two teachers’ cottages, five cot­
tages for the girls and the bungalow. W e  continue to thank God for the 
generous gift from the Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions so that these 
buildings might be built and the industrial work for women developed.
The Elementary Section has increased in size as required by the Govern­
ment Inspectress and has thirty-five girls enrolled and two teachers. The 
Industrial Section with thirty-seven girls carries on a regular course. They 
are taught the Bible, sewing, embroidery,-knitting, crocheting, tatting, child­
care and home nursing, cooking, gardening and the care of goats and poultry. 
All this training makes them better cottage workers for us and better house­
wives and village helpers after they complete the course and go back to their 
villages to live.
The Cottage Workers Section now has sixty women who have completed 
our school course and hold Industrial Certificates from Government. They 
send in work regularly or I collect it from them on my one tour each month. 
This year we have paid out nearly Rs 200 each month to these cottage 
workers. This is certainly helping to improve the economic condition of our 
village girls and is making them happier. Many of the girls are doing real 
evangelistic and rural reconstruction work in their villages. Out in these 
remote villages is where the results of our labors here in the school can be 
seen. May these girls, in spite of troubles and hardships that come to them, 
continue bravely to witness for Christ and to help their less fortunate sisters 
in the villages.
The older girls receive training, helping every morning in the Baby Wel­
fare Center and each Saturday two Girl Guides go with the Baby Center nurse 
and the Bible Woman to the two Government Economic Council Model Villages 
to help give first aid treatment, clean and comb heads, treat itch and sore 
eyes, mend clothes, teach songs and tell stories. The people in the village
look forward to these Saturday afternoon visits. The District Collector has- 
spoken very highly of the work the Girl Guides are doing in these villages and 
is most grateful for our cooperation.
' What is China’s loss at this time is our gain, in that it brought Elizabeth 
Bruce to us in September. Though she does not know the language she is
doing much to relieve me from many routine duties and it is a joy to have
her here with me.
Our hearts are full of gratitude to all our many friends in America who 
are making possible this work in Palmaner and in the village homes through 
their financial support, Guild Box gifts and earnest prayers. We  keep our 
motto ever before us, “Whatsoever ye do, do it heartily as unto the Lord”,
and many have grown to learn the dignity of labor and the true meaning of
this motto during these past ten years.
C. W illamina Jongewaard.
P U N G A N U R
Medical Work— We  make an odd-looking pair. The water-man carries my 
Montgomery Ward family scales and the cane tray from our ’wicker tiffin 
basket, while I have my records and examining instruments. We  are on our 
way to the Baby Clinic at the Maternal and Child Welfare Center, where a 
dozen or more women are waiting with their babies in their arms or on their 
hips. The scales are put on the floor and with the tray for a basket we 
manage to weigh the infants fairly well. A  very few we find well-nourished 
and in good condition, but how pitifully malnourished are the majority of the 
babies. We can tell the mothers what they should give their babies and 
advise additions to their diets, but our words are met with a little smile and 
a question as to how these tilings are to be procured. W e  make out the best 
diet possible from the very cheapest of foods. Most of the mothers are eager 
to learn and to follow our suggestions.
Each mother wants to know whether her baby has the dreaded enlarged 
liver, so common among infants in India. Minor ailments are discovered and 
mothers asked to bring their children to the dispensary for treatment. Others 
are advised to go to the hospital at Madanapalle and notes of introduction are 
given to the doctors in charge. This is one phase of our work in Punganur 
and a very, important one we feel.. “A  nation goes forward on the feet of its 
children.” And Christ said, “Suffer the little ones to come unto me.”
* (Mrs. R alph G.) A nna R uth W. K orteling, M.D.
Hindu Girls’ School— We step into the school and are greeted by a happy 
“Namaskaram” from the girls, grouped in front of the Headmaster. They 
are writing Telugu on their slates. A  few are doing arithmetic at the black­
board. Over in a corner are shelves filled with handwork and models, while 
on the floor is a pile of sand.
W e  go through the courtyard into a side room, where the girls are seated 
side by side on backless benches around three sides of the room. A  lesson 
in hygiene is in progress and we are told how each one must be tidy and 
how she can keep her classroom and playground and home neat and clean 
and therefore more healthful. •
Two classes are going on in a small building at the rear, the first graders 
on a long bench facing their teacher, and the beginners in a large circle. We 
are amazed at the number in the beginners’ class and at the youthfulness of 
some of the infants, but we are told that not all are enrolled on the register. 
Many tiny tots must bring their still smaller brothers and sisters with them 
or stay at home to mind them. One after the other gets to her feet and tells
us a story. Then all join in a game, running out to the playground with 
beaming faces.
The school is situated on one of the main streets of the town, but the 
high wall around the playground ensures the necessary privacy. An elderly 
woman is employed to conduct the girls to and from their homes, so that 
they may be protected.
(Mrs. R alph G.) A nna R uth W. K orteling.
Bible W o m e n — The Bible Woman and I enter a low doorway and seat 
ourselves on a straw mat in one corner of a dark, small room. A  half dozen 
women and twice as many children group themselves around us on the floor, 
in the doorway and on the ground outside the door. Three young women 
are pupils of the Bible Woman. They sing Christian lyrics and tell us the 
story of the Lost Coin and the Good Samaritan, while the other women show 
in their faces the pride they feel in the knowledge displayed. W e  add a 
few words to those of the Bible Woman and say our farewells, promising to 
come again soon.
We  go on through a narrow, dirty lane, past a stone threshing floor and 
into a wider, more prepossessing street. W e  visit a larger house, built around a 
central courtyard, where a woman is pounding rice, with chickens, dogs and 
babies playing around her. The room we enter is crowded. A  rickety chair 
is offered us, but we prefer to sit on a mat unrolled on the mud floor. One 
young woman is too shy to speak, but another talks very intelligently, asking 
and answering questions. As evening approaches, a water buffalo and a pair 
of bullocks come in from the street entrance and find comfortable places in 
the court.
Thunder is muttering and the skies are threatening, but we are urgently 
invited to visit one more home and yet another. We  sing together and talk 
a ' few minutes, then hurry home, asking God to bless and nurture the few 
grains of seed sown in the hearts of these friendly women.
(Mrs. Ralph G.) A nna R uth W. K orteling.
A R M
Our pastor’s wife, Mrs. A. Ratnam, has had to be away from the station 
for long months this year, with illness and death in her home, and I have 
had lengthy sieges in hospital and sanatorium, so the work that has been 
done in Arni this year owes practically all its credit to our faithful workers, 
the Bible Women in their daily visiting and the teachers of the girls’ school. 
Our Bible Women, since June, have been reduced to only two, a mere remnant 
of the band who worked this field a few years ago. Surely the time has come 
for us to repudiate our policy of starving out our evangelistic work and to 
go forward rather than back in this, our primary task.
We  have now ten teachers, five in each of our girls’ schools. The highest 
inspecting officer of our district was so much pleased with the evidences of 
good work in one school, that he sent all the men teachers of that section of 
the town to observe our methods. The other school has gathered the mothers 
in inspirational and helpful meetings. Both schools hold regular Sunday 
School classes and the children eagerly learn all the verses we have had 
printed to paste on the backs of old post cards.
In the more opulent years, in every day-school at Christmas time gifts 
were given to all from the Mission boxes. That practice has long since been 
discontinued, but in both our schools the teachers coached dramas and made 
enough from their receipts to have Christmas treats for the children and, 
in one school, to set by a fund for their pressing needs throughout the year.
The Rangers (Girl Guides) have continued their activities and each 
school has a lively flock of Bluebirds, planned for and led by two of the 
Rangers. We  have improved the teachers’ quarters, as much as, the cramped 
space would allow, and set up a badminton court in front of their house.
Women’s meetings have been held as usual with regular devotional 
meetings, “Dorcas” sewing days, and collections of rice and money. W e  are 
preparing, as I write, ■ for village week-ends, .when our society members will 
go out to the various centers of our wide field in turn, to try to pass on to 
our village sisters something of the joy of' the Lord which has been our rich 
portion. • ' • ' ,
(Mrs. M ason) Eleanor G. O lcott.
T I N D I V A N A M
“Nothing is lost that is done for the Lord, . ’
. Let it be ever so small, ' '
' ' . The smile of the Saviour approveth the deed, "
As though ’twere the greatest of all.”
As we think.of the greatness, of .our task in bringing..the Gospel light to 
the women and children in.this large Southern Circle, and the two women 
who. have to shoulder this responsibility,, we are comforted by the assurance 
of .these lines quoted above. About forty homes are visited regularly .and it 
is a joy to see the welcome awaiting, us as we come to sit down for a half, 
hour of lessons and conversation. '. ' .
Day after day this program is repeated, now in a home of wealth where 
the pupil is loaded with jewelry, and then in a very poor hut where it is 
impossible for the pupil to buy even an anna song book. '
In March, it was our privilege to have Miss Wyckoff with us for three 
days and we had conferences for our women in three centers. How eagerly 
the village women came, walking several miles, most of them carrying a wee 
child. We  wish we could do more for our village women and hope that in 
time we will have a full-time worker set, aside for village work.
In Wandiwash, Mrs. Philips carried on the work of teaching the women 
and girls in thirty-one homes, visiting nine houses daily. Scripture lessons, 
memory work and the singing of Christian lyrics compose the greater part 
of the schedules, although the ..three R ’s are taught, as well as several- 
varieties of handwork. There seems to be a growing interest on the part of 
the Hindu women to hear the Gospel message.
Hindu Girls’ School— Our school is still functioning, although under in­
creasing difficulties, and it seems probable that we shall have to close its 
doors before long because of lack of finances to carry on the work efficiently. 
W e  can but hope that the seed that has been sown throughout the many 
years of the past may continue to bring forth rich fruit in the Vineyard of 
the Master.
(Mrs. Cornie) A. Frances D e Bruin.
U N I O N  INSTITUTIONS
The Union Missionary Medical School, Vellore— Dr. Ida Scudder reports, 
“At the beginning of the year we were confronted with a budget deficit of 
Rs. 44,000, due to a large growing work, poor exchange and the fact that 
several cooperating Missions had to cut their annual appropriations. We  
turned to God more and more in this emergency, in prayer seeking His 
guidance, and He has granted our requests, for with the loyal cooperation of 
every member of staff, with cuts on salaries, innumerable economies and many
generous gifts from home friends, we were able to end the year with a small 
credit balance.
The Nursing School has been more successful than ever, as the admission 
standard is much higher. The roadside dispensaries are still doing a marvelous 
work. .
The Sunday evening service in the Weyerhauser Chapel is always an 
inspiration. Members of the cooperating missions usually conduct the ser­
vices. The Bible classes and the' religious group' studies have drawn us all 
together during the year and given us a greater vision of service.
We need your special prayers and help for the future. The Council at its 
August session voted to raise our standard from the Licentiate Medical Prac­
titioner to the University degree of M.B.B.S., which has been our goal from 
the beginning. This will need a large increase in our staff and double our 
present expenditure.”
The W o m e n ’s Christian College, Madras— The Women’s Christian College 
continues to grow in size and usefulness in spite of hardships. Though the 
examination results were not so good as usual, there is a larger number of 
students than ever,— the Junior B.A. class, for instance, numbering forty-five 
as against twenty-five last year. There is hostel accommodation for only one 
hundred and twenty-eight girls, though the total enrollment is one hundred 
and seventy-nine. The college is proud that seven old students are now 
studying abroad in England or America.
The social work of the college has been reorganized and the students, 
under Red Cross leadership, are doing a really worth while piece of work. 
Sunday Schools, for which the Student Christian Movement is responsible, 
continue to be carried on in several centers. The Student Christian Move­
ment is active in other ways and has just sent fifteen girls, accompanied by 
three staff members, to the quadrennial All India Conference in Rangoon.
St. Christopher’s Training College, Madras— St. Christopher’s is the only 
Women’s Christian Training School in Madras. The College is residential. 
It is a constituent college of the Madras University and is also recognized 
by the Department of Public Instruction, Madras, as a Secondary Training 
School. At present the college has nearly a hundred students in training, 
a staff of six professors,— two British, one American, three Indian with 
American or English degrees, and several local lecturers.
. The Bentick Girls’ High School, which is under the management of St. 
Christopher’s and the schools of the C.S.M. in the city provide opportunities 
for practice teaching and for observation. Besides the ordinary regular classes 
preparing for examinations, instruction is given in handwork, music and 
physical education. '
Every Sunday after service in the church, Christian students are sent to 
different schools to take Sunday School classes. The Scripture courses given 
at St. Christopher’s Training College are based on a syllabus drawn up by 
the Missionary Educational Council of South India.
• A nne B. Littell, Secretary for India.
T H E  JAPAN MISSION
Founded 1859
Organized into North and South, 1889. Reunited, January 1, 1917. Area 
occupied in the Islands of Kyushu, 15,552 square miles. Estimated 
Responsibility of the R. C. A., 2,000,000 souls.
Allocation of W o m e n  Missionaries for 1938
Ferris Seminary, Yokohama M rs. H. V. E. Stegeman 
*Miss C. Janet Oltmans M iss H elen R. Zander M iss Priscilla Bekman M iss F. Belle Bogard 
Tokyo
M iss Flora Darrow M rs. John Ter Borg M rs. W. G. H oekje M rs. A. Oltmans (Hon.)M rs. John C. D eM aagd 
SagaM rs. Bruno Bruns
Oita
M rs. H ubert K uyper
BeppuU M rs. H. V. S. Peeke 
Nagasaki $Miss Sarah M. Couch 
ttMiss M innie Taylor 
^ M iss Jeane Noordhoff
Sturgcs Seminary, Shimonosek! 
M iss Jennie A. Pieters M iss Florence C. W alvoord 
Knrumo
•Mrs. B. C. M oore M rs. Barnerd M. Lubbn 
Kagoshima
(Vacant)
Foreign Corresponding Secretary for Japan, 1938 
M rs. Ernest R. Palen, 325 Blast 41st Street, New York, N. Y.
*On Furlough. tin America. ^Emeritus.
Report for 1937 
INTRODUCTION
■ The year 1937 has been a momentous one in the national history of 
Japan, and this has been reflected in the life of the Christian church. The 
thought of the Sino-Japanese incident has overshadowed all else and Chris­
tians have striven to meet the crisis prayerfully and thoughtfully. The women 
of Japan have been called on to make great sacrifices and to think deeply 
concerning the present situation.
We  are grateful that the national situation has not made Christian work 
more difficult but that the doors are still open in all directions, with oppor­
tunities greater than we can meet. Our schools, Sturges Seminary and Ferris 
Seminary, have had enrollments fully as large as usual, with applicants being 
turned away. Work has been carried on with the loyal cooperation of 
faculties and students. In evangelistic work for women and children, meetings 
have been held without hindrance and no wave of feeling against foreigners 
has disturbed the progress of our efforts, as so often happens in times of 
great pychological stress. For all this we are most grateful to our Heavenly 
Father. (
Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa, having returned from his American tour, has 
again thrown himself whole-heartedly into Christian work here, speaking 
everywhere to packed houses. He has been heard in one hundred churches 
in Tokyo and in twenty-seven other centers, his audiences being composed 
mostly of students and young people. The National Christian Council Bulletin 
says, “During the invasion of communistic ideologies into the student, rural 
and industrial areas of Japan, the young people turned a deaf ear to the 
Christian message. Now the tide seems to have turned and once more the 
ear and heart of youth are open to Christian ideas and ideals. Youth is 
restless and bewildered and earnestly seeking for leading.”
In connection ‘ with the present emergency in Japan, a National Spiritual 
Mobilization League has been organized by the government, in which organi­
zation women play a great part. Such national problems as suitable working 
clothes for women, in • place of the inconvenient kimono, reform in eating 
habits,^ elimination of white rice from the diet, study of Japanese nutrition, 
prohibition- of smoking and drinking for youth under twenty, a unified and 
fair.-economic system, prevention of the spread of venereal disease, village 
rehabilitation,-— these are all being considered on a nation-wide scale, and the 
women of Japan are being asked to take a large share in solving these prob­
lems. This open recognition of the potential influence of women in the 
country, as a whole is most significant and we pray that the Christian • forces 
may be alert- to the situation and that it may be the occasion also for a truly 
Christian :mobilization of the hearts and lives of the women and children 
of Japan.
. . ,, (Mbs. H. V. E.) G ertrude H. Steceman.
■ ,:V  / Y O K O H A M A
Ferris Seminary-— The year 1937 was a busy and satisfying year in our 
history. 'We are grateful to God for His abundant guidance. We  feel that 
the school has functioned well .as a training place in religion. The pastor 
of the historic Kaigan Church gave a series of special lectures on the Atone­
ment for the class, about to graduate from the High School Department. As 
the result of a' ‘‘retreat” with a religious emphasis, several groups were 
organized for; special study of Christian truth. The Christmas program was 
characterized by a deep atmosphere of worship, thus serving to center, the 
thoughts of all upon the. Christian message. .Just before Christmas the head 
of the art and penmanship department received baptism. Sixteen students 
were baptized during the year. We  seek- to make our Christian teaching 
deliberate and thorough, even though the results are sometimes not evident 
until the pupils have entered upon the varied experiences of life.
One such case, came to our attention recently when Miss Hayashi called 
upon a young woman who had graduated some five or six years ago. In the 
course of that-time she had lost her husband and met other. adversities, with 
the result that eventually she came to see the value of .the Christian faith 
to which she had been indifferent while at school. She was now. contem­
plating baptism. A  younger sister, about to graduate, received baptism on 
the Sunday before Christmas.
The Y.W.C.A. hour is observed once a week by the entire school and 
the organization also stimulates practical expression of religion along the 
line of service to the unfortunate in the community. Mention should be 
made of the regular Bible instruction in the curriculum, of informal prayer 
groups and of personal work. All in all, there is a constant, impressive 
weight of Christian influence being brought to bear upon the five hundred 
lives placed under our guidance. We  are happy to say that, the number of 
students in the dormitory has increased to twenty-one, so .that this institution 
as a “Christian Hostel” fills an important place in the religious life of the 
school. These students, with the six teachers who share the dormitory with 
them, are a very happy, well-regulated, Christ-centered family.
As for the educational side of our work, history was made by the fact 
that we ventured to set our entrance examinations on the same days as those 
used by government schools. Hitherto it happened that some of the promis­
ing .candidates who took our examinations, later took the tests also in the 
government schools and entered there. To eliminate this, we made our 
examinations this year coincide with those of the government schools. The 
result was that the number of those who applied for our examinations was
reduced by about one half, but there were considerably more than enough to 
give us our desired quota of ninety entrants, with the quality well up to the 
usual standard and with the satisfaction on our part that those admitted had 
come because they appreciate the unique quality and spirit of the school.
The enrollment in the Junior College was larger than usual, with 23 
students in the English division and 28 enrolled in the Domestic Science 
course. During the year we were gratified to acquire twelve new Olympia 
typewriters to equip our business training room. A  class in shorthand was 
begun in the Junior College. The musical side of our school life was enriched 
during the year by the acquirement of a Hammond Electric Organ through 
the generosity of a friend in Rochester, New York. The organ is used twice 
a week in the chapel services and was very effectively used at the Christmas 
program. Piano recitals have been given once a term and special choirs sing 
at chapel once a week.
The Scholarship Fund, which was begun a year or two ago with a 
nucleus from the will of Miss Eringa and which has been named in memory 
of her, is now serving its purpose by providing tuition fees for a worthy 
student in the Junior College. Mention should also be made of the coopera­
tion of the Student-Teachers’ Association and of the Parents’ Association. 
The former contributed Yen 1300 for such objects as the school endowment 
fund, the library, improvement of the grounds and various kinds of apparatus. 
The latter contributed almost the same sum for resurfacing the playground, 
the salaries of school nurse and school dentist, and various items of equipment.
Under the general head of property matters, the event of the year was 
the gift of Yen 20,000 by Mrs. William Bancroft Hill for the purchase of a 
vacant tract of land adjoining the present school site. It is hoped that this 
increase in area will help to isolate the present school from undesirable 
neighbors and provide the basis for eventual suitable housing of the Upper 
Department, with the possible inclusion of a hall for the use of the alumnae. 
Yen 1,700 was spent on extensive, fundamental repair of the roof of the 
school building, toward which the Woman’s Board kindly made a special 
grant of Yen 1,000.
We  very much appreciate Miss Hayashi’s constant travel and visitation 
among the alumnae, serving not only to keep them closely linked to the 
school but also to give them counsel in their own situations. Mrs. Stegeman’s 
“Friendly Hour” group meets once a week for a worship program and
sociability.
In September, Miss Bekman took up language study in the language 
school in Tokyo and Miss Bogard joined the staff after a year of service in 
Sturges Seminary. Miss Reeves left for America in July and in September 
Miss Ruth Viola Merrill of California came to work temporarily in the music 
department, while we are waiting for a regular appointee to succeed Miss 
Reeves.
And so we have surveyed another year of the school’s history. W e
submit this account to the home constituency with hearty thanks for the 
support so generously given through all the years, and with gratitude for the 
Father’s blessings upon our work. t
H enby V. E. Steceman, Principal.
Could you have seen the crowned heads that left our little Sunday School 
Christmas program, proud of the starry crowns that made them angels or 
constellations for a short time and happy with the very inexpensive gifts
they were carrying home, you, too, would have felt that the year’s work
among these little folks must surely bring forth results some day for the 
Master we serve. •
As for my teaching work, it has gone on very much as usual, a little 
share in the whole of a program, the main aim of which is to point five 
hundred Japanese young women to Christ. Our prayer is that He may find 
an even larger place in our midst during the coming year.
H elen R. Zander.
One gets so wound up in the routine of school work that it is hard 
sometimes to look beyond it and above it. But there are a few high lights 
that reward the plodding school teacher,— marked progress in the work of 
some pupils, a regular attendance at Sunday School, or duties faithfully 
performed in the Y.W.C.A. activities. I might even mention the unvarying 
cheerfulness of the office girl as she does the hundred and one little duties 
that keep her so busy. It is a wonderful gift always to be as cheerful as 
she is!
Not long ago, a student handed in a composition in which were the 
words, “Our teachers are almost Christians so that they treat us very kindly 
such as the angels”. I am afraid that the first part of this expression is a 
doubtful compliment while the latter part is too much of one! However, I 
took it in the spirit meant, since I am well acquainted with the difficulties 
of the English language to the Japanese student. It goes to show that the 
Christian atmosphere at Ferris Seminary is appreciated and has become dear 
to the hearts of our students, and that is the important thing.
In the autumn, a series of parent-teacher meetings are held which give 
a much-appreciated opportunity to meet the parents of our students as it is 
the only time of the year that some of them come to school and so the only
opportunity one can have of becoming acquainted with them. Often after
such a meeting, where the parents and teachers have the chance for an 
intimate talk, I have noticed that the students do much better work. The 
ice has been broken since we have become acquainted with members of the 
family. Some parents attend school programs and meetings quite regularly 
and it is a pleasure to see them so interested in the school.
In our Y.W.C.A. we try to keep in touch with Christian and social prob­
lems of the day by holding meetings, sometimes in small and other times
in large groups; by sending delegates to conferences; by attending summer 
camps; by conducting Sunday School work; by doing a number of small 
duties daily in the round of school work.
This year the English Club, an extra-curricular activity, has made some 
progress over former years. It has given several interesting programs which 
have been well attended by the student body. We  also have a few columns 
in the “Ferris Magazine”, a paper put out once a month.
In this report I have left out anything of a statistical nature hoping that 
what I have written will give a cross-section of life at Ferris Seminary during 
the last year. We  have been prospered in so many ways that I am sure we 
have every cause to be grateful to our Heavenly Father.
C. Janet O ltmans.
Every day of the past year can be compared to the unfolding of a new 
life. Until the middle of July, my time was spent at Baiko in Shimonosek! 
where a goodly part of the time was put in study. I learned to love the 
school and the city. It was no easy thing to break away after so many ties 
had been made. On arriving at Ferris in September, I found that it was no 
disappointment. It gave renewed opportunities of meeting very interesting 
pupils and teachers. What a select group of young girls we do have! They 
are so full of life and enthusiasm and have such a great desire for learning.
S H I M O N O S E K I
Sturges Seminary-— The enrollment of the school has kept up well. A 
class of 82 was graduated in March and 297 applications for entrance in the 
new year were received. Of these 106 were accepted so the school has an 
enrollment of 476 which indicates that its place has been made in the com­
munity. The Principal’s address on the opening day was on , “Ideals of 
Christian Education”, stressing “growth in wisdom and stature and in favor 
with God and man”. Since relatives of the pupils come to these opening 
exercises, we are grateful that we have had, during all these years, a Prin­
cipal who takes this and other opportunities to set forth the purpose of 
Sturges Seminary. He does not allow the light to be shadowed because of 
fear of man. During the summer and early fall the Principal made a six 
week’s trip through Korea and Manchuria. His purpose was to meet and- 
encourage the graduates scattered there and also to do evangelistic work.
The Y.W.C.A. has again shown itself to be a live institution. It numbers 
230 voluntary members out of a school of 476. Its activities have of neces­
sity been much as in former years. The neighborhood Sunday School is one 
of their major projects. Thanksgiving, .Easter and Christmas give opportuni­
ties for special. programs and also help to. the needy. Thirty-six delegates 
were sent .to two: inspiring summer conferences. The Christmas services were 
held as usual in church, neighborhood Sunday School,. dormitory and school.' 
The school program was dignified, using the theme of the love of God. A 
play based on the story of the' Prodigal Son was used. to carry out this 
thought. This was' followed by a ceremonial representing the consecration 
of .means, service and self. Over fifty students, baptized during the year, 
came forward again. The offering of Yen 156, which included a part of the 
gift, of the Y.W.C.A., was distributed to various organizations,— lepers, 
orphanages, T. B. sanitdrium, W.C.T.U. and military hospitals. Yen 50 was 
sent to the' American Ambassador for the sufferers connected with the 
bombing of the Panay'. The students have been active in patriotic work, 
such as filling and sending comfort kits to the soldiers, meeting trains and 
boats, sending money to a Christian hostel in Tientsin and giving aid to 
families of those at the- front. •
As a result of the work of special evangelistic speakers in their addresses 
and personal work with classes and individuals, there has been a great spiritual 
awakening in the school. Many of the teachers have been revived. A  prayer 
service half an hour before chapel was attended daily by from one hundred 
to two hundred girls, and many broke their usual diffidence and led in 
earnest prayer. As a result there have been many who have openly made 
confession of their faith. Fifty-two were received into the church during 
this year. There was an average attendance of one hundred at the early 
six o’clock hill-top prayer meetings at the beginning of the summer vacation.
The institution was especially honored by a visit from Miss Helen Keller 
and her party. She spoke twice in our chapel to audiences of 800, gathered 
not only from this city but the country round. In each address she made 
open confession of her dependence upon the Father and her gratitude for 
His keeping power. Our students sang the national anthems of both Japan 
and America for Miss Keller and it was interesting to see her follow the 
rhythm with ‘her hands. . •
As we review the year’s work and see the places where ideals have not 
been achieved we are still comforted by the thought, “There shall never be 
one lost good”. The seed has been sown and cannot fail to bring forth a 
harvest in His own good time.
Jennie A. Pieters.
It is a joy to teach and contact them. Schedules were so arranged that I 
could spend part time in studying, for which 1 am truly happy, knowing 
how essential it is for good future work. .
F. Belle Bogard.
N A G A S A K I
In spite of the great urgency of the times, the report of the work in 
this part of Nagasaki differs very little from that of previous years. The 
three children’s meetings have been held every week in three different homes 
and the average attendance has been 45, 35, 75. The individual Bible 
classes have been the same in number though the young business men had 
to stop because of extra war work. A  class of students from the Commercial 
College are quite regular in coming once a week and a few of these also 
attend the Bible class at the church. The three young women who can come 
only once a month allow no games or English lessons to disturb an after­
noon of Bible study.
At one time it looked as though the Boys’ Lions Club would have to be 
given up because of expressions of opposition to boys going to study at the 
home of a foreigner in these times when much stress is laid on national 
spirit, but evidently the lack of a place for quiet study, or the great desire 
to play the games provided, overcame the fear and now the Lions are again 
meeting regularly and in the usual manner. The young man who helps 
gave a talk on the occasion of the Christmas party which was of special 
benefit. He spoke of Buddhism having come to Japan a thousand years ago 
from India and the furore it caused because it was foreign, and yet, little 
by little, it had won its way in spite of these objections and persecutions 
until now most people do not know it ever was considered foreign. In the 
same way, Christianity was introduced from Western lands and again great 
opposition is noticeable. Then he pointed out to them some things in their 
ordinary lives due to Christianity,— school holidays on Sundays, the Red 
Cross organization, their own club, etc. But perhaps the last sentence sur­
prised them more than anything he had said. “And I shall not be surprised 
if your children and grandchildren will be no more surprised at Christianity 
in Japan than you are today at the presence of Buddhism in your Country”.
God grant that it may be so, and it will be so, if our Christian people 
at home do not forget to pray for “even these".
Jeane N oordhoff.
The fact that in unusual conditions we have been allowed to carry on 
our work quite normally is a true cause for thanksgiving. Personally, I am 
very grateful that although on the retired list I have been able to keep up 
much of my work. My faithful and efficient Sunday School helper, who had 
been with me for four years, resigned for health and family reasons in March. 
Her place was filled by a graduate of the.M.E. Woman’s College here. When 
she had to stop because of ill health at the end of September, I had to begin 
at the beginning to train another. The present young woman is a refugee 
from Shanghai. She had been-a kindergarten teacher there'and when condi­
tions permit,must return to that. work. However,'! was glad to have her 
even temporarily, for without her help I could not have managed the 
Christmas • programs.- . •
The price of paper and printing, has risen, so even though a revision of 
our list reduced the number of “Ochibo” (a Christian periodical) ordered 
each month, .we spent more than in 1936 and our receipts were only one- 
third of the total cost. Special gifts from friends have,enabled us to carry 
on and to open the new year with a balance. One of our joys in sending out
■this little paper is that some copies go to those in lonely places without other 
Christian contacts. Recently a letter from a young woman, the only Christian 
in her village, told of what the paper meant to her, the only Christian help 
she has outside of her Bible and prayer.
Miss Tomegawa has six Bible classes, two in the home and four outside. 
The total average attendance was thirty-seven this year against thirty-one last. 
This year Miss Tomegawa was asked to do a bit of new work. Mrs. Hani, 
the Christian principal of a girls’ school in Tokyo, and editor of a very 
popular .Woman’s Magazine, some years ago organized what is called a 
Friends’ Society among the readers. One activity of the branch here is con­
ducting a sort of school to prepare young women for home life, and Miss 
Tomegawa was asked to teach them the Bible every other Friday morning. 
Very few of the women in this branch are Christians and some feared the 
girls might not care for the Bible teaching. So after a few months they 
were asked to vote as to whether it should be continued or not. They voted 
anonymously by ballot and every vote was in favor.
The church which we attend changed pastors in the spring and the year 
has not been marked by any special advance. A  few were received by letter; 
the eldest son of one elder publicly confessed his faith, and a young woman 
of Miss Tomegawa’s Sunday School class was baptized.
With a new earnestness we ask you to pray for these Eastern lands, and 
especially for the Christians of both, who face difficulties beyond our com­
prehension.
Sara M. Cou c h.
S A G A
During our furlough there was no one in our home to carry on the work 
with the neighborhood children and young people. W e  feared that many of 
the children would have grown away from the weekly Sunday School session 
in our home during our long absence. Since our return, however, we are 
happy to say that a large number of the former children have come back, 
as well as many new ones. With our Girls’ Club and English Class from the 
local girls’ school we have not been so fortunate. The members of the 
former have thought it best not to reappear, and as for the latter, the school 
authorities make it so difficult for students to attend any meetings at a 
foreigner’s home, especially for Christian instruction, that we hardly hope to 
do anything along that line while present circumstances continue. The 
teacher who used to bring the girls remains friendly, however, so perhaps 
later we may be able to resume our former relations with the students also.
The local church which we attend was in very bad circumstances when 
we returned, having given up its Sunday School and Ladies’ Aid, and having 
but few in attendance at services. However, it is picking up-again, with an 
increased regular attendance, and the Sunday School also has been resumed. 
Just before Christmas the young pastor’s bride was welcomed into the fel­
lowship of the church.
In conclusion, may we ask that your prayers may be joined with ours 
that our Master’s work may continue in this land where there are still so 
many who do not know about Him and whose need of Him is greater now 
than ever.
(Mrs. Br u n o) R egina E. Bruns.
OITA “ ,
In January, my new helper arrived and has proved to be not only a very 
earnest Christian worker but one of whom we have heard good reports from 
non-Christians. One physician who met her at a sick bed said, “Such young
women are rare.” So we are thankful for her, for her cheery presence in 
our home, for the real evangelistic spirit which fills her heart, for the quali­
ties which make all the children adore her, and consequently made our 
Sunday School work rather outstanding this year.
Our Sunday School at the mill has broadened out a bit and we have 
from 65 to 80 there each week. During the year we have several times in­
cluded the round of homes in our visiting and are always very cordially wel­
comed. Four little children who were always in Sunday School have been 
called to the Heavenly Home and each time we have gained a little closer 
connection with the mothers. Recently when sickness made it impossible to 
meet at our usual place, a neighbor came to our home and invited us to use 
her home indefinitely. We were again reminded that in over ten years’ work 
for the mill children we have never had to hunt for a place, one has always 
been offered us when needed. As a token of appreciation the mothers sent 
me three yen last year which I turned back to that work. This year they 
sent again a token of their affection and solid backing of what we are 
trying to do for their children.
In January, we started two Sunday Schools at our home, one on Friday 
and one on Sunday afternoon. It was hard to get them started after over a 
year away, but we now have about fifty on Friday and more on Sunday. 
Before our furlough we were obliged to close this work because of the op­
position from their school teachers but we rejoice that now no obstacles are 
put in the way of the children’s coming. •
Last year for the first time we brought the mill children down to our 
home for their Christmas. It worked so well that we did it again this year 
on December 27th and were glad that the mothers once more came, too. 
On the 28th' the other two schools came together for their program. Just 
about that time the flu epidemic was at its height, so some were not able 
to come, but even so we had two hundred children,— and very few who were 
not regular pupils. They are so happy on that day and look forward to it 
for weeks. In all our programs, we gave the children used Christmas cards 
which came from home churches or individuals. They were unusually lovely 
this year and the children were delighted. We  also sent cards to five ministers 
living in the back country. One man wrote he had never seen such beautiful 
cards since he was born. Another thought them too nice for the children so 
gave them to adults. They do good work, for we always say they were sent 
out by friends at home who love the Japanese children, and that fact as well 
as their beauty make them prized by one and all.
There has been an unusual amount of sickness and we were much con­
cerned for two young women. One of them came to my classes,— well-to-do, 
high class, beautiful to look at. When the doctor said nothing could be done 
for her, my helper and I went over to see them and when we asked what 
we could do to help were amazed to hear, “Please pray”,— only that. We 
did, and with renewed faith rest assured that God does hear and answer 
believing prayer, for the girl is practically well now. The doctor said, “It is 
a miracle”. The non-Christian family say, “Only God could do it.” That 
girl and her sister are reading Christian books and we believe will eventually 
come out as Christ’s followers. The other young woman we knew through 
the work of the Sunday School at the mill where she lived with her brother’s 
family. She has tuberculosis, and, like her brother, was unable to rally. 
We  were constant in visiting her and her family and were happy to see the 
change from fear of death and anxiety over her sickness to an ability to 
say, “I can leave my future to God. It is all right whether I live or die”. 
She entered into rest the week before Christmas and now the old mother, 
lonely from the loss of her son and daughter within the year, and the
sister-in-law with her two children ask us to continue to come for “it comforts 
us so much”.
In May we had a new experience during the sixty-day all-Kyushu Ex­
position at Beppu. Union evangelistic tent meetings were held daily by the 
Beppu churches and one day our Beppu pastor called on us for help in 
putting on a radio program of music over Kumamoto branch station on the 
grounds. Listeners said it came over clearly and the management was evi­
dently pleased as he asked us to come again with clarinet and organ.
It was rather hard to start the cooking and handwork class this fall as 
practically every Japanese woman is a member of the Woman’s Defence 
League and never knows when she will be called upon for service. This has 
made the attendance irregular but we are happy that we can continue once 
a month. We  rejoice at this opportunity to meet these women and also for 
the many who come to our home and into whose homes we can go as' the 
Master’s representatives. Personal work pays the highest dividends whether 
it be in the homes of the ■ well-to-do or in those from which our little 
children come and in which we are sure of a welcome at any time.
We  are thankful that we are still here and able to do our work from 
day to day, and that we find so much to do. Though times are very uncer­
tain, we enter the New Year with good courage. It is the Lord’s work, not 
ours, and He Who has said, “Fear not, for I am with thee”, is abundantly 
able to keep it and us by His everlasting strength.
(Mrs. H ubert) M ay D. K uyper.
T O K Y O
The W o m a n ’s Christian College of Japan— The most significant event of 
the year in the College history is perhaps the erection of the new Chapel- 
Auditorium budding, which we hope will both symbolize and nourish the 
spiritual life of our young women students and also become a center of 
Christian influence for the community. By letting the contract for the con­
struction before the outbreak of the present hostilities, the erection has been 
possible at a cost far lower than present prices. W e  of the Reformed Church 
are proud to have a part in this truly beautiful building through the gen­
erous gift of $10,000 by Dr. and Mrs. William Bancroft Hill.
President Yasui continues her quiet and wise administration of the 
College. Over half the total number of students are Christians. There is 
regular Bible study in the curriculum. Sunday services, morning prayers by 
teachers and students, and evening prayers in the dormitory give religious 
emphasis. The Y.W.C.A. has eighty-nine members- and conducts a Sunday 
School for one hundred children of the neighborhood.
(Mrs. H. V. E.) G ertrude H. Steceman,
' Mission's Representative on Board of Trustees.
(Mrs. Ernest R.) Priscilla Palen,
Secretary for Japan.
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I N TRODUCTION
Arabia is a Moslem land, the “cradle” of Islam and its stronghold. Five 
times a day the Moslem hows in humility and fear before the Almighty God 
who has created him and written all that shall befall him. But our Heavenly 
Father, our loving Savior, our daily Companion, is unknown to him. Yet 
Christ longs to enter every heart, to bring forgiveness and fullness of life to 
all. Therefore, our Mission task is so to serve Christ by word and deed 
that He may be lifted up before them and draw them to Himself.
Our service may be in hospital, home or school, in the city or in the 
villages. It may bring us in contact with large or small groups of women 
or with individuals in their varying needs. There is much work that is 
similar in all the stations— the visiting of homes, the receiving of friends, 
the daily influence in school or hospital, the teaching of the Bible and meet-''- 
ing for worship. But there are also certain activities which are distinctive 
of certain stations. Only in Amarah do we reach a group of lepers. Only 
in Oman does a missionary doctor live in tents for months in an Arab village. 
Basrah has a distinctive work in its school center and clubs. The hospital 
clinic and missionary homes seem to offer the greatest opportunities in 
Kuwait. Bahrain alone has a mission orphanage.
It is impossible to tell of all that is being done, lives that are being 
touched, but we are eager for you at home to have at least glimpses of it all, 
to feel the great need, to see the wonderful opportunity that Christ has put 
before us here. We  seek your help and your earnest prayer, for only with ^ 
your cooperation can we hope to lift Christ up effectively higher and higher 
until even the Moslem Arab shall be drawn to Him.
R u t h  Ja c k s o n .
B A S R A H
Evangelistic Work— The work for women and girls has been carried on in 
its accustomed way. Old friends have died and we have gone and sat with 
black-robed groups of mourners to show our respect, while the mullayas chant 
the “fatiha”; new babies have come into this troubled world, and we have 
admired the little black-eyed bobbing heads and given advice about feeding 
and care of eyes; weddings have been celebrated and we have inspected 
trousseaus and household outfits, often an extraordinary combination of the 
old-fashioned and the new; and the customary number of family troubles 
have been related to us, always for sympathy and often for advice, or even 
intervention. In short, life has gone on in its usual way and one’s zest for 
the absorbing drama of human existence never grows less. The opportunities 
for Christian friendliness are unlimited, and range from the dwellers in tiny 
mat huts by the side of the road, to the denizens of beautiful spacious man­
sions set in date gardens by the river.
The weekly clubs for girls go steadily on, numbers keeping up in spite 
of a very large turn-over in personnel, thereby demonstrating that they fill 
a real need in the life of the community. The Ashar group on Thursday 
runs up to sixty or seventy in winter, and we subdivide it for the sewing 
lessons according to the number of workers available. The older girls con­
tinued to meet with Mrs. Pennings all through the summer vacation.
Basrah City has had the Wednesday Club for girls of the Arab tribe 
out beyond the farthest edge of town, and the little “Friday girls” who on 
other days of the week attend a Koran School. In the autumn we began a 
Tuesday Club to take care of Friday’s overflow and to receive older girls 
who have been clamoring to come. These groups meet in one of the beautiful 
classrooms of the Girls’ School, which we are also using this winter for our 
Friday afternoon “At Home” days. As a “Neighborhood Center” in Basrah 
City we reach a more conservative old-fashioned type of women and girls 
than the sophisticated “upper class” who attend cinemas and government 
school functions and who feel that they know all about the great world. We 
have many charming friends among Basrah’s “Four Hundred”, but most of 
our organized work is with the great middle and lower classes who form the 
bulk of the population.
*■ (Mrs. Jo h n ) D orothy V an Ess.
Basrah Girls’ School-Returning from furlough and getting back to work 
again is a thrilling experience. One looks forward to the opening days won­
dering just which girls will be back. The thing that has struck me so 
forcibly is the constant changing of our groups. Only thirty-three and one- 
third per cent of the girls that were in the school when I went on furlough 
are hack. If our turnover is to be so rapid we need to make our curriculum 
as elastic as" possible to give these girls the most we can in the short time 
they are in our care. They have the three R’s, and Health, Geography and 
History so as to conform to government requirements. The Bible lessons 
are given daily. The afternoon session is given over to sewing and that is 
something the people of this land need so badly. They have so little money 
to buy clothes and know so little about sewing that they do appreciate the 
special instruction the children get in our school.
At Christmas-time the Christian teacher thought we had few girls capable 
of taking speaking parts in a play and so she had them act out the Christmas 
story which was read by the Moslem teacher. Many of the Christmas songs 
were sung by groups behind the scenes. Some English guests present for 
the occasion were very much touched with the feeling and atmosphere that
there was about the performance. With the Christmas story so vividly acted 
out by themselves, the Christ Child must make some impression on their 
hearts and perhaps the seed sown may some day blossom forth for Him.
It has been a pleasure to have more of our school building in use. Now 
the three sewing clubs and the Friday “At Home” meet there and so link up 
our educational and evangelistic work and help people to realize that we are 
all one and working together in Christian effort for the people of this land—  
to better their conditions, to make their lives brighter and to bring the mes­
sage of salvation through Jesus Christ.
Rachel Jackson.
K U W A I T
Medical Work— Changed conditions bring new opportunities and now we 
are witnessing a change in Kuwait as the Women’s Hospital which served 
for many years is being torn down. As this new building rises, the loving 
tribute of a family who are putting into concrete form their wish to carry 
out the Master’s command, “Heal the sick”, we who are to use its facilities 
look forward to new opportunities.
Except for the week-end, the clinic is a daily institution. Here come the 
mothers, children and babies, pitiful indeed with their many needs. The 
women come to the hospital soon after dawn, bringing two or three children 
with them. They sit, waiting their turn, sometimes three to four hours, along 
v/ith one or two hundred others. The clinic opens with prayer and a Bible 
story, usually about our Lord. After prayers, in-patients are seen, their daily 
treatment prescribed and clinic begins. Since Kuwait is a trading-port, it 
has a large Persian population which forms a large part of the clinic. This 
brings in the complication of a second foreign language. With some instruc­
tion as to the medicine and when to come again, the patient passes to the 
next room. Here Jameela, the faithful Iraqi nurse and two Persian women 
give ordinary treatments and the doctor tends personally to the more com­
plicated ones. The Iraqi nurse, though not trained according to modern 
hospital methods, is a most valuable assistant. With growing clinics, our 
most urgent need is for another like her.
Often the clinic is interrupted by an urgent call from a wealthy house or 
family of the Sheikh insisting that the doctor must attend them in their 
homes. Other calls require that the doctor go off in the Mission car to see 
cases which cannot be brought to the hospital. Thus we have an oppor­
tunity to see the women in their homes which are so different from our 
western homes. The patient lies on the floor and all treatments, as well as 
home baby cases, must be done as well as possible, with the doctor on her 
knees. The neighbors and children, whose curiosity overcomes their shyness, 
crowd in, too, and have to be shooed off every now and then as the room 
fills up.
In the afternoon the time is used to keep up records, perform operations 
and other special treatments, see private patients and make professional calls. 
It is also necessary to make social calls to cultivate the many Arab friends 
of the Mission who are a great asset in promoting an undertanding of our 
Christian aims and ideals. Here often to the distress of our stomachs we must 
“eat and drink to the glory of God”.
While the old hospital is being demolished and the new one built, tem­
porary quarters had to be found. An Arab house in the vicinity of the 
Mission compound' has been rented and repaired. Eight rooms around an 
open court provide a clinic and operating room, a treatment room, two 
wards for patients and rooms for the nurse and one helper. The moving and
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arrangement was done under the capable management of Miss Van Pelt 
during the week before Christmas and since then the clinic has continued 
as before.
The new hospital and the great opportunities for service offer a thrilling 
challenge to anyone touched by the Spirit that taught us to love all people 
as our brothers and sisters. It is a sphere in which every talent, no matter 
how small it may be, can be developed in helping some one else. The need 
is inexhaustible. The rewards are great. It brings an opportunity to take 
an active part in introducing and explaining to an ancient eastern civilization 
with its subjection of women, its fatalism, its lack of ambition, its love of 
simplicity and its profound reverence for God, to the modern western civiliza­
tion that brings freedom and equality to women, ambition for material 
progress, complexity of life and often a forgetting of the Father-God who 
gave us all these things and summed them up for us in His greatest gift—  
the life and death and spirit of the Lord Jesus. It is a great challenge to be 
one to introduce these two to each other, to try to give the best of each to 
the other and be oneself enriched in the process.
(Mrs. N orman J.) M ary Bruins A llison, M. D.
B A H R A I N
Evangelistic Work— In Bahrain the evangelistic worker is at home every 
Thursday to her Arab women friends. This has been the custom for over 
twenty years. We find it is worth all the effort we can put into it to make 
this day attractive, helpful and uplifting. In the forenoon the Negro women 
predominate and the number varies from twenty to sixty. They come and go. 
Some bring their sewing. Others call on their way to or from the bazaar. 
At the time when the largest number is present we read a Bible story. In 
the afternoon we have a definite group who come regularly and at a set 
time. They are our converts, two Armenian Christians and several Arab 
.women who are sufficiently interested and attracted to our program to attend 
regularly. At the request of this group we shortened our social side of the 
program and are conducting a definite Bible class with consecutive lessons.
Visits to Arab homes by any one of us could be multiplied by a hundred 
without any fear of exhausting the hospitable welcome of our Bahrain 
women. Our average number of calls made this past year was nine per week. 
Very few are the homes where we are not definitely asked and urged to read 
the Word or tell a Bible story.
During the summer we gave several outdoor lantern slide lectures on 
welfare, malaria and tuberculosis, getting slides from the Indian Red Cross 
Headquarters. W e  made thirty-six trips to Moharrick Island, visiting eight 
different villages. On these village trips we gave out simple medicines. 
Often we heard— “We did not come for medicine, but we wait for you to 
read us a story from your Book”.
At present we have eight children in the orphanage. Two babies died 
last year and one other was very ill. We  have decided to give away our 
healthiest and youngest baby to an Arab woman for adoption. W e  are com­
pelled to limit our number for lack of space and equipment.
There is no one at present asking for baptism, but there are eight women 
who have come this past year for lessons.
These activities are full of opportunities, but the most valuable oppor­
tunities come from individual friendships when the women come to us with 
their personal troubles and problems, hoping to receive help of some sort. 
Some of the troubles we listen to are often so complicated and baffling that 
all we seem to be able to do is to give them a sympathetic hearing. At other
times we are fortunate enough to find a solution and make helpful suggestions.
' In closing, we ask your prayers for all of our activities, but particularly 
for our small group of women converts. With power they can be of much 
greater influence than any of us.
Medical Work— The Bahrain Women’s Hospital has striven to make progress 
toward its goal of Christian medical service to all classes of the community, 
not only relieving suffering, but teaching better ways of living and giving 
opportunity to hear the Gospel and see it expressed in terms of Christian 
love and service. ■
The trained staff consists of four Indian nurses who were trained in 
Mission schools. There have been over three hundred in-patients during the 
year of all classes and types and considering that practically all have had 
from three to four other women with them, there have been easily a thousand 
women who have stayed in the hospital. Many of these non-patients have 
been treated in clinic during their stay. They have had the opportunity of 
hearing the Gospel either through morning prayers or U m  Sarah’s talks. 
Many have attended church services and prayer meetings.
The following are typical of the cases that come to us. A  Persian 
woman, who had been delivered at home by a native midwife, was found in a 
small mat hut in a filthy condition, delirious with high fever. She was brought 
to the hospital where for days she was unconscious. Finally her fever lessened 
and she was strong enough to undergo an operation. She and her baby left 
the hospital well. Less fortunate was a girl of sixteen who came in from 
one of the villages with a broken arm. It had been so tightly bandaged 
that the whole arm was black and gangrenous. It was too late to save her 
life. This was particularly sad as the break was not especially bad. If she 
had been sent in earlier her arm' could have been healed without endangering 
her life.
This year has been one of promise and joy. W e  on the field can see so 
many possibilities of development, both on the medical and spiritual side, 
that we pray for continued interest and support of the churches at home.
Esther Barny, M. D.
Educational Work— Another year has passed by in our school very happily 
for children and for teachers. The high average attendance of the children 
is very gratifying. Some drop out because the continual discipline of school 
life seems too severe to those completely unused to any discipline or the path 
of learning proves more arduous than was expected. By the time they reach 
second grade their enthusiasm and cooperation have been won and it is not 
so easy for the mothers, who want their help at home, to keep them away 
from school.
Our club for the older girls and former pupils has reached its full quota 
of twenty members. Last year they worked very hard to give an entertain­
ment to their mothers and friends. An Arab play was chosen and the girls 
proved to be good actors. Among the guests were the wife of the Sheikh of 
Bahrain and several American ladies from the Oil Camp and all seemed 
pleasantly surprised at the ability of the girls.
W e  appreciate the help of Mrs. Thoms and Mrs. Dame with our music 
teaching, and of Mrs. Bell (nee Jennie Bast), who gave all the school girls 
a physical examination. Those who were recommended for treatment were 
sent regularly to the hospital at recess time. .
In all our activities, whether in lessons or in play, we strive to put first 
our goal of Christ-like character and in some measure we can see new ideas 
and ideals taking root. Frequently an incident on the playground teaches
lessons of harmony, humility and forgiveness quite as effectively as our 
Bible lessons and chapel services which we try to make as helpful as possible. 
Thus, bit by bit, we are helping to build up the Kingdom of God in our midst.
R uth Jackson.
M U S C A T
Evangelistic Work— I like to begin the report of my work just where it 
began for me upon my return from furlough. Soon after my arrival I was 
greeted by a group of Grade A  Sunday School boys who told of new school 
regulations or prohibitions in regard to attending our Sunday School and 
that it was impossible for them to come on Sunday mornings as in the past. 
These boys wanted to come and so after considerable planning we got a 
splendid class going. The fact that the local teachers are recognizing our 
Sunday School by forbidding the children to come and are arranging a pro­
gram to prevent their attendance, shows that the work produces some results 
and we should be encouraged even if present conditions are against us. The 
girls and smaller boys continue to come on Sunday mornings. These children 
have nevqr made the progress that the Grade A  boys did and so perhaps
their elders are not very worried about their attendance. S-----, a convert
who was baptized last year, and Miriam helped with the teaching.
The older girls and young married women meet on Friday mornings and 
in the afternoon there is another class for women of all ages. Ail seem to be 
interested and listen very attentively. Without any unusual effort on my part 
to interest them, the attendance has increased and that has been a matter of 
much encouragement. After our church services on Sunday we hold a Bible 
class for young men, most of whom are our servants. They like to come, 
they want to learn, perhaps are even secretly hungry, yet they are always 
under restraint because of fear.
There is much poverty in Muscat and the problem of how to help is 
never solved. Generally it has been by giving food and medicines. Once 
a week we served a hot meal to some poor people. Sickly and underfed 
children have been given milk, as well as older people who were ill. This 
has been possible through the generosity of friends at home.
We  were not able to do touring this year. Early in January a high sea 
broke down and carried away a great part of our automobile road to Matrah 
and to the outlying districts.
(Mbs. D irk) M innie W. D ykstra.
Medical Work— This winter we again pitched our tents in Shinas and were 
glad to find the tension of the village relieved from the anxiety of the 
Bedouin kidnappers. There is now peace between the two warring tribes. 
It is good to see the extreme poverty of the people relieved somewhat by the 
excellent gain in the price of the small dried fish which a German firm is 
buying for fertilizer.
The poverty of the physical needs of these Arabs is nothing compared to 
the poverty of their lives. For this reason it has given us great satisfaction 
to live here and meet with these women twice a week for Bible instruction.
The daily attendance at the clinic is from twenty-five to eighty. There is 
a greater demand for quinine this year, due not so "much to the increase of 
malaria, but rather to an increase in their knowledge of the value of quinine. 
A  great many patients, who have hideous ulcers and serious eye troubles, 
from small babies on through all ages, come to us for help. One- was a 
pathetic case. A prominent woman came here from Kelba hoping she would 
again see. When she learned that her case was hopeless, she wept bitterly. 
Another woman, who with her daughter walked fifteen miles, left us with
a heart full of thanksgiving over her recovery. W e  try to explain to these 
patients the way of salvation in our Lord Jesus Christ and His Sacrifice for 
our sins. We  have distributed four hundred Gospels in this community.
I give sincere thanks to our Heavenly Father for His special protecting 
care over us by day as well as by night and for restoration to health.
- Sarah L. H osmon, M. D.
M A T R A H
Evangelistic Work— Another year has come to a close. What has there 
been in it, I ask myself, significant and worthy of record. It has been a 
quiet year with nothing unusual or startling, yet surely many things have 
meaning for us if we could see it. The Gospel records are full of trifles, 
a lost coin, a sparrow and a widow’s mite. I would try to look through the 
eyes of Christ and appraise the things of the past year with His valuation.
“There is joy in the presence of the angels of God over one sinner that 
repenteth.” When I read the story of God’s love to a certain woman, she 
wept. “I am weeping for my sins”, she explained. “My life has been full 
of them”. Wistfully she looks into the Kingdom and longs to enter in.. “But 
if I give this up, how shall I earn my living?”, she asks. And because she 
lives in a hard country and she dare not throw herself upon God, she is still 
standing at the gate of the Kingdom.
“How many times must I forgive?” asked Peter, hot from some quarrel.
And perhaps, because Z----- is so like Peter she learned to love Peter’s
question and the Master’s answer. “Let’s read about Peter”, she often says 
at lesson time. Alway under the strain of having to share her husband with 
a partner wife, she had much to endure and to suffer. But now she knows 
where to find sustaining comfort and a peace that brings patience. The story 
of Paul’s conversion is also very precious to her. His burning devotion to 
Christ has shone into her soul and lighted a desire in her own heart. “I 
should like to live like that”, she said one day.
W e  have had the joy of placing Gospels and stories of Christ into the 
hands of four very appreciative readers lately. Our meetings have been well 
attended and the women give friendly and sympathetic interest. A new
meeting is being held Wednesday evenings in M -----’s yard. Lighted by
two petromax lamps it looks festive and inviting and gives passers-by a 
chance to look in through the date-sticks. The daily clinics at the hospital 
continue to supply me with contacts and the Thursday trips to villages make 
friends afar. *
The Muscat government is trying to cope with the smuggling in of 
slaves to Oman, but it is difficult since Oman is not under Muscat jurisdiction.
When our M ----- went in recently with a letter to an Oman Sheikh, he
saw a young boy lately stolen and weeping for his parents. The letter
M ----- carried was to remind the Sheikh of his invitation to us to spend
a month in his village to doctor his people. A  disappointing reply was re­
turned, that for various reasons it would be better for us not to come. 
Oman is like a little island far away from the rest of the world. Intent 
on holding their own honor among enemy neighbors and always pushed 
hard to keep starvation from their huts, they wish only to be left alone.
In Matrah people are coming to rely upon our help, to trust our way 
above their own and to believe in our message. That some have been bold 
enough to take Christ as their Master and Savior has caused many more 
to think and that challenges us to lift Christ up more perfectly in the years 
to come. ■ • ,
•• , • , (Mrs. Paul W.) A nna- M. .Harrison.- .
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Evangelistic Work— I am thankful for the opportunities which have been 
mine in teaching Christ’s Word to those who came to me during the year. 
Not all have continued throughout the year, for two of them moved to 
Baghdad and two others were frightened away by objections of parents and 
relatives. Two sisters are the latest assets and they are anxious to learn and 
have been good pupils. Three other girls come for help in their English 
lessons.
The majority of my pupils are Sabean girls and two of them, inseparable 
friends, faithful for a number of years, have often expressed the desire that 
baptism might be possible for them. One of them has influenced her sister 
to learn about and follow Jesus. These two -girls helped us all summer in 
our Thursday morning clinics and witnessed to their Saviour there.
U m  S-----, the wife of our former colporteur of Nasariyah, has been a
real inspiration and help to me during the past nine months. She took her 
turn at the weekly afternoon meeting for women and morning prayers with 
the leper women. It is gratifying to see her earnest desire to serve and to 
give the message wherever and whenever she has the opportunity. The new 
life which is hers radiates to those around her in her home and to all with 
whom she comes in contact.
At hospital prayers in the women’s clinics one sees a varied crowd, some 
interested in what we have to say, others indifferent, some so ignorant that 
they cannot understand, still others sneering and laughing. Those who come 
to the clinics every day for a period of lime are the ones whose faces show 
a more intelligent expression as they hear the message each day and we pray 
that Christ Himself may touch those hearts so that they may have a real 
hunger for the salvation He longs to give them.
The message of love and good-will to all does have its effect on the leper 
women. Sometimes in their relations one with another there are quarrels 
and hair pulling, but usually they live quite peaceably together. At present 
we have eighteen women and five children. We  spend one morning a week 
with the lepers hearing them repeat Scripture verses from memory and hav­
ing them tell Bible stories. It is encouraging to see how some can learn 
and remember.
Through all these means and through the opportunities presented in 
visiting the homes of friends and receiving callers, many have heard, some 
understood, but few have accepted. W e  ask you to join us in prayer on their 
behalf.
(Mrs. W. J.) Cora M oerdyk.
B A G H D A D
Educational Work— “The fundamental aim of the Christian school is the 
evangelization of individuals, the promotion of the Church, the development 
in the student of Christian character, the raising up of efficient leaders for 
the Church and the enlightenment of a community or a country.”
These words were written at a missionary conference in 1924, a year or 
more before our girls’ school was opened in Baghdad. I came upon them by 
chance as I sat down to begin my yearly report.
The question naturally comes to mind— how far have we in these twelve 
years succeeded in carrying out that aim which we must all heartily endorse?
In our ninth grade Bible lesson I recently commented on a religious 
view in which Moslem, Christian and Jew agreed, adding that it was inter­
esting to note that was often the case. “Yes”, said a Jewess, “in many things,
in most things”. There were emphatic nods from several girls. The class is 
made up of three Christians, three Jewesses and two Moslems. “In many 
things, yes,” I said, “but not in what means most to the Christian”, and I 
quoted Christ’s words:' “I am the way, and the truth, and the life: no one 
cometh unto the Father, but by me”.
“But why,” you may ask, “if Christ has been consistently taught as the 
only way to the Father, should the girls have felt that, ‘In most ways we are 
alike’?” You would be surprised, as I often am, to find how little these 
girls know of their parents’ religion and I believe when they thought that 
in most things we are alike they were thinking of themselves and not of the 
religions of their sects. Then, too, these girls do not come from the families 
of the most bigoted Moslems and Jews, for they do not send their children 
to our school. To me the girls’ response, knowing them as I do, means that 
the process of evangelization is going on, slowly, of course; “first the blade, 
then the ear, then the full grain in the ear.”
As to the second item and fourth I feel we have not yet been able to 
do much. Our school is only of Junior High School rank and in a land 
where girls and women are still very much under the control of the men 
of the family, we have been unable to do much about the Church as an 
organization except for Christian girls— that is, girls from Christian families.
It is in the development of Christian character where perhaps our greatest 
opportunity lies. An open profession of Christianity by young girls would 
meet with the strongest of opposition by parents of Moslems and Jewesses 
and would certainly mean their withdrawal from our school. The fruits of 
the Spirit, however, are such as any parent is glad to see developing in his 
child. The fact that our school has a good reputation for character-building 
is given as often as the fact that we teach English, as a- reason for enrolling 
girls in our school.
The usual extra-curricular activities have taken place; society meetings, 
parties arranged by the girls themselves, sewing for needy children, school 
entertainments and plays. In our teachers’ staff we have had to make several 
changes. We  are having very efficient aid at present from one of our grad­
uates who offered her services. She gives three mornings a week. Words 
cannot express the joy of having again other missionaries in Baghdad and 
having their help in the school. Mrs. Hakken and Miss Elizabeth Calverley 
are a boon to the school. Though they have been with us but a short time, 
their influence is already making itself felt. We  are full of gratitude to 
God that He has given to the school this help for which we have so long 
asked.
(Mrs. Sharon J.) M ay D. T h o m s,
(Mrs. Chas. T.) G race W. O lcott, Secretary for Arabia.
ANNUAL REPORTS
For the Year Ending May 1938
G E N E R A L  S E C R E T A R Y  
From May to May!
Twelve months have passed since our last annual meeting. W e  have 
ticked off the hours on our time pieces and have turned over the pages of our 
calendars. As I turn the last page today, I look back over the months. From 
May to May! How easily written! And yet how well we know, those of us 
who have accepted leadership in Christ’s great program for the world, that 
these months have not been easily lived by hosts of souls in many lands. 
Was there ever a time of more moment in the world? Was there ever a time 
of greater testing for the missionary cause?
At Christmas time, when we were singing the song of the angels, “Peace 
on. earth, good will to men”, we knew that one-third of the ipeople in the 
world were at war as we sang of peace. We  know that fear stalks the world, 
that strife and prejudice and poverty and injustice are all about us. The 
mood of the hour in many circles is one of pessimism and defeat. “The 
lights are going out all over the world”, writes one. “It is the twilight hour 
for the human race”, says another.
It is in a world like this that we come together today, a group of .women 
who are giving our lives to the missionary cause. We may well ask, “Are 
the message and the program of missions adequate for the world as we know 
it? Does it fit? Is it wanted? Is there universal belief in it or are we 
struggling to salvage a lost cause? Is it working? Can it help to bring peace 
and justice and goodwill to all men everywhere?” Our answer to these ques­
tions will determine the strength and buoyancy and size of our program for 
next year. And so let us take time to look at it.
Deep down in our hearts we know that this is still God’s world. We 
sing it, at least with our lips, “This is my Father’s world, Oh let me ne’er 
forget, That tho’ the wrong seems oft so strong, God is the ruler yet.” It is 
the Christians,— it is we, who call ourselves His partners,— who say, “God is 
working His purpose out, As year succeeds to year.”
There have been times when we have said it feebly and were drowned out 
by the clamor of louder voices. Today, we not only say it, but we hear it all 
about us, clearly and sharply. It is the one voice that comes out, clearly 
accented through the maze of our troubled times! The most significant trend 
and reality of our day, one that has been gaining in strength and emphasis 
over the past twelve months, is this,— that the message and program of 
missions are today not only being recognized but are being demanded— to 
save the world.
Perhaps it is the war in the Far East which brought it into sharp focus. 
On April 6th of this year Madame Chiang Kai-shek of China made this 
public statement, “The Generalissimo and I feel that no words which we could 
speak could sufficiently express our debt of gratitude to the missionary body 
all over China. You may remember a few years ago it was the fashion to 
decry missionary efforts. There was even a commission sent from America to 
investigate mission work, because there was a general feeling that missionary 
efforts had been a failure. There were people who asked where were the 
successors of Livingstone and Morrison. Is the missionary spirit dead?”
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“If we simply look around us at what has happened in the last nine 
months”, she went on, “I should say their successors are right here. You 
Americans ask me to tell you how you can cooperate to help China in this 
national crisis. My answer is, • Continue your missionary efforts.”
The Generalissimo himself, not many months ago, sent forth this ringing 
sentence, “The only hope for China today is Jesus Christ in the hearts of her 
people”.
George Sokolsky, New York Herald-Tribune correspondent, writes, “The 
most significant job done by Americans in China is not the buying and selling 
of goods. It is so great a ■ work that it is misunderstoodi by small minds and 
even smaller hearts.' It is the tremendously important work of the American 
missionary.
From Japanese sources comes this statement, “There are two courses open 
to America as she deals with Japan. One is to fight her— which is unthink­
able— and the other is to carry the Gospel of Jesus Christ to more of her 
people. Japan will never be checked by exterior force, you may boycott her, 
impose sanctions, or even fight her, but it will only be a temporary check. 
The only , way to bring Japan into a friendly brotherhood of nations is by a 
change in the hearts of her people, an inner conversion.”
At the Conference on the Cause and Cure of War, in Washington this 
year, where one thousand women of all organizations both civic and religious 
came together to discover a present-day program for peace and world recon­
struction, the vote was taken, after days of study, to educate for one thing 
and one only in the next year and that is the creation of an International 
order, a world brotherhood of nations. “When and if that day comes, we shall 
have peace”, they said. Into that group of thoughtful seekers came, as the 
closing ■ address of the conference, the striking news that the seed of an 
International order already exists,— it is the Church of the Living Christ 
which is world-wide,— a product of the missionary enterprise.
When in December of this year there will gather in Madras, India, four 
hundred and ‘ fifty delegates from fifty countries representing the Christian 
churches of their lands, black, brown, yellow, white,— all races— all languages 
— all nationalities— there will be demonstrated the reality today of a world­
wide Christian fellowship that holds within it the germs of world peace. It 
was in contemplation of the Madras scene and all that it stands for that led 
a liberal business man recently to say with conviction, “You Christians have 
the kernel of International Peace, it is the conception of brotherhood through 
the acceptance of a common Lord and Master.”
We  come today, not needing such justification for our cause, perhaps, 
but accepting this testimony as God’s call to us to move on in the year that 
lies ahead. And so,— shall we take stock of our holdings, our equipment for 
the task. The work moves forward through our missionaries, our Board and 
Committee leadership, the printed word, our cooperative ventures, the work 
of the local church. All these are interrelated and interdependent, but we 
may look at them separately and note the year’s progress.
Our Missionaries.— It is difficult in small space to record the faithful, untir­
ing and efficient work of our sixty-seven missionaries. Whether they are on 
furlough; telling the story to the home churches, helping to write programs, 
doing yeoman work in the office; or whether they are at their regular tasks 
in the mission field; the value of their services and the quality of their spirit 
cannot be overstated. The year has been full of interesting events in our 
missionary personnel. It brought Miss Talmage and Miss Duryee home to us 
to add their contribution to that little group of emeritus missionaries who 
mean so much to us here in America. The, same situation in China that
brought these two home has detained Harriet Boot in this country awaiting 
the time when she can be admitted to the Amoy Mission as a nurse, and 
meant to Jeannette Veldman and Bessie Bruce a long delay in India on their 
way back to China. China’s loss, however, was India’s gain and their sojourn 
there for these months will long be remembered as they became working 
members of the Arcot staff. It was a joy to send out to India during the 
year Johanna De Vries, a nurse whose services and personality have already 
added greatly to the Mission personnel. We  record with much satisfaction 
the going of Elizabeth Calverley, one of our missionary daughters, to Baghdad 
to work as a teacher with Mrs. Thoms, and it is a happy announcement that 
Jeane Walvoord, whose health brought her home from China some years ago, 
has the happy privilege of taking care of Miss Talmage here in America and 
renewing her China associations. .
Our furlough missionaries have made real contributions to the home 
churches, Dr. Rottschaefer, Mrs. Honegger, Mrs. Voskuil, Miss Green, Mrs. 
Mylrea, Miss Beekman, Mrs. Ter Borg, and others in the West, have all 
responded to calls for speaking and conference work. Miss Green has done 
a conspicuous piece of work in lecturing on Chinese Symbolism for the benefit 
of China relief. Miss Kellien has been doing an equally important thing in 
spending the days getting strong and well for her next term in Arabia. It 
was good to welcome Mrs. John Van Ess on an unexpected trip home, at 
which time she gave valuable service in editorial work. Honors have come 
this year to Dr. Hart who was awarded a gold bar for distinguished public 
service. Miss Noordhoff has this year completed twenty-five years of service 
in Japan, which we honor.
We  must record with sorrow the passing of several of our missionary 
family,— Mrs. Samuel Zwemer, Mrs. John W. Conklin, Mrs. Walter Scudder, 
Miss Josephine Te Winkle.
We  would make special mention at this time of our Far Eastern workers. 
Of our China missionaries we would say “Valiant is the word”. There was 
never a moment during this difficult year of danger and adjustment when 
there was anything but courageous facing of the situation and acquiescence to 
the best judgment of Mission and Board. Whether to come or go or stay, 
there was always the immediate acceptance and the steady faith. Through 
difficult days our Japanese missionaries also have carried on, saying little, 
but praying and working. As we read the story of the year we again link 
hands with all those of our number who are serving in the far-flung fields 
of China, India, Japan and Arabia. .
The Treasurer reports the following for the year—
Receipts on the Budget expense, including sales of literature, ■
interest from investments and credit balance May 1, 1937...- $117,883.01 
Applied from income on funds and a/c Legacies as voted by the
Board ..........................................  2,817.91
thus enabling us to meet the full expense of the year.........  $120,700.92
Additional gifts for China Emergency Fund.... *........  772.98
In addition to sundry gifts for the deficit— $483.70— the members of the 
Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions through a special plan to secure funds 
for the Debt Retirement of 1932-33 raised $3,654.87, enabling us to remit to 
the Board of Foreign Missions a total of $4,138.57— leaving, us still responsible 
for a share in the deficit of the Board of Foreign Missions of 1932-33 to an 
amount of $10,167.84.
Further details including all gifts outside the Budget will be found in the 
complete report at the end of the Year Book.
It is with deep gratitude we record the following bequests—
Estate Kate Van Santvoord Olcott— For Arabia... ____ 1,000.
Contingent Fund...  2,000. 3,000.00
Estate Helen A. Rollins a/c ............................ 120.00
Estate Agnes N. Lake .................................. 250.00
Estate Bessie Resue .................................... 1,157.23
Estate Eilert Schulte ..................................  900.00
Estate Ada L. Morris, Balance share sale jewelry............  15.92
Two Annuity Gifts have been received to a total of 34,500.00.
The New Year opens before us with widening opportunities of service 
necessitating an increased goal. This is possible if every woman shares.
The Arabian Mission Fiftieth Anniversary celebration calls for our co­
operation toward equipment in the Olcott Memorial Hospital for Women at 
Kuwait for $5,000.
We  bespeak your 100% cooperation.
Board and Committee Leadership. For a task as large as ours many 
hands are needed. This report would record the big place taken in the 
administration of the work by Board, Committee and office force. When the 
records of the last twelve months are put between the covers of our year 
book, we shall be but symbolizing the closeness of our working relations, and 
bound up in its pages will be countless hours of work of which only those 
who can read between the lines will be aware. The work of minute-taking, 
correspondence, Baby Roll, Sewing Guild, Magazine Distribution, Publication, 
Life Membership, Finance, put all together, pile up into a solid block of 
worthy achievement from which we may step with confidence into the new 
year.
We  record regretfully the resignation of Mrs. John Borg from Board 
membership; and with pleasure the acceptances of Mrs. Irwin Lubbers, Mrs. 
Jacob Sessler, Mrs. David Van Strien, Mrs. Franklin Hinkamp, Mrs. Henry 
Beltman and Miss Helen Card. By her own request Miss Eliza P. Cobb has 
moved from the active list to a place among the Honorary Vice-Presidents, 
from which position we know we may still count on her as in the past years. 
Mrs. J. H. Warnshuis has also moved to the Honorary Vice-President list and 
Mrs. Harold Schenck has come back into active membership.
Our office family has had the happy addition this year of Miss Dorothy 
Burt, coming to us from our Peekskill Church, and Miss Mina Hennink from 
an active place in Grand Rapids. We share Miss Hennink with the Young 
Women’s office and she carries for us a large amount of general work as well 
as major responsibility for the office end of Sewing Guild needs. Miss Burt 
is ably filling the place of Charity Lake whom we have missed this year. 
Her retirement, after a substantial period of service, left a big gap. Miss 
Burt, her successor, has already proved her worth and is responsible with Miss 
Gordon for much of the printed word that goes out from the office.
The Printed Word. Missionaries cannot go everywhere. Leaflets and pro­
grams, letters and news bulletins must tell the story and revive the interest. 
Under the capable leadership of Miss Gordon as Chairman, our publication 
program has had fresh impetus. This committee has taken over our annual 
appeal to the Sunday School children and with the approval of the Board 
this year began a new emphasis and educational program about boys and girls 
in all four fields. Through the efforts of this committee our Arabian emphasis 
was made effective throughout the whole Church.
Cooperative work at headquarters gains headway every year. The Joint 
Committee of the two Women’s Boards is increasingly finding ways and means
of cooperating and combining the work in order to make a united approach 
to the women of the churches. The list of its activities is long and varied 
and there is probably no more important development in our whole Board 
task. It is through this committee and its stimulus that the leadership of our 
Boards in Particular Synods and Classes have been holding meetings and 
all-day conferences to consider their place in the progress of the missionary 
task at home and abroad, and to take on a larger measure of responsibility. 
Through this group, Ladies’ Day becomes this year an all-day meeting of 
church women considering the whole task of Missions. Standards or goals for 
local society work are being considered, joint programs are offered and general 
help given.
Tliis year there was held the first United Board Conference, under the 
leadership of the President of General Synod and including all the Boards 
of the Church.
Much preparation has been made also for a Denominational Day to be 
held next fall, at which time Women’s Missionary Union Conferences, Greater 
Things Program and Arabian Fifty Year Celebration meet the church hand 
in hand.
The spirit of advance in the local church has been most apparent dur­
ing the year. It is reflected in all the foregoing report and increases appre­
ciably our volume of work as it prods us on to keep pace with local society 
adventures into new fields of missionary activity. New interest in finance 
responsibility, experiments in different types of organization in order to reach 
the whole woman-power of the church,— many and varied are the lines of 
endeavor stimulated by what is in fact a newly-awakened consciousness of 
power and of opportunity.
And so we look into the new year with its imperative calls and demands. 
And as we look, we are mindful of the fact that we are to move on without 
the leadership that has been ours for many years. New hands will be at the 
helm to direct our course. This is not the place to say what is in our hearts 
as we face this change, but this thing we must say— that the dauntless spirit 
and driving energy which has characterized the official leaders of this Board 
these past years and their spirit of dependence on the only Power that can 
guide aright,— these are our heritage and with them we can face the future 
with heads high and hearts ready for the call of the new year, saying with 
one voice:
• “God is working His purpose out,
As year succeeds to year:
God is working His purpose out,
And the time is drawing near;
Nearer and nearer draws the time,
The time that shall surely be,
When the earth shall be full of the glory of God 
As the waters cover the sea.”
Respectfully submitted, •
• Sue W eddell, General Secretary.
Y O U N G  W O M E N ’S D E P A R T M E N T
1937! There it stands. A year of time. As these lines are written, there 
looms large on the front pages of every issue of the daily press the threats 
of war. Insecurity is written in the annals of the history of many nations. 
The air vibrates with the fears of many peoples the world around. Seemingly 
we are a world divided against itself. We  have created a civilization that is 
in danger of self-destruction. In all the confusion of our day we need to
recognize the fact that what affects the lives of our brother men will as surely 
reflect itself in our own lives. Even though we may feel no great concern 
for the rest of the world, our very indifference retards the day when wars 
shall cease and men shall acknowledge the Prince of Peace as Lord of lords. 
We are all one, this great universe of God, divided as we are into races and 
kindreds and peoples, at odds with one another or indifferent to each other’s 
needs. And as we are one universe, so are we one Church Universal in spite 
of our many differences. Has 1937 made us more conscious of these facts?
W e  are writing a report for the young women of the Reformed Church. 
What evidences has the year brought of growth of soul, enlarged vision, greater 
understanding and increased sense of responsibility toward the task of bring­
ing in the Kingdom? Are our young women more or less concerned about 
the destinies of the under-privileged and those who are hungry of soul as well 
as hungry of body?
W e  can only measure in part the progress we have made as evidences 
come to us in letters that fill our files but which are testimonials of the power 
of God at work. Writes our newest Classical Representative in Orange Classis, 
“In speaking to a group of girls concerning Christ’s ‘Go ye’, whether that be 
in person, by our gifts, or by our prayers, one girl replied, ‘I did not know it 
was so important to be interested in ‘Missions’! Let’s do something about it.’ 
And now this group is eagerly awaiting the date of a Rally— a new venture 
for us— but one that we hope will change longing into purposeful endeavor. 
For I do believe that these girls are only waiting for some one to show them 
the way to service.”
How often we are guilty of thinking young people disinterested when in 
reality the fault is ours for not presenting to them the CHALLENGE of the 
Christ.
From a group in Albany Classis comes this encouraging note, “While we 
have not been able to contribute as much as we hoped we would, we have
done our best and God will honor that. I should like to add that it has been
our privilege to follow through the Kentucky and Arabian programs just as 
they were presented in the League Letter and I cannot begin to relate how 
much we have gained from them. The whole experience of worship and study 
and play has been one grand inspiration, the results of which are manifesting 
themselves in the spiritual development of the members of our group.” And 
from the Secretary of a group in New Brunswick Classis there comes this 
evidence of growth and understanding. “Our progress seems so slow; but all 
growth is slow; we can do little alone, but all of us working together become 
a great force for Good. And as our vision grows we see the needs not only 
within the boundaries of our own country but we see beyond into the farthest 
areas of human need. And in our seeing we are learning the value of prayer.”
On the occasion of the first Nation-wide League Night in November of 
1936, the theme-thought, “Keeping in Tune”, was introduced to all groups in
an effort to stimulate the power of God-directed thought. In November of
1937 we introduced the theme-thought, “On the Beam” hoping by this emphasis 
to strengthen the connection between God and the lives of the ten thousand 
girls who are linked with the Young Women’s Department. And in an effort 
to make very concrete the method whereby it is possible to keep “In Tune” 
and “On the Beam” the young women and girls were introduced to the new 
fellowship of prayer, “The Girls’ Friendly Hour”. This fellowship of girls 
united in prayer for girlhood around the world is quietly extending itself into 
all areas of our church and from one prayer mate comes this beautifully 
expressed message, “What a privilege to be a part of it— a multitude ‘Tuning 
in on the Beam’, the Beam that sends out radiance and goodwill to girls all 
over the world.” A  recent mail brought the signature of every girl in a
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Wisconsin group, each girl pledging herself to daily partnership in the “Girls’ 
Friendly Hour”! Similar groups in other states are responding in like manner 
and thus is strengthened the bond that links us together as groups Leagued 
for Service.
If willingness to shoulder responsibility in larger ways than in one’s own 
organization is a manifestation of growth, then the testimony of another League 
Secretary is indicative of progress. She writes, “As you perhaps know, I am 
Secretary of our Young Women’s League for Service. But I am now also 
.Secretary of our Christian Endeavor group. W e  have never had a real mis­
sionary program in our Christian Endeavor meetings, at least not as long as I 
have been a member of the group. Because I am missionary-minded I have 
taken it upon myself to introduce our group to the possibilities of a missionary 
program and I am coming to you for help in carrying out this plan.”
If an increase in contributions speaks for a growing concern for the 
needs of jhe world, then here also there is evidence of progress, for gifts 
from young women’s groups have exceeded last year’s gifts by more than 
• $2,00(1.00.
As we meet with groups of leaders, young people or girls’ groups, we 
are impressed with the urgency of directing youth into a fuller realization of 
the great challenge the Church of Jesus .Christ offers its young people. Service 
should be the outflow of a great inflow of the Spirit of God. More plainly 
’than ever we see that the Church must minister in a larger way to youth, if 
youth shall be vocal interpreters of a faith that knows its Source as God. 
For youth needs as never before the stabilizing influence of such a faith and 
needs to feel the urgency of sharing this knowledge with others. Increasingly, 
therefore, the Young Women’s Department will need to place less emphasis 
upon organization and a greater emphasis upon an approach that shall aid in 
: giving youth a right understanding of the responsibilities that attend member­
ship in the Church of Christ. We  must share in helping youth see that 
“missions” means more than a missionary set apart for service in a distant 
mission field, that it means life lived dynamically for Jesus Christ as He lived 
dynamically for us. Until youth sees the missionary enterprise in this light 
our task of interpreting “missions” is unaccomplished. No one agency can do 
this task alone. It involves youth, parents, lay leaders, the ministry and all 
the added agencies of the church.
One of the most encouraging signs of progress that has come to our 
attention is the fact that youth itself is asking for a share in world service. 
Many groups of Intermediate age are asking, “What can we do?” Whereas 
usually the adult leader is the motivating force for a new organization, Inter­
mediates themselves are asking for definite projects and are carrying them 
through. Of the eighteen new Leagues organized during the past year, seven 
were of Intermediate age.
The Young Women’s Department is conscious of the fact that the effective 
work of the Department of Missionary Education is in part responsible for 
this growing interest in and vital desire for new outlets for service. Indeed, 
it is very necessary that we recognize this growing tendency as resulting from 
the interest created by the work of the Department of Missionary Education, 
for it demonstrates an imperative need for unity of approach and a clearly 
defined goal on the part of all the agencies that minister to the needs of 
youth. Overlapping and duplication of approach result in confusion and 
waste and often defeat the very end toward which all of us are striving. This, 
therefore, we consider to be the most significant sign of growth— that we 
realize that it is imperative that all the educational and promotional agencies 
work together toward the realization of the dream Christ Jesus Himself
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dreamed for the world when He looked down the centuries and saw the whole 
world as “one fold having one Shepherd”. And since we, too, would share in 
guiding youth to find its place in the whole program of the Church in fulfill­
ment of that dream, we cannot separate ourselves from those other agencies 
which are working toward that same goal for youth. And so we need to face 
the fact that, our approach needs rethinking and our relationship to the whole 
youth program considered.
In September of last year Miss Mina Hennink was added to the staff of 
the Young Women’s Department as half-time office assistant. This will make 
it possible for your Secretary to devote a larger portion of time to the cultiva­
tion of new groups and conferences with existing Leagues, without disrupting 
office routine. Thus will new avenues of service be opened up and our pro­
gram of interpreting to youth God’s dream be carried on.
“Today I met God on an uptown street 
Calling for dreamers, pleading in the heat .
Of holy passion for more dream-swept hearts 
To hold in all the world’s discordant parts 
The torch of Brotherhood, that its Love gleam 
Might speed the progress of His gracious Dream!”
— W illiam N orris Burr.
. Julia H eines, Secretary.
D E P A R T M E N T  O F  M I S S I O N A R Y  E D U C A T I O N
The world is in sad need of World Christians— Christians whose following 
of the Master leads them “into all the world” through service towards the 
need of the world for the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The co-operative effort of 
the four Boards of Missions and the Board of Education in maintaining a 
Department of Missionary Education, has as its aim the development of youth 
and maturity into such Christlike attitudes and desires as will;, make the 
missionary enterprise the natural flowering into service of lives given wholly 
to Him. With this aim in mind, your Secretary of Missionary Education works 
closely with the Religious Education Department whose aim through the 
program for youth and adults, in Stewardship, Evangelism and Christian 
Education is the same; namely, “To unify the Church in helping our Heavenly 
Father produce intelligent, competent and loyal Christians.”
In order that this understanding of the need of the World may be intel­
ligent, the Department works in co-operation with the Mission Boards in 
providing study materials on Reformed Church responsibilities in the Mission 
Fields both Foreign and Domestic.
' It seeks to provide specific help, graded to meet specific age group needs, 
to interpret for the churches trends in missions and world needs, and to use 
every educational means to help the whole Church to face its world-wide task.
The full account of the activities for the Department of Missionary 
Education for the year 1937-38 will be found in the Annual Report of the' 
Board of Education.
To the staffs of the Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions, and to the 
General Secretary, your Secretary of Missionary Education expresses sincere 
appreciation for the splendid co-operation and help which has been given.
(Mrs. Sanford) M argaret B. Co'dr, Secretary.
T H E  S E W I N G  GUILD
“Give her of the fruit of her hands; and let her own works praise her in 
the gates.”
The work of the Sewing Guild has been carried on throughout the year 
and many women have contributed of the work of their hands to bring joy 
and comfort to hospitals and schools and churches abroad, in our Mission fields. 
In order that our information about the articles needed might be brought 
up-to-date, letters were sent to all the missionaries, and since then, revised 
lists have been made and patterns cut out. These are available for societies, 
so that the supplies sent out may be of the greatest use. In some countries 
the customs’ duty is so high that it makes a Guild Box too much of a luxury. 
In those cases, a gift of money could be used more profitably in buying 
materials, gifts, etc. locally.
As to the welcome these boxes receive and the joy they bring, let some 
extracts from letters written by our missionaries speak for themselves.
“Just as I was hoping, your boxes came, and as I unpacked the things, 
your presence and that of the friends who made the box possible simply filled 
the place as I worked. It does not take long to put new things on almost 
empty shelves, and it was a great joy to have them and to be able to see that 
everyone had what was needed before I left.”
“The box you sent to us contained just what we needed and all the 
things are so lovely. Thank you for your thought of our hospital and its needs. 
Soon it will be time to plan for Christmas and we are so happy that we can 
share our blessings with others,— blessings that started in America and are 
passed on by us to those who are in need. I wish you could see some of the 
beaming faces of the children as they receive a new garment. Some of our 
hospital orphans are counting the days, longing for a doll.”
“The hymn books fill a long-felt want and we immediately began using 
them for practicing our Christmas songs. Every Monday afternoon a group 
of girls who attend the Boys’ School come to me for a sewing class. They 
will be glad to receive fitted sewing bags for their Christmas gifts. Next week 
forty of our village workers will meet for their ‘salary meeting’ and a Retreat. 
There will be some gift for each,— a flannel square, a child’s dress, a framed 
picture or a towel will find a grateful response. Pictures from Sunday School 
rolls are pasted on cloth to preserve them as long as possible. The jigsaw 
puzzles are greatly appreciated by our boys and our women’s club.”
“The nurse in charge of the operating room comes as soon as the boxes 
are opened to see how many towels there are for that department. Since we
have 'So many typhoid patients, we do need all the bath towels and wash
cloths we can get. The boxes were so substantial that T made a book case
out of one of them and a cupboard in which to keep the ward linen out of
the others.”
“If you could have heard the oh’s and ah’s of delight at the lovely 
flannel squares, the pretty petticoats, adorable dolls with which the teachers 
began to play, the towels, soap, combs, etc., you would feel repaid for your 
many hours of making, gathering, sorting and packing these tokens of your 
love. The teachers and girls were told how the women in the many churches 
at home spend afternoons sewing and making these useful things for us, and 
they join with me in a very hearty ‘Thank you’ to you all. The two beautiful 
large dolls I have given to the teacher of the first class for all the children 
to enjoy. One of the Children’s Home orphans was married and I had to help 
her prepare her trousseau. Since she married a man from Madanapalle, she 
needed warm clothes, so she made two of the squares into jackets and took
another to wrap around her head. A  comb, soap, handkerchiefs, sewing bag 
and other necessities were provided from the box, so you made a bride happy 
as well as all of our Boarding School.”
To Miss Powles, completing seventeen years of faithful, devoted service 
for the Sewing Guild, packing the huge boxes regardless of heat and physical 
discomfort, always ready to do her share and more than her share, we take 
this opportunity for expressing our most grateful appreciation.
(Written for Miss M ary L. Powles, by Edna K. Beekman.)
LIFE A N D  M E M O R I A L  M E M B E R S H I P S
Another year has passed and it it time for the annual reports. I am happy 
to report that there have been twenty-one Life Memberships and four 
Memorial Memberships added since May, 1937.
It has been a joy to read the letters paying tribute to those who have 
been active or who are still active in their churches and societies. What a 
splendid way to show appreciation to these wonderful women who have or are 
devoting their time, money and prayers to the mission work of our church. 
There are still many societies who have never yet taken part in this helpful 
service, honoring those who are living and those who have been called to the 
“Great Beyond?
While the work of this committee is less spectacular than some others, 
yet we feel it to be of equal importance, because its great objective is prayer 
for those around whom our mission work revolves. Surely at this time of 
testing we need prayer and we need to lay hold on the innumerable promises 
of God. Christ said, “Ask and it shall be given unto you ... for everyone 
that asketh, receiveth.” We also read, “Bring ye all the tithes into the store­
house, that there may be meat in mine house, and prove me now herewith, 
saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not open you the windows of heaven, and 
pour you out a blessing that there shall not be room enough to receive it.”
Recalling these promises, may our Life Memberships in the future be a 
strong factor in promoting the work of our Lord in foreign lands.
(Mrs. Theodore) M artha M. Brinckerhoff, Chairman. •
LIFE M E M B E R S H I P S
Payment of $25. or more at one time constitutes a Life Member of the 
Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions.
Life Memberships are applied to Evangelistic Work in the Four Fields.
Life Members, 1937-38
M rs. Lucy Groot Van Vranken 
M rs. M argaret Van Vranken Van Epps 
M rs. W illiam N orden 
M rs. H erman M aasen 
M rs. A. T. Laman 
M rs. J. W. Te Paske 
M iss N ellie A keley 
M rs. J. J. Vander M eer 
M rs. I. T. Schuppert 
M rs. H erman Van Tongeren
M rs. T homas F. Ewers 
M rs. H erman Vaupell 
M rs. W. W. O wen 
M rs. John Baas 
M rs. W illiam De M aster 
M rs. John J. Van Strien 
M rs. O liver M atthews 
M rs. M argaret C. Boucher 
M rs. Rodert L. Shepard 
M rs. W alter N ehr .
M rs. D ora Benjamin Brusse
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MEMORIAL MEMBERSHIPS
Payment of $50. or more at one time, establishes a Memorial Membership. 
Memorial Membership gifts are applied to Medical Work.
. . Memorial Members, 1937-38
M rs. Cornelius B. M uste, '
Gift of Women’s Society, Old First Church, Brooklyn, New York 
M rs. T. Edmund Jordan,
Gift of Queens Auxiliary, Queens, L. I. in Commemoration of their 50th 
Anniversary
M rs. W illiam E. Florance,
Gift of her daughter, Miss Julia Florance, through the Woman’s Mission­
ary Society, Second Reformed Church, New Brunswick, N. J.
M rs. Retha M. Sholtes,
* Gift of Women’s Missionary Society, Helderberg Church, Guilderland 
' • Center, N. Y.
T H E  B A B Y  R O L L
Although the enrollment for the past year is only 212, which is much less 
than was reported a year ago, we are glad to have added two new churches 
to our list— The First Church, Detroit, Michigan and The Reformed Church, 
Closter, New Jersey.
Two pairs of twins have been enrolled, both from Michigan, and one 
missionary baby, Lois Thoms, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Wells Thoms, of 
Kuwait, Arabia. •
The Publication Committee has given us two new leaflets— “Playmates 
in Mission Lands”, telling of the dear children in our four fields, and “You 
Will, Won’t You?”, which is an appeal for our newest work in Bahrain, 
Arabia. It gives actual instances of children who have been cared for by the 
Orphan’s Home at Bahrain, suggestions for thankoffering gifts, and the enroll­
ment blank of necessary information for enrolling children in the Baby Roll.
It is our earnest wish and prayer that more of the societies may become 
interested in these little ones, so that many may be brought to know and love 
Him,' who said, “Suffer the little children to come unto me, and forbid them 
not, for of such is the Kingdom of Heaven.”
“One by one the stones we lay, • ' .
Building slowly day by day;
■ Building by our love are we .
In the Lands beyond the sea; ■ '
Building; by each thought and prayer ,
• For the souls that suffer there. . .
And one day our eyes shall see, . .
In a glad eternity, .
Living stones we helped to bring
For the palace of our King”—  ’
And our Master tells us that inasmuch as we do it unto one of the least 
of these, we dp it unto Him. ,
(Mrs. C. S.) Caroline Raven Van N uis, Secretary.
T H E  C O M M I T T E E  O N  M A G A Z I N E S
The Committee .on Magazines has enlisted the interest of a number of 
friends in sending either new or used copies of our more desirable .magazines 
to our workers on the mission field.
What one of our missionaries wrote, is typical of other letters received.—  
“The magazine is greatly enjoyed and eagerly looked forward to by our Indian 
readers. This is the only magazine we receive as a gift from America. We 
would appreciate others.”
We  hope we may soon be able to report a magazine subscription from ' 
every society to some mission station and so establish a Round-the-World- 
Reading-Circle for the added information and inspiration of missionaries and 
native workers, and all for the ultimate glory of God.
(Mrs. David R.) M ary E. Evans, Chairman.
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CLASSIS O F  A L B A N Y  
Albany, First
Albany, Madison Ave.
Albany, Third -----
Albany, Fourth — ...
Albany, Fifth - -----
Albany, Sixth ------
Berne. Second-----
Bethlehem, First ----
Clarksville — - ----- -
Coeymans----------
Delmar---- --------
Jerusalem----------
Knox
New Baltimore 
New Salem 
Onesquethaw —  
Union
Westerlo —  
W. M. Union
Total -- ------------- —
CLASSIS OF B E R G E N
Bergenfield, Clinton Ave. —
Bogart Memorial -------—
Closter
Community Hudson Ave., 
Englewood
English Neighborhood
Hackensack, First --
Hackensack, Second - 
Hackensack, ThirdAi d m u u a o w i Y a  . .. v. >i  ^ ■ — ..
Hackensack, Italian Mission
Harrington Park --------
Hasbrouck* Heights-------
North Hackensack-------
Oradell
Ridgefield Park----
Rochelle Park -----
Schraalenberg — ---
Teaneck Community
Westwood --------
W. M. Unionivi. umui* -.....Y. W. League Union
Total
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Bayonne, First -------- -----
Bayonne, ThirdUlljUlllIC Alll'v* -...Bayonne, Fifth Street
jersey City, Bergen --- --------
Jersey City, Faith-Van Vorst —  
jersey City, Germ. Ev. First —  
jersey City, Greenvillef 1 J\. J 9 . W w». « « ' ' ■
Jersey City, Hudson City Second
jersey City, Lafayette - ------
Jersey City, St. John’s ---— . .
W. M. Union---- ---------
Total--------- - ------
CLASSIS OF CALIFORNIA
Artesia __
Bellflower
Bethany, Redlands
Calvary, Ripon ___
Clearwater-Hynes —  
Hope, Los Angeles 
W. M. Union----
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T.ynHpn 45 75 to no . .Monarch 4 34 15 00Montana* First 5 63 *1 00 8 41New Holland 1 40
22 liYakima __ ____  , ------- 15 98 21 00 20 00 2 24 1 74Union Service Day of Prayer_ 5 57 5 57Total 95 21 225 07 20 00 2 24 18 45 360 97
CLASSIS O F  CHICAGO
Rpth#*1 f'.PImPni*)
Bethel (Sterling)
Chicago* First 60 00 25 00 64 00 3 bo 65 80 217 80Chicago, Archer Ave. IQ 50 200 00Chicago* Englewood, First ___ 40 00 24 00 ■i■ • 64 00
Chicago, Roseland/ First ~
Chicago* West Side ..... 237 00 23 50 35 00 50 00 37 00 3 00 29 00
83 20 
341 00
Covenant (Indianapolis) 2 85 10 00 12 85
DeMotte* First 11 02 45 00 05 on 19 00 3 00 ...... 67 00DeMotte. American 
F.hpnerpr 41 62 122 18 40 00 16 48 98 10Fulton, FirQt .... 12 33 i on 234 29Fulton, Second 19 12 122 5* 18 03Fulton, Trinity *178 25Grace (Hammond)
25 on * ; i ■ r,
53 62 52 no 3 r 00
Mount Greenwood 50 00 70 93 30 50Newton, Zion ........ 5 00 24 0061 Q5
South Holland 982 50 143 75 95 25 84 65 98 07 1404 22
Wirh^;, v * y 41 nn
W. M. Union, Chicago and
Illinois 849 40Whiteside Conference 50 20Girls Leagues of Whiteside
County , 4 20 4 20Tnh.1
•Special Gift of Member $100.00.
1620 74 2106 84 456 58 336 86 245 55 4766 57
CLASSIS O F  D A K O T A
Aurora . 30 on 60 00Rem is
BronHIanrf 1 88 1 88Charles Mir
Corsica, Grace 
Dover ..... 9 45 42 15 00 63 00 2 00 89 45Grand View , 17 50
18 00Harrison '
Lakeview 16 50 30 00 57 50 2 00 3 48 109 48
Lebanon
Litchville 30 00 5 on
88 5 00 6 RR
40 00 4 00 44 nnNorth karion .. 14 64 32 50 30 no 6 76 R3 90
1 12 1 12
Orange City, American 1 03 20 00 40 00 2 00 91 02 154 05Springfield. Emmanuel 7 52 
3 82
12 03 
50 00 31 03
50 58 
53 82
127 38 2Q 75 1 51 158 64W. M. Conference 37 00 37 00
Total .. 58 26 464 41 | 296 28 15 00 116 99 | 950 94
C H U R C H E S
CLASSIS OF G E R M A N I A
Antelope Valley -- -^---------
Bethany! !............ ......
Bethel (Davis)---------- --
Bethel (Ellsworth)----------
Chancellor ------ -----------
Cromwell Center !___________
Delaware _____ ........ -... .
,Dempster___________________
Herman *____________________
Hope — --------------------
Immanuel (Willow Lake) ___
Lennox, Second____________
Logan . .......... ...
Monroe___________
S a l e m _____________________
Scotland (Ebenezer). - _.... —
Sibley_________: ' '
Weston___________________
White _^___________________
W. M. ■ Union........
Total '----------------;____
CLASSIS O F  G R A N D  RAPIDS
Ada ______ :______________
Byron Center _____________
Cornith ___________________
Grand Rapids, Third ________
Grand Rapids, Fourth _______
Grand Rapids, Fifth_________
Grand Rapids, Sixth, (Oakdale Pk.)
Grand Rapids, Seventh _____ ..
Grand Rapids, Eighth ________
Grand* Rapids, Ninth ________
Grand Rapids, Aberdeen St. ;—  
Grand Rapids, Bethany !—
Grand Rapids, Bethel ________
Grand Rapids, Beverly _______
Grand Rapids, Calvary . . ...
Grpnd Rapids, Central -------
Grand Rapids, Fairview ______
Grand ■ Rapids, Garfield Park _
Grand Rapids, Grace ---- - ---
Grand Rapids, Home Acres _ _
Grand Rapids, Immanuel ..___ -
Grand Rapids, Knapp Ave. _ _  
Grand Rapids, Richmond St. —
Grand Rapids, Trinity ...... -
Grandville ..  . .......... .
Grant — —------------------
W. M. Union, Grand Rapids
and Muskegon ...... ____
League for Service Union . ,. 
Total . ..... „ ..
iiO *y 
' ^  W
‘ 64 
37 SO
10 28
6 75
3 78
12 45
5 00 
50 00 
25 00
25 00 
7 50 
10 00
11 06 
1 50 
12 78 
3 28
5: 00 
27 00 
10 00 
5 00 
35 00
J”
so s
1 1
30 00
20 00
100 02
74 12
41 25 
25 00 
61 66 
80 00 
897 19 2 50
135 00
' 17 10 
' 62 42 
115 00 
18 32 
3 75
4 86 
63 75
11 25
110 00
1723 17
io’do
214 50
io oo
67 23
141 18 
57 50
155 00
39 50 
117 00 
240 00
46 00 
5,00 
244 72
142 00
40 00 
56 09
214 81 
30 00 
226 50 
79 00 
25 00 
147 30 
12 00 
30 00 
122 00 
129 50 
48 00 
142 97
2568 30
50 00
22 65
22 50 
45 00 
19 50
IS 00 
20 00
25 00 
30 00
5 00
19 00
20 00 
45 00
'io'oo
14 88
30 00 
5 00
62 58 
421 11
III
II:
X'US
1 00
1 00
1 60 
40
90 
1 14
4 00 2 ??
75 :
3 00
52 95 
1175 93
20 00 10 50 
5 25 
400 00,
11 95
8 73 
3 75
3 00 
160 50 
6 40
5 00 
5 00 
1 61
15 97 
125 30 
10 49.
15 74 2010 72
CLASSIS O F  G R E E N E
Athens _________________
Catskill ■----------------
Coxsackie, First ______ _ _
Coxsackie, Second _______
Kiskatom--------------
Leeds ■.......-....... .
•: Total =________________
•Gift of Member $400.00.
9 67
17 65
27 32
80 00 
,•760 00 
64 13 22 00 
37 00 
15 00
978 13
30 00 
5 00
35 00
I
1 00
i'os
2 05
6-00 6 00 
5 00 
3 16
___75
20 91
, I I
1
5 64 
87 50 
26 00 
10 28
75
50
78
44
5 
27 216
68 68 
4 42
10 00 
370 56
10 75 
164 00
141 18 
174 20
1403 93 120 66 
197 00 
1172 19 
79 00 
10 25 
804 72 
172 00 
69-05
123 51 
329 81
76 05 
254 00
124 00
32 86 
391 55
33 66 
41 25
172 97 
374 80 
60 10
142 97
62 58 
6739 04
95 67 
796 00 
74 13 
43 81 
37 00 
16 80 
1063 41
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CLASSIS O F  H O L L A N D  ,
ig si 21 00 8 50 48 01
36 75 36 75
10 00 10 00
35 00 26 00 61 00
x nn 11 n fit i4S nn 2 00 260 637n ** 77 sn 108 48 251 34
26 05 30 00 56 05'
9 24 5 00. 4 19 18 43
132 71 172 50 fig in 296 02 669 33
Hoiiandi Third. 270 35 352 70 10 00 15 00 95 00 743 05
94 50 ifi nn 110 so
?n *7 fin nn s nn 85 62
Holland', Bethel 15 37 32 50 10 00 5 00 40 00 102 87
7 28 18 30 25 58
18 74 172 00 28 50 219 24
1135 97 355 00 65 00 437 19 1993 16
6 22 20 00 26 22
145 00 25 00 1 00 171 00
4 06 34 07 12 50 15 14 65 77
41 80 145 00 . 45 00 1 231,80
65 64 467 13 72 50 100 00 705 27
76 00 20 00 96 00
37 50 132 00 157 50 327 00
150 00 187 61 96 00 213 30 646 91*
63 43 220 00 22 50 28 22 334 15
158 25 158 25
League for Service Union---- 5 00 5 00
Total ---- --------------- 2070 80 3154 49 739 58 36 14 1457 92 7458 93
CLASSIS O F  H U D S O N
52 19 52 19
1 88 7 50 9 38
Germantown . 24 56 127 50 65 50 10 00 9 48 237 04
86 00 114 00 5 00 205 00
19 31 11 86 38 6 12 37 67
■
4 12 8 00 1 00 1 75 14 87
13 13 2 59 15 72
15 00 15.00
W. M. Union .-.... . 11 07 11 07
Total 164 00 332 12 1 65 50 11 38 24 94 597 94
CLASSIS O F  ILLINOIS
1 ' 5 00 •5 00'
70 00 15 00 85 00
40 50 1 12 00 2 00 54 50
Chicago, Hope ' 4 00, 11 67
72 00 
50 00
26 00 15 00 500 00 , 617 00' 
61 67,
37 70 37 70
W. M. Union.... ... .... 22 00 . 22 00
Total - • 1 ‘ 85 67 222 20^| 58 00 17 00 500 00’| 882 87
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CLASSIS O F  K A L A M A Z O O
7 04
1 00 103 13
30 no 18 93 75 554 OO
80 93 113 *7 * oni*n nn 7 on 29 82 231 R2
~ 38 18 00 18 38110 A* in oo 120 R5
75 00 97 00 2 00 174 00* 7 7 17 50 6 00 51 72no 3 5fi
7 7 *n 30 nn 4 85 73 45is f> no fi 3R25 00 .3 50 50 7f13 00 in on 4 69 31 fiQ
W. M. Union ■ 530 95 530 95
Total 322 45 1940 49 322 00 15 00 80 21 2680 15
CLASSIS OF
N O R T H  L O N G  ISLAND
1 88 73 50 25 38
27 00 27 00
65 89 74 RO 140 fio
200 00 200 no
*0 no fin oo
206 00 125 00 331 nn
Flushing, Church on the Hill__ 50 00 23 39 
2 18
73 39 
2 18
*1100 00 75 00 1175 00
1 15 1 15
3Q (\7 65 00 104 02
10 00 10 00
24 00 24 00
15 00 15 00
140 00 140 00
5 00 61 00 66 00
8 01 25 00 10 00 43 01
17 29 210 00 227 29
4 50 10 00 10 00 24 50
55 00 55 00
7 50 7 50
3 do 3 00
5 00 35 00 10 00 50 00
40 20 60 00 100 20WtllintncWfrh 7 50 62 50 70 00
2 00 5 00 7 00WinfioM 3 00 27 00 30 00
W. M. Union 20 00 20 00
Tntn! 202 79 2506 80 ....  1 322 72 3032 31
•From Friends $675.00. 1
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CLASSIS OF
S O U T H  L O N G  ISLAND
Brooklyn, First 1161 88 31 80Cambria Heights 4 88Canarsie * it
Edge wood
Flathush 1025 00 8 00 1033 00Flatbush, Second
Flntlands 73Forest Parle 14 02 in nnCrape 24 72CravesenH
CreenwooH Heights ., 25 00Hempstead
Merillon Neighborhood
New Brooklyn „„ 3 08 3 08New
New TTtreeht 144 nnOcean Hill .
Ridgewood
St. Thomas. V. I., U. S. A.South Brooklyn . . 13 76 13 7*Twelfth Street 15 00Woodlawn
W. M. Union 1227 85 1227 85
Total 95 53 3901 48 2 00 8 00 84 88 4091 89
CLASSIS O F  M O N M O U T H  ’
Ashiiry Park 6 57 30 00Colts Neck 4 10 10 00 4 nnFreehold, Second 132 50 in nn 1*9 3nHolmdel 42Kevport 10 50 68 00 :::: i ....Lomr Branch 18 00 ....  t
5 00Old Brick 5 44 10 30
11 25 20 00 80 00W. M. Union 14 03 ..... * 14 03
Total -..  —  - . 41 28 307 83 20 00 ..... 116 00 485 11
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CLASSIS O F  M O N T G O M E R Y ■ . . », }
A4 nn -• 4 07 ’ 88 07
*>9. nn 52 00:’ ‘
9 26 3? 50 • ♦ 4^ 76■ 1
80 33
..... :• 100 * *n 144 It
90 00 ‘ 5 00 130 50
96 00 96 00
4; nn 3 00 48 00
17 *;n 44 11
65 00 65 ‘00R4 nn 25 00 136 25in nn 30 00
9,s nn 5 00 14 nn 40 9.R
25 00. ' 25 00 'i <;n in nn . 11 sn
O .11 66 00 1 00 ' 76 3i
19 00 10 00 1 50 30 50
10 00 * 10 00
17 70 130 00 147 70
in <>n 135 00 10 00 155 50
3 28 5 00 2 00 10 281 *>9. 51 50 55 02
3 75 3 75
103 96
.... ....
103 96'
2.00;
2 00
Eastern Division, Y. P. _ ............. 3 35 3 35
Total_ 140 01 1341 79 56 00 6 35 100 57 1644 72,
CLASSIS OF M U S K E G O N
29 55 32 50 '56 50 - 118 55
65 15 41 28 * 106 43
Coopersville 68 50 109 33 65 50 5 62 15 29 264 24
3 75 17 05 20 80
2 68 3 00
.... .....
1 ......
....
1 5 68
6 04 83 95 10 00 99 99
103 93 684 50 15 00 47 47 850 90
147 50 81 30 20 00 1 2 00 | 250 80
238 00 192 50 20 00 5 00
...... .....
455 50
64 33 10 00 74 33
187 75 41 65 229 40
4 81 22 50 2 00 6 75 36 06
9 34 10 00 19 34
45 00 51 50 12 50 44 62 153 62
59 39 61 00 120 29
13 33 1 00 14 33
3 22 26 3 48
54 00 159 00 26 50 8 34 247 84W  M  TTninn 191 53 191 53
Y. W. League Union _____ 15 00 15 00
Total _ 772 39 | 2033 44 1 292 65 13 62 | 166 01 1 3278 11
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CLASSIS OF N E W A R K
r Belleville . 
Brookdale
East Orange, First 
Franklin
.Irvington, First 
Irvington, Second 
Linden
Maplewood (Central) 
Marconnier (Oak Tree).
Montclair Heights ----
Newark, First -------
Newark, Christ
Newark, Mt. Olivet, Italian 
Newark, New York Ave. —
Newark, North ---------—
Newark, Trinity
Newark, First German - 
Plainfield, First German 
Plainfield, Netherwood . _
Plainfield. Trinity ---—
W. M. Union --------
9 12
26 25
„ 1 88'
.*13*49 
48 73
67 77
15 00
41 25 
2 SO 
70 00 
46 00 
10 00 
50 00 
20 00 
55 00 
13 00 
45 00 
415 00 
65 00
*902 82 
35 00
10 00
3 00 
20 00 
25 70
5 00
10 00
... I8 00 I
14 97
50 00
3 87 
82 97
75 00
17 00
75 00
65 34 
2 50 
96 25 
96 00 
11 88 
' 50 00 
37 36 
196 70 
13 00 
45 00 
557 77 
65 00 15 00
937 82 
35 00
83 00 20 00 
25 70
Total-----------
•From Friends $50.00.
182 24 I 1819 27 I 15 00 18 00 I 318 81 I 2353 32
CLASSIS O F  
N E W  B R U N S W I C K
i
Bound Brook------------:—
East Millstone • — ;-----------
Gripgstown----- 1---------:--
Highland Park -------;------
Hillsborough---------------
Magyar,. South River — :-- ----
Metucheh ------------------
Middlebush-- :— ;-----------
New Brunswick, First --------
New Brunswick; Second ----
New Brunswick, Suydam St. —
New Brunswick, Magyar-__:—
Rocky Hill_______ s------ :--
St. Paul’s ’Perth Amboy-------
Six Mile Run :--------------
Snotswood __U.--------------
W. M. Union--------------
8 62 56 38* 
23 00 
32 00 
115 00 
$122 50
41 25
30 00
130 38 
45 00 
147 50 
424 57 
76 00 
9 00 
23 00
7 00 
18 20
19 00
14 18 
45 00 
120 10
2 40
3 89 
21 20
207 80 
32 50 
153 60
Total_________________ _
Jlncome from Legacy:
Ann E. Disborough $75.00.
256 64 I 1598 23 I 74 20
60 55 
4 00 
10 00
II
80 95 r
49 27 114 27
...  23 00
...  122 55
10 00 170 25
.... 132 50
2 04
’l6',50 
13" 55
137 38 
79 42 
■ 192 50 
,■544 67 
117 90 
9 00 
38 95
10 00 221 60 
53 70 
153-60
101 36 I 2111 38
I
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CLASSIS O F  N E W  Y O R K
Collegiate Corporation
Marble------------------
St. Nicholas , .....
West End , ...— ....
Middle__________________
Fort Washington __________
Knox Memorial .......— -
Sunshine Chapel .-...... .
Bethany Memorial .-.-....
Brighton Heights -----------
Charleston, S. I.-----------
Church of Comforter .......
Church of the Master --------
Fordham Manor____________
Hamilton Grange-------- — —
Harlem--------------------
Elmendorf Chapel---------
Huguenot Park ______________
M a n o r ---------------------
Mariner's Harbor -----------
Melrose, German-----------
Mott Haven________________
Prince B a y ________________
Sixty-eighth Street, German---
Staten Island ---------------
Union of High Bridge--------
West Far m s_______________
Williamsbridge R o a d ---------
Zion German Evangelical______
MISSIONS
Vermilye Memorial_______ _
Apache __________________
Winnebago---------------
Macy Mission (Winnebago
Extension)_____________
Mescalero________________
Ticarilla Apache at Dulce___
McKee (John S. Bussing
Memorial) .............
Annville_________________
Gray H a w k ______________
Clove Valley Chapel________
Total__;_________________
•Furnald Legacy $675.00. 
S^pecial Gift $100.00.
108 54 
*675 00 2205 25 
2429 00 
1065 63 
159 00
195 00 
1 OC
tlOO 00
42 00 25 00
24 00 53 00 
158 00
20 0( 
90 0(
75 
28 03 
1 22 
1 80 
33 02
5 00 
20 00
115 00
10 25
20 00
41 22
11 82
10 00 
16 09 52 60 
211 00 2 0C
1103 74 1 6518 48 
1 
1
308 0C
I
•
108 54 
3145 25 
2480 00 
1216 33 
202 00
70
70 00 
50 00 
50 00 
43 00
14 00 81 00
5 20 
131 60
102 20 
379 60 
75 
28 03 
6 22 
21 80 
33 02 
115 00 
17 35 
80 00
2 00 5 10 
60 00
3 00
3 50
44 22 
3 50 
11 82 
15 00 
10 00 
70 29 
243 00
15 00
60 
30 00
18 58 
5 37 
1 00
....
18 58 
5 37 
1 00
....
37 30 472 35 1 8439 87 
1
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CLASSIS O F  O R A N G E
* nn
7 507* ho
47 70 8f) i nn
«i 81 .17 nn
10 00
16 72 52 50 M  77R7n nn 5n nn
Newburgh Church of Our Savior 7 00 7 0049 75 1 10
12 16 80 00 5 00 07 Irt
52 50 52 50W aW«i 18 75 Rfi 25 nnWnllkill 9 82 75 00 2 nn 86 82
40 00
24 87 5 00
W. M. Union 18 56 18 56
Total 215 45 1418 81 164 00 2 00 38 10 1838 36
CLASSIS O F  PALISADES
Central Avenue, Jersey City___ 122 86 75 00 197 86
40 00
45 00 45 nn
Hoboken German Evangelical _ 41 25 60 00 15 14 116 39Hone. Union Citv 8 00 
250 37 5 00 30 00
8 00
Clifton Chapel
301 00 10 00 5 00 ii£ nn
38 49 87
120 00 25 00 145 0046 88 80 00 12/5 88
144 00 25 00 83 54 252 54W. M. Union 42 00 42 00
Total . 211 37 1165 37 65 00 30 00 104 17 1575 91
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CLASSIS O F  P A R A M U S  ’ !■ ’
Acquackanonk (Old First) ___ 470 00 593.19 8 35 560 00 1631 54
1 72 0 35 00 6 00 42 72
59 25 81 06 32 50 10 05 182 86
25 00 110 00 135 00
5 03 15 00 20 03
45 50 45 50
205 00, 30 98 235 98
119 00 10 00 20 00 149 00
145 36 145 36
110 00 22 31 132“ 31
15 00 90 50 105 50
25 00 5 00 30 00
55 00 7 00 62 00
35 75 121.50 16 00 3 12 176 37
87 00 1 50 2 00 90 50
30 00 .... .... 30 00
55 00 55 00
37 50 146 35 51 25 235 10k
5 00 5 00
24 00 102 00 25 00 151 00
7 50 7 50
Upper Ridgewood Community-- 13 75 15 00 28 75
160 00 5 00 17 23 182 22
10 00 10 00c
15.00 2 50 .... . 17 50’33-01 47 00 30 50 3 99 114 50
43 35 43 35
League Union ... . .... 15 00 15 00
Total - 735.01 2341 81 123 85 10 ,12 868 80 4079 59
. CLASSIS OF PASSAIC ' ; ; ^
' 9 75 '20’00 .. . 29 75
9- 76 25 00 - .1 88 36*64
M 3 2  55 80 00 20 00 232 55
35tOO 35 00
Clifton, Allwood • Community --
Clifton, Lakeview Heights -
. *. .
. 9 00 10 00 ____ .
....
• io oo- 29 00
r» 8 59 :i2; so ' 21 09
75 1507 15 82
53 00 - - 12 22 65 22
11 25 30 00 • • 2 40 • 43 65
Little Falls, Second 12 68
46 80 25 00 5 00 76 80 
12 68
10 00 10 00
30 00 30 00
40 00 35 39 75 39
30 00 75 00 5 00 100 00 210 00
40 00 10 00 50 00
800 00 75 00 875 00
Paterson, Central __ 687 x00 41 25
98 50 
10 00
2 00 35 00 822 50 
51 25
60 00 60 00
30 82 73 00 1 103 82
Wortendvke. First Holland -
W. M. Union . ............ -
7 50 30 00 
1 62 00
25 93 1 63 43
1 62 00
Total - 1658 35 | 968 35 | 120 00 7 00 | 257 89 1 3011 59
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CLASSIS O F  PELLA ; i
Bethany ■ ’ • ■> ■ 1 ■ ...  ^ .Rptlipl 35 00
23 50 24 6021 38 134 00 65 nn
2 19
11 25 nn nnPplla, Pirsf " • 50 00 446/ 00 7 50
775 00 252^  44Pplla, Thirrf • 259 00 • .52 nn
5 25 35 00Si.llv 22 50 ' 119‘50' tn nn
VV. M. Union 107 85 m7 R5
75 00 75 nnPella, 1st, 2nd and- 3rd '
5 an
Valley School, S. E. Pella-.... 65 ' 65
Total _ 887 57 1542 29 234 10 37 40 1014 23 3715 59
CLASSIS O F  PHILADELPHIA
23 45 '' 58 00 50
20 00 ii nn 51 nn
8 16 20 00 2 15
18 00 212 36 25n 56
50 00 1 25 61 25
43 39 80 00 25 00 5 02 153 41
2 55 2 55
61 12 20 00 13 55 94 67
3 75 20 00 23 75PhilaHftlnhia, Fifth 5 nn 5 00
26 56 21 00 47 56
21 00 5 00 26 nn11 25 27 50 38 75W. .M. Union 22 84 22 84
Total 1 195 68 572 70 25 50 5 00 54 48 853 36
CLASSIS OF
P L E A S A N T  PRAIRIE
9 64 9 6494 14 * ‘38 50 37 85 17 44 187 93
5 00 10 00 15 nn
5 92 5 00 5 55 164723 00 5 50 2 00 42 00 72 5n9 75 15 00 24 75
28 04 28 04
9 90 3 66 13 56
10 00 10 00 20 0034 20 34 2016 39 5 00 6 00 27 39
20 08 - 6 42 26 50
13 65 ' 13 65
. 75 1 00 1 7520 87 , 3 00 ’ 23 87
2 53 55 00 20 00 ■ 43 14 120 67... ;
56 45 1 88 1 10 00 68 33
20 00 25 00 25 00 70 00
Zion_ - . 12 00 40 00 2 00 | .... 54 00
Total ' 364 31 208 38 99 35 8 00 | 148 21 828 25
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CLASSIS O F  P O U G H K E E P S I E
Beacon ------------
Fishkill_____________
Glenham -----------
Hopewell -----------
Hyde Park ---------
Millbrook----------
New Hackensack - ---
Poughkeepsie^  First —  
Poughkeepsie, Arlington
Rhinebeck ---------
Upper Red Hook ----
W. M. Union______
Total ....-....... 121 06
20 71 
9 50
40 00 
37 50
3 75 18 75
3 75 17 00
72 00 54 37
5 00
216 97
2 91 10 00
20 00
8 44 21 00
31 88
472 47
7 63 6 IS 74 49 47 00
7 63 6 15
22 50 
20 75 
126 37 
5 00 
216 97 
12 91 
20 00 
29 44 
31 88 
607 31
CLASSIS O F  R A R ITAN
Annandale-----------------
Bedminster ---------- - -----
Finderne------------- - ----
High Bridge---------------
Lebanon -____ ______________
Manville Hungarian _________
North Branch--------------
Peapack ___________________
Pottersville --- ------------- -
Raritan, First --------------
Raritan, Second------------
Raritan, Th i r d_____________
Raritan, Fourth_____________
Readington-----------------
Rockaway ------------------
South Branch--------------
New Centre Missionary Society-
VV. M. Union----- --------
Total____________________
CLASSIS O F  RENSSELAER
Blooming Grove ------------
Castleton, Emmanuel_________
Chatham___________________
Ghent, First_______________
Ghent, Second______________
Greenbush------------------
Kinderhook ________________
Nassau ____________ _ ______
New Concord_______________
Schodack ____;--------------
Schodack Landing___________
Stuyvesant _________________
Stuyvesant Falls____________
W. M. Union______________
Nation-wide League Night
Offering — ............. -
Total--------------------
•Income from Legacy:
Abbie J. Bell $18.75.
2 54 
5 02
3 66
7 50
1 09
1 87
24 28
'15*66
*38 28
36 50 
350 00 
35 00
**5*91
“ s'66
85 00 
744 40
4 64
5 00 
'2 25
8 47 8 00
2 54 
29 30
*3*66 
20 28
*40*53 
7 50
* 44* 97 
358 00 
35 00 
5 73 
5 91
**6*87 
85 00 
744 40
21 68 1 1339 37 4 64 28 23 72 1389 69
....  93 69 20 00 16 00 129 6920 92
15 00 *91 75 3 13 109 88___ ( 38 00 7 46 45 46
___ | 74 44 74 44
| 40 00 1 00 41 00
33 37 1 90 00 5 00 2 00 7 06 137 43
9 76 | 35 00 1 00 1 67 47 43t 11 | 5 00 8 11
....  10 00 5 00 174 2 50 19 24
g 45 .... 8 45
7 (\0 \ .... 1 00 3 00
29 05. . j 29 05
....1 ..... 4 00 4 00
92 61 | 506 93 37 13 6 74 34 69 678 10
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CLASSIS O F  R O C H E S T E R
Ahhp 44 83 79 00 40 00 12 00 139 27 315 10
Buffalo
Clymer HillKasf WilliamRnn 55 87 ii si 90 00 1 26 87 56 266 22Interlaken 7
Marion, Second 13 78 88 30 62 50 11 31 60 00 234 89
Pultneyville
Rochester, Second 3 86 39 25 30 00 80 10 75 84 66
Sodus 5 21 61 50 15 00 1 00 60 84 31
Williamson £ 07W. M. Union M  29
Nation-wide League Night
Offering 5 85 5 85
Total _ 250 52 803 73 463 85 31 37 609 15 2158 62
CLASSIS O F  S A R A T O G A
Buskirks
Cohoes, First 75 nn
Fort Miller _ 2 25Gansevoort i c nn
Greenwich _ 8 16 45 nnNorthumberland 2n 5 nn
ic nn
2A nn
Wyantskill 2 62 12 nnW. M. Union 14 00 14 00
28 03 275 20
CLASSIS OF S C H E N E C T A D Y
7.1 25
1 50 2n sn
4 99 75 in in nn
28 59 129 7n
Lisha’s Kill 7i 8n
2t OA 84 nn
2 Cft
42 30Schenectady, First 419 73 419 71
305 50 ....  1 ....Schenectady, Bellevue 193 00Schenectady, Mt. Pleasant 22 50 100 13 4 35 12A 98Schenectady, Rotterdam Second. 41 90 .... 41 9nSchenectadv. Trinitv 5 42 35 72 ....  | ..... 41 14Schenectady. Wnndlawn 10 00 50 00 An nnScotia. First 60 204 50
....  .....
....  1 ..... 7n5 in
W. M. Union . ..... .... 135 21 ! :::::: 125 21
Total 99 24 2059 49 3 13 19 29 2181 15
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CLASSIS OF SC H O H A R I E ■;
9 94 49 00 ; 58 941 07 . . 1 07
6 64 ' 57 50 2 65 66 79
43 25* 43 25
i 00* ■ 1 00
8 99 . 13 00 60 22 59
1 20 14 00 IS 20
10’ 78 10 78
Youth Fellowship Rallies------ 1 40 1 40
27 84 188 53. 2 00 2 65 221 02
CLASSIS OF EAST, SIOUX,, ' ,
10 13 74 60 26 55 1 00 112 28
• 15 31 . 38 35 5 00 58 66
1 50 5 00 • 6 50
100 00 191 42 291 42
5 00 25 00 2 00 20 00 52 00
110 00 30 00 12 06 152 06
41 21 55 00 92 80 13 43 202 44
1 88 112 50 42 00 156 38
86 00 90 00 176 00
45 00 8 45 97 54 42
2 29 10 00 12 29
4 09 7 00 11 09
1 85 12 50 36 14 71
115 00 60 00 16 63 191 63
122 00 * 194 32 316 32
Polio 74 00 15 00 4 94 93'94
25 37 25 62 18 00 3 75 . 72 74
3 37
* *2*38
3 37
40 00 42 38
15 00 98 00 168 00 4 00 285 00
Sibley, First .......-.. 12 89 77 00 2 15 3 68 95 72
W. M. Union, East and West
201 95 201 95
Y. W. Miss. Union East and
West Sioux-------------- 200 00 200 00
Total 134' 89 | 1404 52 1176 90 17 44 | 69 55 j 2803 30
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CLASSIS. O F  W E S T  SIOUX
70 00 ?n nn
165 00 I** nn
44 00 44 nn
16 75 27 50 47 05 qi in
22 50 77. *n
24 58 110 00 .10 00 9.K nn 169 58
Hull, Firct • 135 00 30 00 nn
19 50 139 00 25 50 5 77 IRQ 7.7
2 37 10 00 12 37
1 95 5 00 it Qt
192 40 55 00 247 4n
’ 23 34 * nn •
10 66 65 00 113 60 IRQ ?.f,
130 00 3 00
22 50 77. *n
32 50 147 50 197 50 377 sn
370 50 30 00 1* 14
Steen ' 22 12 60 00 15 00 3 00 28 51 128 63165 71 15 00 7.* 3* 70a n*
4.69 17 00 15 00j .3ft ftO
Volga — 30 00 30 00
• Total • • 135 12 1929 45 579 15 3 00 104 47 2751 19
'CLASSIS O F  U L S T E R  •
‘ 25 46 16 50 24 41 ' 66 .37
• 3 38 3 3R
t 10 00 10 00
1 12 1 12
• 55 12 o *n 64 62
• 5 on s nn
Hurley • 8 66 59 75 5 00 2 00 8 15 83 56
*115 39= • 2 50 117 RQ
• 2* 36 . IS- 00 17 36
, 37 12 - 276 00 313 12
■ 100 80 .. r 100 80
Kingston, Church of Comforter. .19 61 ' 40 00 2’50 . •62 11
v  * * * *
10 27 40 00 50 2742 60 00 60 42
18 75 60 00 50 00 128 75PlnttoWI 5 00 s nn
3 96 3 06
4 78 5 00 9 7821 50 21 sn
2 00 * 2 nn
105 00 105 00
56 56
1 36 1 3ft
W. M. Union . 115 05 115 05
Total _ 140 89 1092 11 60 00 2 00 53 98 1348 98
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CLASSIS O F  W E S T C H E S T E R
2420 00 315 00 2735 00t nn 66 on 69 00
10 00 10 00
1 88 190 00 191 88
15 00 45 15 45
1 96 1 96
28 09 156 00 14 41 198 5010 00 10 00
* 800 00 380 00 121 28 1301 28
145 00 7 16 152 16
30 00 10 00 40 00
2 50 2 50
25 00 25 00
720 00 160 00 880 00
W. M. Union _ 23 00 23 00
Tntol 1554 93 3622 50 478 30 5655 73
•Gift of Member.
CLASSIS O F  WISCONSIN
199 65 23 00 222 65
267 90 20 00 4 00 291 90
31 80 5 60 37 40
330 86 55 00 4 00 389 86
25 00 10 00 35 00
45 68 45 68rKMievsn* 81 50 190 00 10 00 281 50
Greenleafton 105 12 80 00 
64 26
83 00 
255 60
3 00 
69
1 62 
53 67
272 74 
374 22
427 40 in nn 437 40
311 00 311 00
20 00 6 82 26 82
15 44 75 00 25 25 4 50 120 19
64 75 48 00 10 00 122 7555 nn 13 00 68 00
1 67 17 50 1 50 1 77 22 44
104 57 387 25 12 50 99 90 604 22
W. M. Union 113 00 113 00
Total 291 55 2580 80 | 708 85 21 69 173 88 | 3776 77
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. P. S. O F  A L B A N Y
Albany 235 72 2041 13 117 00 50 254 84 2649 .19Greene 27 32 978 13 35 00 2 05 20 91 •1063,41Mnntftnmpry _ 140 01 1341 79 56 00 6 35 .100 57 ■ 4644 72,Renssplapr 92 61 506 93 37 13 6 74 34 69 678 10Rochester 250 52 803 73 463 85 31 37 609 15 2158 62
00 9A
Schoharie 27 84 188 53 2 00 2 65 221 02
Total — 901 29 8194 93 713 98 52 14 1083 10 10945 44
P. S. OF. CHICAGO
Chicago __ 1620 74 2106 84 456 58 336 86' 245 55 4766'57Grand Rapids * 1723 17 2568 30 421 ir 15 74 '2010 72 6739 04Holland . . .  . 2070 80 3154 49 739 58 36 14 1457 92 7458(93Tllmnic 1 85 67 222 20 58 00 17 00 500. 00 882 87, Knlnmaynn 322 45 1940 49 322 00 15 00 80 21 . 2680 15Muskegon ’ ’ 772 39 2033 44 292 65 13* 62. 166 01 . 3278 11Wisconsin * • 291 55 2580 80 708 85 21 69 173 88 3776 77
Total - • 6886 77 14606 56 2998 77 456 05 4634 29 29582 44
P. S. O F  I O W A •
California • 66 96 169 06 88 00 3 59 10 91 338 52Cascades * 95 21 225 07 20 00 2 24 18 45 360 97Dakota 58 26 464 41 296 28 15 00 116. 99 950 94Germania 100 02 214 50 50 00 4 00 2 04 ; 370 56Pella 887 57 1542 29 234 10 37 40 1014 23 3715 59Pleasant Prairie , 364 31 208 38 99 35 8 00 148 21 828 25Fast Siouv 134 89 1404 52 1176 .90 17 44 69 55 2803 30West Sioux 135 12 1929 45 579 15 3 00 104 47 2751 19
Total _ 1842 34 6157 68 2543 78 90 67 1484 85 12119 32
P. S. O F  N E W  B R U N S W I C K
Pergen 330 81 1276 00 24 50 6 00 205 14 1842 45South Pergen 333 80 839 50 10 00 35 00 318 37 1536 67Monmouth 41 28 307 83 an nn ii* nnNewark 182 24 1819 27 15 00 18 00 318 81 2353 32N e w  Prunswtrk 256 64 1598 23 74 20 80 95 101 36 2111 38Palisades 211 37 1165 37 65 00 30 00 104 17 1575 91Paramiis * 735 01 2341 81 123 85 10 12 868 80 4079 59Passair. .. * 1658 35 968 35 120 00 7 00 257 89 3011 59Philadelnhia 195 68 572 70 25 50 5 00 54 48 853 36Raritan 21 68 1339 37 4 64 28 23 72 1389 69
Total 3966 86 12228 43 482 69 192 35 2368 74 19239 07
P. S. O F  N E W  Y O R K
Hudson ’ 164 00 332 12 65 50 11 38 24 94 597 94202 79 2506 80 322 72 W \7 *1South Long Island 95 53 3901 48 2 00 8 00 84 88 4091 89N e w  York 1103 74 6518 48 308 00 37 30 472 35 8439 87Orange 215 45 1418 81 164 00 • 2 00 38 10 1838 36121 06 472 47 7 til 6 15Ulster „ _ 140 89 1092 11 60 00 2 00 53 98 1348 98Westchester 1554 93 3622 50 478 30 5655 73
Total - 3598 39 119864 77 599 50 68 31 a: 1481 42 |25612 39
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901 29 8194 93 713 98 52 14 1083 10 10945 44
6886 77 14606 56 2998 77 456 05 4634 29 29582 44
1842 34 6157 68 2543 78 90 67 1484 85 12119 32
3966 86 12228 43 482 69 192 35 2368 74 19239 07.
New York - ... -......... 3598 39 19864 77 599 50 68 31 1481 42 25612 39
Grand Total — ..- 17195 65 161052 37 | 7338 72 859 52 11052 40 97498 66
RECEIPTS F R O M  INDIVIDUALS
“A  Friend” ...............% 2.00
A  Love Gift ..............  1.00
Balkins, Helen ............  15.00
Bratt, Alice A ..........  15.00
Bouma, Winnie H .......  2.00
Bratt, Mrs. John ...........  1.00
Bruins, Mrs. Albert ......... 2.00
Bussing, Sarah A ........ 40.00
Castle, Caroline S.......  15.00
Clark, Maud S..........  210.00
Calverley, Eleanor T. ........ 100.00
Cupery, Mrs. P. N ..........  2.50
De Young, Mrs. A ..........  1.00
Dime Card, thru Mabel Mickel- 
son, Marble Collegiate Church 2.00
Dodd, Miss Gertrude ......  2,500.00
Field, Harriet V. R ...... 10.00
From a Friend ...........  500.00
First Presbyterian Sunday School,
Auburn, N. Y .............  2.32
Gaston, Anna E.............  100.00
Graham, Mrs. James E......  25.00
Harmeling, Mrs. Henry ....  2.00
Hagens, Misses Lizzie and Anna 70.00
Hegeman, Mrs. D. V. B......  30.00
Hill, Anna M ..............  25.00
Hill, Mrs. William Bancroft .. 7,025.00
Huizenga, Mrs. William E....  1.00
Hopper, Mrs. A. W .......... 25.00
Hondelink, Margaret E......  30.00
Howson, Marjorie ......   75.00
In Memory of My Mother, Delia
Wilson Collier ......    15.00
In Memory of Mrs. Sarah J.
Jackson, Phelps, N. Y. by
her grandson ............  10.00
In Memory of Mrs. W. N. Clark 45.00 
In Memory of Mrs. Charles Har-
riman ..................  25.00
“In Memoriam”—
Elizabeth C. Van Nest
and Katharine Van Nest....  10.00
Individual, Savannah, Ga..... 2.93
Jackson, Rachel ...........  150.00
Jackson, Ruth ............  100.00
Keith, Mrs. James D ....  450.00
Lupkes, .Mr. and Mrs. Will .... 20.00
Library Fees “Books for the
Budget” ................. 2.00
Macleish, Mrs. A. L....  25.00
Mitchell, Agnes ............  15.00
Montgomery, Mrs. James M. .. 10.00
Oldis, Alice ..............  10.00
Peters, Nanna H ............ 200.00
Peterson, Carrell A .....  3.00
Pietenpol, Mrs. H. W ..... . 2.00
Philip, Mrs. James Powers ... 15.00
Pennsylvania R. R. Branch 
Y. M. C. A.— toward ambulance
for Miss'Kitty Talmage.... 11.25
Raven, Mrs. John H ....  50.00
Roosa, Margaret C...... 10.00
Ross, Mrs. Valerie R. S......  5.00
Ryley, Edna ..............  15.00
Schanck, Sarah A ........... 5.00
Schlater, Minnie S................1.00
Smith, M. Elizabeth ........ 10.00
Storms, Estelle ...........  10.00
Shepard, Mrs. Finley J......  750.00
TePaske, Eva E.............  25.00
TeWinkel, Josephine and Sarella 15.00
TeWinkel, Sarella .........  25.00
Vanderbeck, Mrs. H. J....... ■ 1.00
Ver Planck, Mrs. W. G ....... 60.00
Voorhees, Helen G ..........  10.00
Voorhees, Jennie T.......... 9.25
Walker, Mrs. James ......... 25.00
Walvoord, Hanna .........  132.50
Walvoord, Cornelia ........  30.00
Wayer, Mrs. James.......... 10.00
Winn, M. Leila ...........  10.00
Wyckoff, Annie S........   45.00
Y. P. Societies, Closter, Harring­
ton Park, Tappan and Old
Tappan .................  1.00
Zwemer, Nellie ............  25.00
Zwemer, Henrietta .......... 25.00
Total ...............$13,254.75
ANNUITY GIFTS
Two Friends ...........................................$ 4,500.00
LEGACIES
Estate Kate Van Santvoord Olcott ......................... $ 3,000.00
Estate Helen A. Rollins a/c ........................... :.. 120.00
Estate Agnes R. Lake ...................................  250.00
Estate Bessie Resue ............ ........................  1,157.23
Estate Eilert Schulte ...................... . ............  900.00 •
Estate Ada L. Morris, additional ..........................  15.92
. . $ 5,443.15
SPECIAL AND MEMORIAL GIFTS
Martha Antoinette Quick Memorial Fund, net distribution through
General Synod, R. C. A .............................$ 1,397.38
National Christian Council Provident Fund contribution a/c Alice
B. Van Doren ..................................... 95.00
Intelligencer-Leader Doers’ Club Offerings in the little Match Box 
House of World Friendship, toward the Donna Marie Morgan
Memorial Fund ...................................  40.00
Endowment Fund, Vellore Medical, from Mrs. Henry C. Ordway__  200.00
Special Board Plan, from Members, for Debt Retirement .......: 3,557.65
$ 5,290.03
MISCELLANEOUS
Annual Offerings: .
Anniversary —  May —  New Missionary ........... 3 396.15
Ladies Day —  June —  New Missionary ...........  39.26
Northfield Conference Rally —  July —  Y. W. Arabia.. 5.80
Birthday —  January —  India’s Womanhood ......... 371.57
Young Women’s Rally —  April —  Y. W. Arabia___... 8.85
-------$ 821.63
Baby Roll Memberships ..... ............................ 264.75
Sewing Guild, for transportation ...........................  332.92
Sales, Literature —  Room 10 ......................$ 347.03
Young Women’s Department ....... 62.56 409.59
$ 1,828.89
I N C O M E  F R O M  INVESTMENTS
Trust Funds held by Board of Foreign Missions, income.. 463.77
Invested Funds Income (less $93.75 credited to 'Auxiliaries) 8,306.51
Real Estate Income (net) .........................  2,031.32
Savings Banks Income ............................  468.37
--------$11,269.97
S U M M A R Y
Women’s Societies and Church Groups ......................$ 97,498.66
Individuals .....................  13,254.75
Annuity Gifts ...............    4,500.00
Legacies ...........    5,443.15
Special and Memorial Gifts ............................... 5,290.03
Miscellaneous .......     1,828.89
Income from Investments (less $93.75 credited to Auxiliaries).... 11,269.97
Total .............................. .............$139,085.45
Woman’s Board of Foreign Missions, R. C. A. May 20, 1938
25 East 22nd Street,
New, York, N. Y.
Mesdames: ' 1 ' ’ * .W e  have audited the books and accounts of the Treasurer of your Board for the year 
ended April 30, 1938 and submit herewith the following statements which, in our opinion, 
properly set forth the transactions of the Board for the year and its financial condition as 
at .April 30, 1938. .... . -E xhibit A — Statement of Assets and Liabilities as at April 30, 1938 '
E xhibit B *Schedule 1— Statement of Receipts for the year ended April 30, 1938 
Schedule 2— Statement of Disbursements for the year ended April 30, 1938 
During the year two real estate properties, acquired by the foreclosure of mortgages 
in prior years, were sold. The net loss of $3,829.22 sustained on the sales was written off 
against general funds of the Board. • . ,
Investments in railroad bonds having a book value of $7,698.75 were sold during the 
year for $6,436.64 and the net loss of $1,262.11 was also written off against general funds 
of the Board. . . . .  , , , • • eAs has been the practice in the past, no provision has been made for depreciation ot 
the buildings owned. . . . .
Cash balances were reconciled with statements submitted by the depositaries and 
confirmed by correspondence. # .
W e  made a physical examination of the securities on May 4, 1938.
Very truly yours, ^
' (Signed) CLARKE, O A K E S  & G R E E N W O O D .
W O M A N ’S B O A R D  O F  FOREIGN MISSIONS, R.C.A. 
S T A T E M E N T  O F  ASSETS A N D  LIABILITIES 
AS A T  APRIL 30, 1938 
EXHIBIT A
• ASSETS • ■
C A S H  IN B A N K S  (Appropriated $15,282.83) ......................... $ 16,934.80
INVESTMENTS: (.At Book Values):
Deposit Accounts:
Bank for Savings, New York, N. Y ................. $ 5,725.15
Emigrants Industrial Savings Bank, New York, N. Y ...  7,619.81
Bowery Savings Bank, New York, N. Y ...............  5,079.88 ^  ^
Bonds$1,000 Atlantic Coast Line R. R. Co. 4 %  First Consolidated
Mortgage Bond ............................. $ 996.00
$1,000 Bell Telephone Co. of Canada 5% First Mortgage ^
due 1955 ............................... . -$2,000 Canadian Pacific Rwy. Co. Al/i% due 1960.......  2,017.50
$1,000 Penn. Power & Light Co. 4}4% First Mortgage due
1981 ........................    925.00
$1,500 The Prudence Corporation 5j4%................ 1,500.00
$2,000 Commonwealth of Australia 4J4% Gold Bonds due
1956 ......................................  2,010.00
$5,000 Morris and Essex R. R. Co. Gold Bonds,
Series B, due 1955 ..........................  4,668.75
$9,000 Illinois Central R. R. Co. 4% Mortgage due 1953-55 8,102.50 
$3,000 Midland Valley R. R. Co. S% First Mortgage due
1943 ......................................  2,917.50
$3,000 New York Central R. R. Co. Refunding and Improve- «
ment Mortgage 4J4% due 2013 ...............  2»?5?*52$2,000 National Steel Corporation 4 %  due 1965........  2,126.50
$3,000 American Telephone & Telegraph Co. 5 ^ %  due1943 ......................................  3,393.75
$2,000 New York Edison Co. 3^4% due 1966 ..........  2,049.00
$1,000 Ohio Edison Co. 4% due 1965 ...............  L°26.50
$2,000 Pacific Gas & Electric Co. 4% due 1964 ........  2,164.00
$2,000 Texas Corporation due 1951 .............. 2,101.50
• $5,000 United Light Railway Co. 5$4% due 1952......  3,537.50
$4,000 U. S. A. Treasury Bonds 224% due 1955-60.....  4,064.00
Accrued Interest ...........................  ^  ^
Real Estate Bonds and Mortgages: , „  ^
438 Water Street, New York, N. Y. 6% ..............
72 Greenwich Street, New .York, N. Y. 6% ..........
357 West 117th Street, New York City, 4% ..... ,•••,;• 5,500.00
143 Westervelt Ave., New'Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y„ ,.AA ^
SqL .......................................  3,500.00
78th Street, Brooklyn, N\ Y., Sj4% ...... .......... J’aSS'SS
160 West 120th Street, New York. N. Y., 454%-......  PASS'S?
40 West 77th Street, New York City (Partic. Ctf.) 4%... 3,500.00
136th Street, Northside, East of Brook Ave., 6%.......  14,000.00
Tyndall Ave., Eastside, North of 261st St., 5j4%... . 1$,000.00
146th Street & 8th Avenue (SW cor.) New York City, 5% 20,000.00
891 Irvine Street, Bronx; N. Y.. 6% ................  5,000.00
2066 Mapes Avenue, Bronx, N. Y.. SlA %  ............. 3,500.00
680 Williams Avenue. Brooklyn, N. Y., 5% ..........  4,000.00
128 West 130th St., New York, N. Y.. 5J4%;.........  6.000.00
166 Benziger Ave., New Brighton, S. I., N. Y., 6 % ....  4,500.00
Lyons Street, Eastchester; N. Y., 5j4%..............  5,000.00
/
293.62
Certificate showing $368.62 interest in mortgage participating 
certificate for $1,000.00 on property at Valentine Ave.
& E. 201st Street, 5^t% ................ . .....
Mortgages owned jointly with the Woman’s Board of 
Domestic Missions: ,
$8,000.00 Pease St. & No. 3rd St., Mount Vernon,
N. Y., 5%, One-third interest ............
$1,600.00 4080 Hill Ave., Bronx, N. Y., 6%, One­
. third interest ..........................
2,666.67 
, 533.33
Real Estate:
77-85 Walworth Street Property, Brooklyn, N. Y ....... $20;043.10
1895 'Park Avenue Property, New York, N. Y .......... 13,441.31
1457 - 84th Street Property, Brooklyn, N. Y ............ 8,133.95
27 West 93rd Street Property, New York, N. Y ........  18,335.06
347 Hancock Street Property, Brooklyn, N. Y ... *....... 5,992.42
Stocks *
20 shares American Water Works & Elect. Co. $6.00 Pfd. . .$ 2,009.30
200 shares Firemen’s Ins. Co. of Newark, N. J......... 1,000.00
25 shares Anchor Cap Corp. Pfd. $6.50 No Par.......  2,724.38
20 shares Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Ry. 5% Pfd.... 2,029.30
30 shares Columbia Gas & Electric Corp. 6% Pfd....  3,066.45
95 shares North American Co. Pfd. 6% Cum.........  5,332.21
55 shares United Corporation $3.00 Cum. Pfd........ 2,611.95
4— 158/1000 shares Mt. Vernon Trust Company......  4.63
Certificate • for $155.95— Beneficial Interest in certain trusteed 
assets under plan of reorganization of the Mount Vernon
Trust Company . ................................. ’
Rent Income— Receivable (Agent) .......................
LIABILITIES A N D  F U N D S
U N R E M I T T E D  B A L A N C E S  ......................................
R E N T  DEPOSITS O N  LEASED PROPERTIES .....................
UNP A I D  EXPENSES INCIDENTAL T O  SALE O F  R E A L  ESTATE.... 
T E M P O R A R Y  F U N D S  A W A I T I N G  DISTRIBUTION: •
Diamond Jubilee Fund ....... ......................... $10,000.00
Estate of Mary Bussing .... ,....'..... ................  29,886.65
Legacy Account ............... ......................  2,800.00
Golden Jubilee Funds:
Children's Home, Vellore, India ............. $4,425.00
Undesignated ............  575.00
-------  5,000.00
Ada Louise Morris Fund ............................... 3,630.88
Pension Fund (N. C. C.) ............................... 509.70
General and Designated Work .................. $ 684.19
Contingent Fund ..............................  1,213.37 •
-------  1,897.56
P E R M A N E N T  FUNDS:
. Charlotte W. Duryee Fund ............................ $ 5,000.00
Ann Elizabeth Disborough Fund ........................ 2,000.00
Jane Ann Gopsill Fund ................................  32,500.00
Abbie J. Bell Fund ................................... 500.00
Emily Hermance Fund .................................  500.00
Mary Taber Schell Hospital Endowment Fund.............. 50,000.00
Mary Lott Lyles Hospital Endowment Fund ............... 12,000.00
Eliza A. Zabriskie Fund ...............................  5,000.00
Anna Townsend Van Santvoord Fund.....................  30,000.00
Clara De Forrest Burrell Evangelistic Fund................ 5,000.00
Olive Gates Wallace Evangelistic Fund ...................  500.00
Anna and Margaret Rosenraad Evangelistic Fund ..........  200.00
Catherine Jane Pryer Evangelistic Fund .................  1,000.00
Mary Loutse Leonard Memorial Fund ...................  750.00
Mary B. Doolittle Fund '................................ 2,000.00
Mary Storrs Coe Fund ...............................  1,000.00
Hannah More Bishop Memorial Fund ....:...............  1,000.00
Margaret Logan Tunnard Fund ...... ..................  1,000.00
Mrs. Edward H. Peters Fund .........................  1,000.00
North Reformed Church, Passaic, N. J. Fund .............. 2,500.00
Netherlands Committee Fund ............................  1,104.38
Matured Annuity Funds ..............................  1,500.00
Annuity Funds .......................................  37,500.00
Helen A. Rollins Fund ................................  1,720.00
Mary Hobart Fund ................................... 475.00
Martha T. Douglas Fund ..............................  3,000.00
Marion Wells Thoms Hospital Fund .............. ......  1,000.00
Children’s Home, Vellore, Endowment Fund .............  3,000.00
Jane T. B. Moore Memorial Fund ....................... 1,000.00
John Hoffman Memorial Fund ..........................  100.00
Mary E. Talmage Fund ...............................  5,362.19
Maria Hoes Van Buren Memorial F u n d ...................  20,000.00
S U R PLUS ARISING F R O M  R E A L  ESTATE OPERATIONS
125,493.62
65,945.84
18,778.22
1.00
13.00
$293,053.40
$ 7,852.18 
380.00 
111.65
53,724.79
229,211.57
1,773.21
WOMAN’S BOARD OF FOREIGN MISSIONS, R.C.A. 
STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS FOR THE YEAR 
ENDED APRIL 30, 1938 
EXHIBIT B
SCHEDULE 1
Receipts from Churches, Societies and Individuals for General Work of Board:
General Contributions ---..........................
Designated for Missionaries Salanes ...............; • • • 14.^ 1
Designated Gifts on Appropriations •..... ............  15,764.13
Memorial Memberships ............................. .
Life Memberships ................................... 525.00
Special Offerings:
Foreign Missions Sunday ................. $ /
Anniversary .............................  759.84
Birthday ................................Ladies’ Day ............................  39.26
Northfield ..............................  —  2,494.85
Young Women's Societies: . ^
Receipts on account of Young Womens Budget.$5,937.04 
Miscellaneous Gifts applied to Young Women’s
Budget .............................  1,102.25
Sewing Guild.............. . .................
United Missions Mesopotamia— Salary............
Baby Roll Memberships ................. '......
Children’s Home, Amoy, China ............... $
Children’s Home, Vellore, India ... . ..... .....
60.98
20.00
Missionary Travel and Outfit ..........
St. Christopher Training College, Madras 
Women's Christian College, Tokyo.....
7,039.29
332.92
1,320.00
264.75
80.98
83.87
225.00
71.75
SALES O F  LITERATURE .......................................
RECEIPTS O N  A C C O U N T  O F  1932-33 B U D G E T  . ...... • ....
I N C O M E  F R O M  INVESTED F U N D S  APPLICABLE T O  B U D G E T  ....
I N C O M E  F R O M  INVESTED F U N D S — Not Applicable to Budget $ 3,937.48 
T R U S T  F U N D S  I N C O M E — H E L D  B Y  B. F. M., R. G  A.:
Susan Y. Lansing Fund ..................... $ 213.77
Josephine Penfold Fund ......................  250.00
R E A L  ESTATE:
Income collected in year .....................
Less Expenses ..............................  ,^954.3/ 2,031.32
F O R  SPECIFIC W O R K :
Designated Gifts, China . .............. ..............
Anonymous to Jean Walvoord ........................
Designated Gifts, India ............ ........... .....
Special Gift, Social Center, Vellore ...................
Gridley School Scholarship, India .... ................
Missionary Medical College for Women, Vellore,........
Missionary Medical College Endowment Fund ..........
Designated Gifts, Japan ...... ......................New Missionary Salary Account, Japan .................
Designated Gifts, Arabia and Mesopotamia ..............
Elizabeth DePree Cantine Memorial Bed ...............
General: ^ a*World Day of Prayer Offerings ............? 17.43
Gift for Office Furniture .................  10.00
China Emergency Fund ..... ............ ...........
Designated Gifts, Board of Foreign Missions .... .
Special Board Plan for Debt Retirement from Board Members 
Designated Gift, Medical Expenses of Missionary ...:....
$ 134.00
100.00 
881.54 
61.00
150.00 
738.93
200.00
30.00 
500.00 
121.50
35.00
27.43
772.98
1,690.50
3,557.65
11.25
LEGACIES A N D  ADDITIONS T O  FUNDS:
Estate Kate Van Santvoord Olcott .....
Estate Helen A. Rollins a/c ...........
Estate Agnes R. Lake.............. . •
Estate Bessie Resue .................
Estate Eilert Schulte ....... .........
Estate Ada L. Morris ....... ...... . .
Annuity Gifts . ........... . .....  .'
Operating Table Fund, Kuwait .......
• National Christian Council Pension'Fund .
$ 3,000.00
120.00
250.00 
1,157.23
900.00 
15.92­
4,500.00100.00
• 95.00
$106,281.13
409.59
483.70
4,931.15
$112,105.57
6,432.57
9,011.78
10,138.15
S H A R E  O F  I N C O M E  M A R T H A  A N T O I N E T T E  QU I C K  M E M O R I A L  
F U N D  H E L D  B Y  G E N E R A L  S Y N O D  ........................
RECEIVED F O R  T H E  A C C O U N T  O F  W O M A N ! S  B O A R D  O F  D O M E S ­
TIC MISSIONS A N D  ALLIED G R O U P S  ................. .....
N E T  P R O CEEDS O N  R E A L  ESTA T E  A N D  I N V E S T M E N T S  S O L D ---
B A L A N C E S  IN BANKS, APRIL 30, 1937:
Corn Exchange Bank Trust Company .................  $ 8,430.39
Central Hanover Bank and Trust Company ............ 34,254.36
1,397.38
$139,085.45
3,033.13
18,896.14
$161,014.72
42,684.75
$203,699.47
W O M A N ’S B O A R D  O F  FOREIGN MISSIONS, R.C.A. 
S T A T E M E N T  O F  DISBURSEMENTS F O R  T H E  Y E A R  
E N D E D  APRIL 30, 1938 
S C H E D U L E  2
F O R  W O R K  O F  B O A R D  U N D E R  G E N E R A L  BUDGET:
General Appropriations to Board of Foreign Missions.....  $87,454.00
Additional Payments to Board of Foreign Missions on account
of Budget 1932-33 ...............................  483.70
Interdenominational Work: -
Women's Christian College, Madras, India ..........  $ 500.00
St. Christopher's Training College, Madras, India ....  500.00
Women's Christian College, Tokyo, Japan ........... 1,500.00
Christian Literature for Women and Children of the ^
Orient ........................ ............. 200.00
Children’s Home, Amoy, China ....................... $ 500.00
Children's Home, Vellore, India ......................  500.00
Orphanage, Bahrain, Arabia ......................... . 50.00
Grants to Missionaries 
Sewing Guild .....
$ 87,937.70
2,700.00
1,050.00
44.80
642.42
Grants to Cooperating Bodies, etc.:
Missionary Education Department ..................  $ 1,325.00
Stated Clerk General Synod ....................... 1,008.45
Missionary Review of the World...................  75.00
Missionary Education Movement ...................  75.00
Pan-Presbyterian Alliance of Women’s Boards........  15.00---------  2,498.45
Publicity and Promotion:
Literature, coin cards and miscellaneous supplies......  $ 3,886.39
Travel of Delegates and Registration ................. 1,549.34
Young Women's Expense .........................  845.00
Annual Reports ................................  499.00
News ................................. 97.50
Home Administration:
Rent, Janitors, Repairs, etc........................
Office Expense, Audit, etc.........................
Office Salaries: ................................(Stenographer $1,820.00, Assistant $1,457.00. Assist­
ant (Part time) $510.00, Assistant to Treasurer 
$1,680.00, and Special Office Assistants $268.44)
Officers' Salaries: ..............................
(General Secretary $3,230.00, Treasurer $2,500.00, 
Y. W. Secretary $1,100.00)
Retirement Allowances: ..........................
(Honorary Secretary $1,000.00, Corresponding Secre­
tary $600.00)
Stationery, Printing and Postage ...................
Legal Fees ....................................
Telephone and Telegraph ...,......................
$ 1,763.83 
780.90 
5,735.44
6,830.00
1,600.00
1,180.52
500.52
260.42
F O R  SPECIFIC W O R K :
In China:
China Emergency Fund ...........................  $ 350.03
Endowment Fund Income, Memorial Beds, Wilhelmina
Hospital (Netherlands Committee and Doolittle Fund) 170.50 
Anonymous Gift— Jean Walvoord ..................  100.00
6,877.23
18,651.63
620.53
In, India: ' ' * ‘ V
1 Mary Taber Schell Hospital Endowment Income ....
Missionary Medical College for Women, Vellore— Main­
tenance and Scholarship ......................
Mary Lott Lyles Hospital Endowment Fund Income a/c
’ Building Wing, Madanapalle ...................
Salary Daisy Peters (substitute) Chittoor....... ......
Gridley School, Chittoor .........................
Marie Terhune Memorial Fund for Music, Chittoor....
$ .2,026.40 
742.93
520.00 
157.71
150.00 
25.00
In Arabia:
Women’s Medical Work, Kuwait
Duryee Memorial .......
Auxiliary, Douglaston ....
$ 500.00 
350.00
Mrs. S. J. Thoms, Baghdad .......................
Endowment Fund Income, Memorial Beds, Kuwait and
Elizabeth DePree Cantine Memorial Bed, Bahrain
$ 850.0025.00
92.50
35.00
Designated Gifts— Work of the Board of Foreign Missions--- $ 1,695.50
Special Designated Gifts through Board of Foreign Missions.. 1,076.46
National Christian Council Relief Share ...... • • • • .......  175.00
“Greater Things” assessment share to General Synod.....  40.07
Special Designated Gifts— direct to missionaries..........  47.03
Day of Prayer Offerings .............................  17.43
Medical Expenses of Missionary ... ....................... ....
Servicing Mortgages ................ . • • .........
Special Plan Debt Retirement 1932-33 Budget to Board of Foreign
Missions . ................................................
Payments to Annuitants ..... ............... ..................
MONI E S  RECEIVED F O R  T H E  
T R A N S M I T T E D  .. ...... ....
INVESTMENTS:
Addition to Deposit Accounts ..
Real Estate .............. .
' Preferred Stock .............
Bonds ....................
Accrued Interest— bonds .......
A C C O U N T  O F  ALLIED BOARDS,
$ 4,216.71 
388.50 
17,069.00 
27,459.33 
8.33
BALANCES IN BANKS, APRIL 30, 1938: .
Corn Exchange-Bank Trust Company (Appropriated $7,962.54) 
Central Hanover Bank and Trust Co. (Appropriated) .....
$ 9,614.51 
7,320.29
... .'..s''
3,622.04
1,002.50
3,051.49
259.20
21.68
3,654.87
2,023.70
$134,658.24
2,964.56
49,141.87
16,934.80
$203,699.47

